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Abstract
We study reductions of 6d theories on a d-dimensional manifold Md, focusing on
the interplay between symmetries, anomalies, and dynamics of the resulting p6 ´ dq-
dimensional theory T rMds. We refine and generalize the notion of “polarization” to
polarization on Md, which serves to fix the spectrum of local and extended operators in
T rMds. Another important feature of theories T rMds is that they often possess higher-
group symmetries, such as 2-group and 3-group symmetries. We study the origin of
such symmetries as well as physical implications including symmetry breaking and
symmetry enhancement in the renormalization group flow. To better probe the IR
physics, we also investigate the ’t Hooft anomaly of 5d Chern–Simons matter theories.
The present paper focuses on developing the general framework as well as the special
case of d “ 0 and 1, while an upcoming paper will discuss the case of d “ 2, 3 and 4.
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1 Introduction
Nothing in physics seems so hopeful to as the idea
that it is possible for a theory to have a high degree
of symmetry was hidden from us in everyday life.
The physicist’s task is to find this deeper symmetry.
Steven Weinberg
Throughout the history of physics, symmetries played a central role. They help to iden-
tify physical laws and principles that describe observable phenomena. In quantum physics,
they guide us toward non-perturbative formulations of Quantum Field Theory and exact
mathematical descriptions of strongly coupled systems.
In this paper, we study quantum field theories in 6d and their dimensional reductions.
Considering such problems produced many interesting connections between low-dimensional
topology and dynamics of quantum field theories. For example, on the physics side, it led
to a very large collections of novel dualities and, on the math side, to novel invariants of
manifolds.
A large class of 6d theories whose compactifications have been studied are the so-called
“relative theories” [1], which means they have an anomalous 2-form global symmetry with
the anomaly captured by a 7d Topological Quantum Field Theory (TQFT) with possibly
degenerate ground states. As a consequence, such 6d theories alone are not QFTs in the
usual sense, e.g. they do not have well-defined partition functions. In the literature, a notion
of polarization was introduced in order to define a partition function on a given 6-manifold
M6 [2–4, 1].
1 A closer inspection reveals, however, that a refinement is needed in order for
the partition function to be fully specified and unambiguous.
One of the main goals of the present paper is to refine and generalize the notion of polar-
ization, to the notion of refined polarization on Md, so that not only it specifies the partition
1This is similar to the 2d chiral Wess–Zumino–Witten conformal field theories living on the boundary of
3d Chern–Simons theories, where the 2d theory has chiral conformal blocks that correspond to vectors in
the Hilbert space of the 3d theory [5, 6]. See also [7] for a discussion on the interplay between polarization
in 3d TQFTs and the boundary lattice models.
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function but also defines a full-fledged quantum field theory upon partial compactification
on a d-manifold Md,
(refined) polarization P on Md  p6´ dq dimensional QFT T rMd,Ps (1.1)
Questions we address in this paper (and in the sequel [8]) include
• How to classify polarizations on a given Md?
• How does a polarization P control the symmetries and anomalies of T rMd,Ps?
• What is the spectrum of charged operators in the theory T rMd,Ps?
• How does the mapping class group of Md act on polarizations? And, what does this
tell us about dualities of the theory T rMd,Ps?
• What happens when Md itself has symmetries (i.e. isometries)?
One useful way to tackle these questions about the reduction of 6d theory is to reduce
the entire 6d-7d coupled system to lower dimensions. Then, it turns out that all of the
above questions can be rephrased in terms of the p7 ´ dq-dimensional TQFT T bulkrMds.
For example, one can shed much light onto the first question by relating polarizations with
topological boundary conditions of the TQFT T bulkrMds. One advantage of this approach is
that is it universal, meaning that it does not depend on specific details of the boundary 6d
theory. This is a typical feature in the study of quantum field theory via symmetries and
anomalies.
Moreover, this approach naturally leads to a systematic classification of polarizations on
any Md by relating them to symmetry protected topological phases (SPT phases) in 6 ´ d
dimensions. It turns out that polarizations can be naturally sorted into two classes that
we call pure polarizations and mixed polarizations, and they lead to theories with different
types of extended operators. While the former have been used, sometimes implicitly, in the
reduction of 6d theories on various Md in the literature (see e.g. [9–12]), mixed polarizations
give rise to novel dimensional reductions, enlarging the zoo of T rMds theories even for a
particular Md such as S
1 or a Riemann surface (thus, producing new theories of class S). For
each type of polarization, we discuss how symmetries, anomalies, and spectrum of charged
operators are constrained and determined by the polarization.
Another interesting feature of T rMds theories is the presence of higher-group symmetries
[13–16] when Md itself has isometries. In other words, the (0-form) symmetry coming from
the isometry of Md often combines in a non-trivial way with higher-form symmetries of
T rMds, whose gauge transformations are modified in the presence of a background gauge field
for the isometry symmetry. Higher-group symmetry has interesting implications for physics
of the effective low-dimensional theory, including constraints on the symmetry breaking
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patterns in the renormalization group flows or enhancement of global symmetry. We will
discuss these applications to 5d theories in this paper,2 relegating applications to lower
dimensional theories to the upcoming work [8].
We also compute the ’t Hooft anomaly for the one-form symmetry in 5d SUpNq gauge
theory with Chern–Simons term at level k, where the Chern–Simons term breaks the ZN
one-form center symmetry to a subgroup ZgcdpN,kq and contributes to the ’t Hooft anomaly
of the remaining one-form symmetry. Similarly, we compute the ’t Hooft anomaly for the
flavor symmetry when matter fields are included. The anomaly has interesting applications
to the strongly-coupled dynamics and can be used to test dualities between different 5d
gauge theories, which will be discussed in another work.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss partition functions
of 6d relative theories (which can be alternatively viewed as the special case of T rMds with
d “ 6, and T rM6s being a zero-dimensional theory), reviewing and refining the notion of
polarization. In Section 3, we generalize the notion of polarization to arbitrary Md, and build
on it a theoretical framework for studying reductions of 6d theories.3 Section 4 is devoted
to a seemingly degenerate case of d “ 0 with Md being a point, which in fact turns out to
be remarkably rich. Section 5 focuses on the case of d “ 1 and Md “ S
1, where we will
find many examples of mixed polarizations and higher-group symmetries. Section 6 delves
deeper into a special class of 6d and 5d theories associated with the Lie algebra sop8q.
There are several appendices. In Appendix A, we discuss the level quantization of the
7d three-form Chern–Simons theory. In Appendix B, we discuss a class of Z2 higher-form
gauge theory in various spacetime dimensions. In Appendix C, we discuss a class of 5d
discrete two-form gauge theory with its symmetry and anomaly, which describes the discrete
theta-angles in the 5d gauge theories relevant to this paper. In Appendix D, we discuss
a discrete gauge theory that couples gauge fields of different degrees, which describes the
mixed discrete theta-angles. In Appendix E, we review some properties of linking forms
in various dimensions. In Appendix F, we discuss dualities between 7d three-form Chern–
Simons theories. In Appendix G, we show that fermionic Abelian Chern–Simons theory
factorizes into a bosonic Abelian TQFT and an invertible fermionic TQFT.
2See also [17–21] for some recent discussions of the higher-form symmetry (without non-trivial higher-
group structures) in 5d and 6d.
3In the past, certain decoupling procedures were used to construct different global forms of the theory
T rMds (see e.g. [12] where higher-form symmetries coming from 6d N “ p2, 0q theories also play important
roles). Our approach does not make use of any decoupling procedure.
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Summary of the upcoming work [8]
In a companion paper [8], we will apply the method developed here to systematically explore
compactifications of 6d theories on manifolds Md with d “ 2, 3, and 4. For instance, we
will demonstrate how discrete theta angles in 4d gauge theories given by the Pontryagin
square appear from choosing suitable polarizations, verifying a proposal in [11]. We will also
find higher-group symmetries to be almost ubiquitous as long as one keeps enough degrees
of freedom from the Kaluza–Klein tower on Md of finite size. Just as in other dimensions,
the global symmetry and ’t Hooft anomaly of the compactified theory T rMd,Ps depend on
the polarization P and can be obtained by studying the compactifification of the 7d TQFT
T bulk coupled to the 6d theory on the boundary. In the special case of compactifying a free
6d Up1q tensor multiplet to 3d, this gives a decoupled 3d Aelian Chern–Simons theory [22],
and we will show that the mapping class group symmetry reproduces some of the anyon
permutation symmetry in the TQFT that is studied systematically in [23]. We will also
show that symmetry consideration can help us study Gluck twist on S2 ˆ S1, relevant for
the construction of exotic smooth 4-manifolds.
1.1 Frequently used notations
We list some notations used throughout the paper for quick reference.
T bulk: A seven-dimensional 3-form Abelian Chern–Simons theory.
D: Defect group of the 7d TQFT that classifies 3-dimensional operators in the theory.
Md: A connected d-dimensional (smooth) manifold.
T bulkrMds: A p7´ dq-dimensional theory obtained by reducing the 7d TQFT on Md.
T : A six-dimensional quantum field theory living on the boundary of T bulk. It has 2-form
D symmetry whose anomaly is described by T bulk.
T rMds: A p6´ dq-dimensional theory obtained by reducing the 6d theory on Md, which might
be a relative theory living on the boundary of T bulkrMds.
H ipMd, Dq: The i-th cohomology of Md with D coefficient. It classifies p3´ iq-dimensional topolog-
ical operators in T bulkrMds.
HpM6q: The Hilbert space of T bulk on M6. Or alternatively the Hilbert space of the 1d TQFT
T bulkrM6s on a single point.
x¨, ¨y: An anti-symmetric bilinear form on H3pM6, Dq (with M6 implicit from the context).
It measures non-commutativity of operators (labeled by elements in H3pM6, Dq) in the
1d TQFT T bulkrM6s acting on HpM6q.
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Λ: A maximal isotropic subgroup of H3pM6, Dq with respect to x¨, ¨y. Often referred to as
a “polarization.” It is a set of maximal commuting operators in T bulkrM6s.
q: A quadratic function on Λ that refines certain (possibly degenerate) symmetric bilinear
form on Λ. Together with Λ, it leads to a well-defined partition function of the 6d
theory T on M6.
PolpM6q The set of polarizations on M6.
ĂPolpM6q The set of refined polarizations pΛ, qq on M6. It also classifies topological boundary
conditions of T bulkrM6s.
T rM6, pΛ, qqs: An absolute 0-dimensional theory constructed from T rM6s with the refined polarization
pΛ, qq.
Λ_: The Pontryagin dual of Λ. It is the group of p´1q-form symmetries of T rM6, pΛ, qqs. It
is isomorphic to H3pM6, Dq{Λ.
Λ: A lift of Λ_ to H3pM6, Dq, which then can be decomposed into Λ ‘ Λ. A choice of Λ
leads to an explicit set of basis for the partition vector of T on M6.
ĂPolpMdq: The set of refined polarizations on Md. It also classifies topological boundary conditions
of T bulkrMds.
P : A refined polarization on Md (with the manifold understood from the context).
T rMd,Ps: An absolute p6´dq-dimensional theory constructed from T rM6s with refined polarization
P .
SpPq: A subgroup of H˚pMd, Dq classifying charged objects in T rMd,Ps.
SpPqind: A subgroup of SpPq classifying charged objects that are independent.
L: A maximal isotropic subgroup of Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq. It is a sum of graded pieces L
piq.
PL: A “pure polarization” labeled by L. It satisfies SpPLq “ SpPqind “ L. The theory
T rMd,PLs has p2´ iq-dimensional charged objects classified by Lpd´iq.
L_: The Pontryagin dual of L, which is isomorphic to Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq{L. It describe the
symmetry of the theory T rMd,PLs. More precisely, the theory has a pL_qpiq p2´ iq-form
symmetry.
L: A lift of L_ to Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq{L. Existence of such a lift is equivalent to the L
_
symmetry of T rMd,PLs that is anomaly-free.
2 Partition functions of 6d relative theories
The main subjects of study in this paper are 7d/6d coupled systems with the 7d theory being
a 3-form abelian Chern–Simons theory and the 6d theory will have 2-form symmetry whose
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anomaly is captured by the 7d TQFT. More precisely, The 7d theory has three-dimensional
operators given by the holonomy of the three-form gauge field, which generate the two-
form symmetry on the 6d boundary [24]. In this paper, we will not use supersymmetry
in any essential way, and the boundary theory can have either p2, 0q supersymmetry, p1, 0q
supersymmetry or no supersymmetry at all.
When the 7d theory is non-invertible, the 6d theory is said to be a relative theory [1].
For such theories, the notion of partition function on a 6-manifold M6 is not well-defined
and required choices of additional data, which serve to specify a state in the TQFT Hilbert
space HpM6q.
Such additional data were best understood previously when the boundary theory has
p2, 0q supersymmetry, coupling to a Wu Chern–Simons theory of three-form gauge field
[3,25,26]. It was found that part of the additional data is a choice of a “polarization,” which
we will briefly recall below.
The 6d N “ p2, 0q superconformal theory is labeled by a Lie algebra g. And we denote
the corresponding simply-connected Lie group by rG6d and its center by Z. On the tensor
branch of the 6d theory, these three-form gauge fields are trivialized by the self-dual fields
[25] and they have non-trivial holonomy only in the presence of surface operators. In 6d
there are strings where the worldsheets have non-trivial linking with three-spheres that have
holonomy of the three-form gauge field i.e. they are operators charged under the two-form
symmetry [24, 25, 27]. The charges for the strings in 6d is valued in the weight lattice of g.
In general Dirac quantization condition is not satisfied, whose violation is encoded in the
anti-symmetric bilinear form on
H3pM6,Zq ˆH3pM6,Zq Ñ Up1q. (2.1)
Then the choice of a polarization is given by a maximal isotropic subgroup Λ ofH3pM6,Zq.
Here, “isotropic” is with respect to the anti-symmetric bilinear form on H3pM6,Zq. Often,
it is assume that there is a decomposition
H3pM6,Zq “ Λ‘ Λ (2.2)
where Λ is another maximal isotropic subgroup and is sometimes regarded part of the data
for the choice of polarization.
In the following, we will re-examining and generalize the notion of polarization, both in
the context of 6d p2, 0q theories and in more general setting. Questions that we will answer
inlcude:
• Is a choice of Λ enough to specify the partition function, or is more data need?
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• Often for the same choice of Λ, there are multiple compatible choices of Λ. What is the
role played by different choices of Λ?
• For some Λ, there is no choice of Λ. What is special about such Λ?
• When polarization is changed, how does the partition functions change?
We start by discussing in more detail the anomaly of the two-form symmetry and prop-
erties of the 7d TQFT.
2.1 The 7d TQFT
The action of the abelian 3-form Chern–Simons theory takes the following form [3,25,27–29]
1
4π
ÿ
I,J
KIJ
ż
CIdCJ , I, J “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ r , (2.3)
where CI are Up1q-valued three-form gauge fields, and KIJ “ KJI P Z can be assembled into
an integral symmetric coupling matrix. This theory is a three-form analogue of the usual
Abelian Chern–Simons theory.
For a 6d N “ p2, 0q theory with Lie algebra g of ADE type, K can be identified with
the Cartan matrix for g. In this case, the 7d bulk theory can be referred to as “the 3-form
Chern–Simons theory based on the root lattice of g” in the notation of [25]. Indeed, the
scalar product on the root lattice induced by the Killing form for simply-laced Lie algebra
is given by the Cartan matrix.
In the case of 6d p2, 0q theory on the world volume of a single M5 brane, the TQFT
can also be obtained from 11 dimensions by reducing the Chern–Simons like theory for the
5-form gauge field. For more general 6d SCFTs that can be realized by F-theory on singular
elliptic Calabi–Yau 3-folds, these matrices are the intersection pairing between collapsing
2-cycles on the base of the elliptic fibration [27].
One important subclass of such 7d theories consists of those with even K, whose diagonal
entries KII are all even. Such a theory is well-defined on any closed orientable 7-manifold.
On the other hand, if any diagonal entry KII is odd, the theory requires the manifold to
have additional structure such as a spinc structure. (This generalizes [30,2,3] where a similar
choice of spin structure is required, and [26,25] where a choice of Wu structure is required.)
See Appendix A for more details about the quantization of the coefficient matrix K. We
assume for a moment that K is even.
The fusion rule of the three-dimensional operators ei
ű
CI3 can be derived from the equation
of motion and is given by the quotient
D “ Zr{KZr , (2.4)
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which we will refer to as the “defect group,” following the terminology for the 6d boundary
theory [31]. It is isomorphic to Z, the center of the simply-connected Lie group rG6d when
K is the Cartan matrix of an ADE Lie algebra g.
The correlation function of the operators ei
ű
C3 can be computed as in the usual Abelian
Chern–Simons theory
x ei
ű
V λ
ICI3 ei
ű
V 1 λ
1JCJ3 y “ exp
`
´2πiλ1T pK´1qλ ¨ LinkpV, V 1q
˘
. (2.5)
It gives a bilinear pairing on the defect group D
x¨, ¨y : D ˆD Ñ Up1q . (2.6)
The bilinear form can be derived from the quadratic function
q : λ “ tλIu P D ÞÑ
1
2
λTK´1λ . (2.7)
We will call the quadratic function the “spin” of the three-dimensional operator, by analogy
with the spin of line operators in 3d TQFT. It is associated with the framing described by
the free part of π7pS
4q “ Zˆ Z12 (see [8] for further explanations of this perspective). Just
as in the 3d, the spin of the operator is modulo 1. The braiding is related to the quadratic
function by
xλ, λ1y “ exp
”
´2πi
´
qpλ` λ1q ´ qpλq ´ qpλ1q
¯ı
. (2.8)
Explicitly, for K given by the Cartan matrix of ADE type Lie algebra, the operators in
the 7d TQFT are as follows:4
4We note the discussion between (2.58)-(2.59) of [28] only consider the case without pairing between
different cyclic factors in D, while here we consider the most general cases. For instance, consider g “ D4.
The Cartan matrix is
K “
¨
˚
˚
˝
2 ´1 0 0
´1 2 ´1 ´1
0 ´1 2 0
0 ´1 0 2
˛
‹
‹
‚
. (2.9)
The operators UI “ e
i
ű
CI satisfy
U2 “ 1, U1U3 “ U4, U3U4 “ U1, U1U4 “ U3 (2.10)
and thus the fusion rule is
D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 (2.11)
generated by U3, U4. The operators U3 and U4 have trivial self-braiding but non-trivial mutual braiding.
Thus, one cannot relabel the operators to remove the mutual braiding between the two generators and in any
basis the bilinear pairing on D is non-trivial only between the two Z2 factors. This theory is the analogue for
the three fermion theory in the condensed matter literature, where the usual anyons are replaced by anyonic
three-dimensional operators.
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• An´1. The three-dimensional operator has Zn fusion algebra, and the generator has
spin n´1
2n
.
• D2n. The fusion algebra is Z2 ˆ Z2, generated by U and V of spin 12 and
2n
16
.5
• D2n`1. The operators have Z4 fusion algebra and the generator has spin 2n`116 .
• E8. The fusion algebra is trivial and there is only one trivial three-dimensional operator.
• E7. The fusion algebra is Z2 and the generator has spin 34 .
• E6. The fusion algebra is Z3 and the generator has spin 23 .
Indeed, fusion algebra of the three-dimensional operator in this theory is given by
D “ Zp rG6dq , (2.12)
where rG6d is the simply-connected form of the group with the Lie algebra g.
In particular, we have the dualities between 7d TQFTs:
EN Ø A8´N , D2n`1 Ø
"
A3 odd n
A3 even n
, DN Ø DN`8 , (2.13)
where bar denotes the theory obtained by reversing the orientation, and the duality is up to
multiplying with copies of the trivial TQFT associated with E8. Their counterparts in 3d
are discussed in [32,33].
Since the three-dimensional operators obey non-trivial braiding relation, this leads to
degenerate ground states on 6-manifold M6 with non-trivial H3pM6, Dq, in analogue to the 3d
Chern–Simons theory. More precisely, this leads to ground state degeneracy |H3pM6, Dq|
1{2.6
“Fermionic” TQFT and extended defect group
When the coupling matrix K is odd, i.e. it has at least one odd diagonal entry, the theory has
fermionic three-dimensional operator of spin 1
2
. Denote a row that contains the odd diagonal
entry by KI , then the fermion operator can be written as exp
`
i
ű
KIC
I
˘
. The operator has
trivial braiding with other operators and it is non-trivial only because of the self-statistics.
The fusion algebra of the complete set of operators is
rD “ D ˆ Z2 , (2.14)
5Our convention is such that the spin is defined modulo 1. Namely, spin 2n16 is the same as spin
2n´16
16 ,
2n´32
16 , etc.
6Since H3pM,Dq has a non-degenerate skew-symmetric pairing, |H3pM,Dq|1{2 is always an integer.
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where D “ Zr{KZr. See Appendix G for a proof that it always factorizes in this way. Notice,
however, that the non-degenerate pairing x¨, ¨y on D becomes degenerate on rD.
To understand better what “fermionic” means, consider the case K “ 1. We have
ż
7d
1
4π
CdC `
1
2π
CdX “
ż
8d
π
dC
2π
dC
2π
` 2π
dC
2π
dX
2π
, (2.15)
where we rewrite the action using a bounding 8-manifold, and we include a background
3-form X. To make the theory independent of the bounding 8-manifold, we require
dX
2π
”
1
2
v4 pmod Zq , (2.16)
where v4 is the 4th Wu class. It is related to the Stiefel–Whitney classes wi of the tangent
bundle by v4 “ w4 ` w
2
2 ` w1w3 ` w
4
1 and it reduces to w4 ` w
2
2 on orientable manifolds (as
we will consider here). If we absorb X by shifting C Ñ C ´X, then the three-dimensional
operator
ű
C depends on the bounding 4-surface:
exp
ˆ
i
ż
4d
dC
˙
“ exp
ˆ
πi
ż
4d
v4
˙
. (2.17)
Namely, the operator
ű
C depends on the framing described by a trivialization of v4. This
is analogous to the neutral fermion particle in a spin TQFT, which depends on the framing
specified by a trivialization of w2 (i.e. the spin structure).
Consider the Hilbert space of the 7d TQFT on a Wu4 manifold M6. It decomposes as
HpM6qfull “
à
BfPH3pM6,Z2q
HpM6qBf . (2.18)
Different pieces labeled by Bf are all isomorphic, with the isomorphisms given by the action
of the central fermionic operator in 7d wrapped on a cycle dual to Bf P H
3pM6,Z2q. Alter-
natively, the theory quantized on a Wu4 manifold M6 depends on the trivialization of the
4th Wu class v4 “ δσ3, which is called the 4th Wu structure.
7 Different trivializations σ3, σ
1
3
satisfy δpσ3 ´ σ
1
3q “ 0 and thus the trivializations are classified by H
3pM6,Z2q.
As a consequence, one can focus on the subspace given by Bf “ 0. In the following, we
will actually omit the subscript in HpM6qBf“0, with the understanding that when K is odd,
there are other sectors, one for each elements in H3pM6,Z2q, obtained by the action of the
central fermionic operator.
The 6d theory can be viewed as a boundary condition of the 7d theory. Later, gapped
boundary conditions will also play important role in our discussion. To specify such a 6d
7The 2nd Wu structure that trivializes the second Wu class v2 “ w2 ` w
2
1 is the pin
´ structure. For an
orientable pin´ manifold i.e. a spin manifold it is the spin structure.
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Figure 1: 6d theories can be viewed as boundary conditions of a 7d TQFT.
boundary we need to pick a boundary condition for the three-form gauge field, labeled by
H3pM6, Dq. As in the case of ordinary Chern–Simons theory [6], different choices can be
related by adding boundary terms, in some cases it takes the form of a Legendre transforma-
tion on the boundary.8 The three-form gauge field gives rise to three-dimensional operators
in 6d that generate the two-form symmetry. There can also be open operators ending on the
boundary as two-dimensional operator, and they are charged under the two-form symmetry.
2.2 Polarizations from reduction to 1d TQFT
As the boundary theory is coupled to the bulk TQFT, one cannot define its partition function
by itself. Instead, one has to specify a state in the Hilbert space HpM6q of the 7d TQFT
on M6. And such choices were conjectured to be labeled by maximal isotropic subgroups in
H3pM6, Dq,
9
PolpM6q :“ tΛ Ă H
3
pM6, Dq|Λ maximal isotropicu. (2.19)
Such a choice of Λ is often referred to as a “polarization.” As we will later see, this is only
part of the data, and one needs an additional piece of information to fully specify a state
projectively in the Hilbert space HpM6q. We will return to this problem at a later point.
8In 3d TQFT the gapped boundary conditions are discussed in [34–38], where they are classified by the
maximal isotropic subalgebras in the set of operators.
9By definition, PolpM6q will also depend on D, the pairing on D, and possibly its quadratic refinement
if M6 is not spin. As such data is often clear from the context, we suppress them in the notation to avoid
clutter.
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To prepare for the discussion in the next section that generalizes the notion of “polar-
ization on Md” with d ă 6, we will look at the maximal isotropic condition from a slightly
different perspective. We will now argue that each polarization (together with one piece of
additional data that we will specify later) corresponds to an absolute 0-dimensional theory
obtained from reduction of the 6d theory on M6,
PolpM6q » tAbsolute 0-dim theory obtained by reduction on M6u. (2.20)
Here, “absolute” means that a theory has a well-defined partition function (up to a phase),
or, equivalently, the 7d TQFT reduces to an invertible 1d TQFT.10 Also, the right-hand side
of (2.20) is restricted to ones that are “universal” from the point of view of the 7d theory.
For example, the same 7d TQFT can have different boundary 6d theories, which can have
additional global symmetries either in 6d or when reduced to lower dimensions. And, when
we reduce the theory on M6, there are going to be additional choices to make, such as choices
of holonomies/fluxes along various cycles on M6. When they are included, strictly speaking,
the map (2.20) is injective, but not in general an isomorphism.
The construction for (2.20) is as follows. First, reduce the coupled 7d/6d system on M6.
This gives a coupled 1d/0d system. In the continuous notation, the reduction of the 7d
TQFT (2.3) gives
1
4π
ÿ
KIJ
ż
φIγdφ
J
γ1η
γ,γ1 , (2.21)
where φIγ „ φ
I
γ ` 2π denotes the holonomy of the three-form fields C
I over a three-cycle γ in
M6, and η is the intersection form on M6.
11 Since
ş
φIγdφ
J
γ1 “ ´
ş
φJγ1dφ
I
γ ` φ
I
γφ
J
γ1
ˇ
ˇ
endpoints
and
KIJ is symmetric, this is consistent with the anti-symmetric ηγ,γ
1
“ ´ηγ
1,γ. The operators
eiφ
I
γ obey fusion algebra given by D. The braiding in the original 7d TQFT becomes the
braiding between the operators eiφ: exchanging the order of insertions of the point operator
produces a phase, which when summed over different γ, γ1 weighted with the intersection
η produces the 7d braiding for the corresponding three-dimensional operators. This is in
general a non-trivial theory, coupled to a relative 0-dim theory with “p´1q-form symmetry”
H3pM6, Dq on the boundary, which, however, can be made absolute by gauging a subgroup
of H3pM6, Dq.
10“Absolute theories” are opposite of “relative theories.” This terminology goes back to the work [1],
where it was used in a slightly stronger sense, requiring the bulk TQFT to be trivial, not only invertible.
According to that terminology, some of the absolute theories studied in this paper are actually “projective
theories.” They are consistent quantum field theories with an ’t Hooft anomaly for global symmetry as
described by the bulk invertible TQFT.
11The reduction of Up1q-valued field on torsion cycles and free cycles should be treated differently. More
details are given in Section 3.7 and [8].
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p´1q-form symmetries and their anomaly
A p´1q-form symmetry in a quantum field theory is not a symmetry in the usual sense. Its
existence imply that there are (continuous or discrete) theta angles that can be turned on
to modify the theory. When such a theory is obtained from reduction of a theory in one
higher dimensions on S1 with a usual (0-form) symmetry, a theta angle is the holonomy of
the symmetry along the circle. Familiar examples include the Up1q “p´1q-form instanton
symmetry” in 4d gauge theories; this symmetry corresponds to the theta angle θ
ş
TrF 2
with periodic continuous θ parameter. The discrete “p´1q-form” symmetry corresponds
to discrete theta angle. The discrete theta angles are discrete topological actions of the
gauge fields and can be thought of as coupling the gauge theory to SPT phases. They
are classified by cobordism groups [39–42], and in some cases they can be described by
group cohomology [43]. Both continuous and discrete theta angles can lead to interesting
consequences for other global symmetries [44].
The reason that p´1q-form symmetries are usually not referred to as a symmetry is
because the symmetry action will in general transform the theory, as theories with different
theta angles are in general distinct. Another way of saying this is that the symmetry defect
of p´1q-form symmetry is space-filling.
In this paper, however, it is more convenient to refer to them as symmetries. One reason
is that they can have anomalies which are direct generalizations of anomalies for usual
symmetries [45–47].
In our present case, the p´1q-symmetry H3pM6, Dq will indeed have an anomaly com-
ing from the inflow of a 1d TQFT (2.21). Namely, if we turn on a discrete theta angle
α P H3pM6, Dq, then it will break the symmetry group from H
3pM6, Dq to a smaller one,
composed of elements that pair trivially with α. In other words, under a “gauge transfor-
mation”
α ÞÑ α `Nβ, (2.22)
where N P Zą0 is the smallest annihilator of β P H3pM6, Dq, the partition function will
pick up a phase xα, βy given by the pairing in H3pM6, Dq. In the continuous notation, the
anomaly can be described by the periodic scalars are no longer periodic in the presence of
boundary: under “gauge transformation” φIγ Ñ φ
I
γ ` 2πn
I
γ with integer n
I
γ, the action (2.21)
transforms by the boundary term
1
2
ÿ
KIJηγ,γ
1
nIγφ
J
γ1ppq , (2.23)
where there is a sum over the boundary (endpoints) p.
Another reason we refer to p´1q-form symmetries as symmetries is because one can
consider gauging them i.e. summing over the (continuous or discrete) theta angles.
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Gauging p´1q-form symmetry
Just as with usual symmetries, a subgroup of p´1q-form symmetry can be gauged if it is
anomaly-free.
In the present example, we hope to start with a quite non-trivial 1d/0d coupled system
and obtain an absolute theory on the boundary, coupled to an invertible TQFT in the bulk.
To get closer to the goal, one can first consider a subgroup Λ Ă H3pM6, Dq that is anomaly-
free. This is equivalent to requiring Λ to be isotropic,
xα, βy “ 0, @α, β P Λ. (2.24)
Being anomaly-free also means that the action (2.21) becomes trivial when restricted
to Λ. The TQFT with trivial action is not necessarily invertible, as it can have different
topological sectors given by non-interacting invertible TQFTs and labelled by B P Λ_ :“
HompΛ, Up1qq. One can project onto one of them. From the boundary point of view, this
procedure corresponds to gauging Λ, and choosing a particular summand to project onto
corresponds to choosing a background for the dual p´1q-form symmetry Λ_ – H3pM6q{Λ
appearing after gauging.
More explicitly, each α P H3pM6, Dq corresponds to an operator pα acting on the bound-
ary Hilbert space, and
PΛ :“
1
|Λ|
ÿ
αPΛ
pα (2.25)
is a projection operator, P 2Λ “ PΛ. Similarly, one can define
PΛ,B :“
1
|Λ|
ÿ
αPΛ
e´iBpαqpα (2.26)
where B P Λ_ and e2πiBpαq involves the pairing Λˆ Λ_ Ñ Up1q. These projection operators
satisfy
PΛ,BPΛ,B1 “ PΛ,BδBB1 , (2.27)
and therefore give a decomposition of the Hilbert space.
Another effect of gauging Λ is breaking H3pM6, Dq to a subgroup Λ
K composed of those
elements that pair trivially with elements in Λ. Obviously, one has
Λ Ă ΛK. (2.28)
After gauging Λ, we will have an invertible theory if and only if the remaining action on
ΛK{Λ gives an invertible TQFT. The TQFT is similar to the original one but defined with
the pairing
ΛK{Λˆ ΛK{Λ Ñ Up1q. (2.29)
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It is easy to check that this pairing is well-defined and is, in fact, non-degenerate. Requiring
the theory to be invertible implies that ΛK{Λ has no further isotropic subgroups, which is
equivalent to saying that Λ is a maximal isotropic subgroup.
When this is the case, PΛ,B’s give rise to a set of rank-1 projection operators that decom-
pose the Hilbert space of TQFT into one-dimensional subspaces. This is not yet equivalent
to choosing a basis in the Hilbert space on M6, as there are still phase ambiguities, which
can be readily fixed if the short exact sequence
0 Ñ Λ Ñ H3pM6, Dq Ñ Λ
_
Ñ 0 (2.30)
splits. Because this gives a lift of Λ_ to H3pM6, Dq, denoting the resulting subgroup Λ, we
learn that the Hilbert space HpM6q can be canonically identified with CΛ. Then there exists
a canonical basis given by elements in Λ. We will denote these elements |Λ, By, with B P Λ.
In this case, we have
H3pM6, Dq “ Λ‘ Λ. (2.31)
Although Λ » Λ_ as groups, there can be different lifts of Λ_ in H3pM6, Dq. When a lift Λ
is changed to Λ
1
, the basis vectors are transformed by phases. Namely, for B P Λ_
|By “ e2πiϕpBq|By1 (2.32)
where ϕ is a homomorphism from Λ_ to Up1q. Such basis changed will be studied in more
general setting in Subsection 2.3.
If the extension
Λ Ñ H3pM6, Dq Ñ Λ
_ (2.33)
is non-trivial, then Λ_ cannot be lifted to a subgroup of H3pM6, Dq. Although the projection
operators are still well defined, there is no canonical choice of basis due to an anomaly that
will be discussed further in later sections.
In the above, we presented a procedure to obtain absolute theories on the boundary, and
one can now ask whether this is the only such procedure. As it is very natural (i.e. functorial
from the TQFT point of view) and has many nice properties (e.g. closed under mapping class
group action which we will discuss later), we conjecture that other constructions will not
yield any new theories, unless additional properties specific to the boundary theory (such as
additional symmetries) are used. Then we can summarize the above discussion as follows:
PolpM6q » tAbsolute 0-dim theory obtained via reduction on M6u. (2.34)
Projections operators like PΛ,B can be interpreted as domain walls between the non-
trivial 1d TQFT and an invertible TQFT. This point of view will be explore further in later
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sections. Indeed, any such domain wall will look like a projection operator mapping states
in the Hilbert space HpM6q to a one-dimensional vector space. As we will see later, the
invertible TQFT will actually be trivial if Λ_ can be lifted to a subgroup of H3pM6, Dq (in
other words, Λ_ is anomaly free). Otherwise, it will be a non-trivial SPT whose action can
be written in terms of B P Λ_.
2.3 Polarizations and partition functions
As explained above, one purpose of choosing a polarization Λ is to obtain a state in the
Hilbert space HpM6q of the 7d TQFT on M6 and renders the partition function of T rM6s
unambiguous. In this subsection, we will study explicitly these partition functions. In order
to be more explicit, though, one needs to choose a basis in HpM6q. One way to achieve this
is by choosing a decomposition of the abelian group H3pM6, Dq into a direct sum
H3pM6, Dq “ Λ‘ Λ, (2.35)
where Λ can also be chosen to be a maximal isotropic subgroup. Although such a decompo-
sition always exists, only specific Λ can appear.12
This decomposition sometimes can be realized geometrically by choosing a 7-manifold
MΛ7 , with BM
Λ
7 “ M6, such that the two maps in the following long exact sequence for the
relative cohomology
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H3pM7, Dq
i˚
ÝÑ H3pM6, Dq
δ
ÝÑ H4pM7,M6;Dq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.36)
give a decomposition
H3pM6;Dq » Kerpδq ‘ Impδq. (2.37)
In other words, the short exact sequence
0 Ñ Kerpδq Ñ H3pM6, Dq Ñ Impδq Ñ 0 (2.38)
splits, and we choose a splitting identifying Impδq with a subgroup of H3pM6;Dq. We will
refer to this data as a choice of a “framing” on M7.
Since i˚ is the pullback under the inclusion i : M6 ÑM7 and
Λ :“ Kerpδq “ Impi˚q (2.39)
12As an example, when M6 “ S
3 ˆ S3 and D “ Zmn, one cannot use the maximal isotropic subgroup
Zm ˆ Zn Ă H3pM6,Zmnq “ Z2mn.
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it follows that Λ contains 3-cocycles on M6 that can be obtained from restricting 3-cocycles
in M7. On the other hand, we identify
Λ :“ Impδq (2.40)
as a subgroup of H3pM6, Dq. Using relative version of the Poincaré duality, its elements can
be interpreted as dual of the 3-cycles in M7 that comes from 3-cycles in M6. The pairing
between Λ “ Kerpδq and Λ “ Impδq can be computed using either the intersection pairing
on H3pM6, Dq, or using the natural pairing between H
4pM7,M6;Dq and H
3pM7, Dq. This
unifies the boundary perspective and the bulk perspective.
Then, once such M7 is chosen, one can consider a basis given by the TQFT states
|M7;By with B P Λ prescribing a defect inserted along H3pM7, Dq. These states yield a set
of independent partition functions ZΛB of the boundary theory.
For a given Λ, the choice of Λ may not be unique. Similarly, for the same M7, there
are different choices of framing, leading to different basis, with the state |M7;By modified
by a phase proportional to B as mentioned in the previous subsection. Only the state
corresponding to B “ 0 can be specified without choosing a Λ. Given a pair pΛ,Λq, any
other maximal isotropic subgroup Λ1 can be decomposed as
Γ1 :“ Λ1 X Λ ãÝÑ Λ1 ÝÑ Γ1 :“ pΛpΛ
1
q (2.41)
where pΛ is the projection to Λ
pΛ : H
3
pM6, Dq Ñ Λ. (2.42)
With such choice of basis, for any polarization Λ1 we have a partition function13
ZΛ
1
“
ÿ
αPΛ1
e2πiϕpαqZΛBα . (2.43)
Here Bα P Γ1 is the image of α under the map pΛ, up to a possible shift,
14 and the sum of
the phase factors e2πiϕpαq — whose explicit form will be given below — over a fixed Bα
ÿ
αPp´1
Λ
pBαq
e2πiϕpαq (2.44)
13In this paper, we mostly ignore the overall normalization of partition functions. In other words, we
specify ϕ up to a constant term, independent of B.
14Technically, there might be a “quantum effect” modifying this condition, which is only exactly correct if
ϕpαq is 0 when restricted to ΛXΛ1. In general, this function can be also be a non-trivial one, ΛXΛ1 Ñ t0, 12u.
Then Bα will be shifted from pΛpΛ
1q by a constant amount. The right condition for the shift Bϕ is such that
ϕpαq `Bϕpαq become the zero function when restricted to ΛXΛ
1. We will address this subtlety later, after
giving the explicit formula for ϕ.
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can be identified with the inner product of states |M7;Bαy and |M
1
7y. Here M
1
7 is a choice of
a 7-manifold such that the image of the restriction map H3pM 17, Dq Ñ H
3pM6, Dq is Λ
1.
Alternatively, e2πiϕpαq can be computed as the partition function of the 7d TQFT on
M7 YM
1
7 with insertion of defects along B P H3pM7, Dq. This calculation can be performed
classically on-shell, by finding configurations of the C-field on the 7-manifold compatible
with the defects and summing over such configurations. When no such configurations exist,
eϕpαq is set to zero. Up to a normalization factor, the partition function does not depend
on a particular choice of manifolds M7 and M
1
7,
15 and it usually makes sense to choose ones
that are sufficiently simple. (The simplest ones are those on which there is a unique on-shell
configuration for C given a choice of a B.)
A special case is Λ1 “ Λ. Then, the configuration with B ‰ 0 cannot extend to the entire
7-manifold on-shell, as the image of B under
H3pM6, Dq Ñ H
4
pM7 YM7, Dq (2.45)
is non-zero. Therefore, only B “ 0 contributes, with eϕpαq “ 1. This gives us a consistency
check.
The reason why in (2.43) one only needs to consider B in Γ1 Ă Λ is that for other
elements of Λ there are no on-shell configurations of the C field. This can be understood
in the following way. When a B P Λ is not in Γ1, then by exactness of the Mayer–Vietoris
sequence
H3pM7, Dq ‘H
3
pM 17, Dq Ñ H
3
pM6, Dq Ñ H
4
pM7 YM
1
7, Dq, (2.46)
it determines a non-trivial class in H4pM7 YM
1
7, Dq, and this is an obstruction to having a
flat connection for the C-field. On the other hand, different flat connections are classified by
elements in the pre-image of the first map over a B.
Next, we explore how the basis given by |M7, By changes when we change the decompo-
sition of H3pM6, Dq. Now we consider a different decomposition
H3pM6, Dq “ Λ
1
‘ Λ
1
(2.47)
assumed to be realized geometrically by a 7-manifold M 17, and we should have a collection
of TQFT states given by |M 17, B
1y with
B1 P Λ
1
» H3pM
1
7, Dq. (2.48)
If we pair it with the state |M7, By, the result is only non-zero if B ´ B
1 is in the image of
the first map of (2.46), as otherwise there is no on-shell solution. Let B˚ P Λ denote the
15As the TQFT is invertible, replacing M7 with another 7-manifold ĂM7 only results in an overall phase
change, as long as it does not give 0 in HpM6q.
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Figure 2: 7d partition function from gluing 7-manifolds with defects described by the
Poincaré dual of B. Removing the pair B1, B˚ together introduces a phase.
image of B1 P Λ
1
, then by inserting a complete basis, we have16
|M 17, B
1
y “
ÿ
αPΛ1
e2πiϕpα,B
1q
|M7, Bα `B˚y (2.49)
where
ÿ
αPp´1
Λ
pBαq
e2πiϕpα,B
1q
“ xM7, Bα `B˚|M
1
7, B
1
y (2.50)
is given by the partition function of the 7d TQFT on M7 YM
1
7 with defects determined by
B “ B˚`Bα and B
1. Here ϕpα,B1q is the action of the 7d TQFT for an extension of C-field
over M7 YM
1
7. In fact, it will be linear in B
1, given by
ϕpα,B1q “ ϕpαq ` xBα, B
1
y. (2.51)
Geometrically, this relation comes from the fact that the defects inserted on both sides can
be combined both to the side of M7, with B˚ cancelling B
1, up to a change of framing. See
Figure 2 for an illustration. In other words,
xM7, Bα `B˚|M
1
7, B
1
y “ e2πixBα,B
1y
xM7, Bα|M
1
7, 0y. (2.52)
We will see this relation more clearly later in the next subsection.
At the level of partition functions, changing from old basis to the new basis is described
by the relation
ZΛ
1
B1 “
ÿ
αPΛ1
e2πiϕpα,B
1qZΛBα`B˚ , (2.53)
which reduces to (2.43) when B1 “ 0.
16Again, as in Footnote 14, there could be a shift Bϕ for Bα ` B˚. Since this is a constant shift, we will
absorb it into the definition of B˚.
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In the above, we used geometric realizations of TQFT states to describe ϕpαq. This is
not necessary, though, and sometime not practical in applications. We will find in the next
subsection an alternative group-theoretic way of defining these states.
2.4 Polarization and quadratic refinement
Explicit formula for ϕpα,Bq can be obtained using the projection operators defined in (2.25),
by acting with PΛ1 (or PΛ1,B1) on |Λ, 0y (respectively |Λ, B˚y, where B˚ P Λ is the image of B
1
under the projection to Λ) and rewriting it as a linear combination of |Λ, By with different
B. To carry out this computation, we will first need to introduce some notation to describe
the action of Λ1 on HpM6q.
The function ϕ will implicitly depend on the decomposition of H3pM6, Dq into Λ‘Λ. We
denote the two projections as pΛ and pΛ. Then, given an element α P Λ
1, one needs to define
an operator acting on the Hilbert space HpM6q, and there is a potential phase ambiguity, as
neither
α ÞÑ{pΛpαq ¨
{pΛpαq (2.54)
nor the opposite order is canonical, and these two choices differ by a phase expr2πixpΛpαq, pΛpαqys.
More importantly, none of these two choices give a group action. Nevertheless, there is a
choice of the phase factor, such that
α ÞÑ{pΛpαq ¨
{pΛpαq ¨ e
2πi
xp
Λ
pαq,pΛpαqy
2 “{pΛpαq ¨{pΛpαq ¨ e
2πi
xpΛpαq,pΛ
pαqy
2 . (2.55)
In fact, this makes the operator pα well defined and free from ordering ambiguity. In this
process, there is a sign choice, which can be interpreted as a choice of quadratic refinement
of an inner product17 on Λ1 that, in turn, can be defined by starting with the anti-symmetric
pairing on H3pM6, Dq.
The anti-symmetric intersection pairing on M6 is related to the symmetric braiding pair-
ing brx¨, ¨y on M7 by
e2πixα,βy “
A
pα1pβ
E
M7
A
pαpβ1
E
M7
, (2.56)
where pα1 and pβ1 are obtained by resolving the intersection between the two operators by
pushing either pα or pβ, respectively, into the bulk of M7. This is shown in Figure 3. As
17It suffices to fix the sign for any α P Λ1. In fact, the sign can’t be fixed on the entire H3pM6, Dq.
One can choose a sign by lifting elements in D to the integral lattice Zr. However, in general there is no
choice that is canonical. This is related to the existence of a non-trivial associator in the category of defects.
Analogous aspects in 3d abelian Chern–Simons theories have been discussed in [34]. See also [26] for a
detailed discussion of this phenomenon on the free part of H3pM6, Dq.
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Figure 3: Linking in the bulk and intersection on the boundary.
elements in Λ correspond to 3-cycles in M6 that are contractible in M7,
A
{pΛpαq
{pΛpαq
1
E
M7
is
an unlinked configuration. Therefore, one has
xpΛpαq, pΛpαqy “ brx
{pΛpαq
1
,{pΛpαqy. (2.57)
The braiding pairing is the linking pairing on M7 combined with the pairing on D. The
latter admits a quadratic refinement q, and similarly, we can define the quadratic function
2qΛ,Λ : H
3
pM6, Dq Ñ R{Z (2.58)
given by
2qΛ,Λpαq “ xpΛpαq, pΛpαqy. (2.59)
In fact, it is the quadratic refinement of the symmetric pairing
2xα, βysym,Λ,Λ :“ xpΛpαq, pΛpβqy ` xpΛpβq, pΛpαqy. (2.60)
When restricted to an isotropic subgroup Λ1 Ă H3pM6, Dq, this pairing is always even and
xα, βysym,Λ,Λ “ xpΛpαq, pΛpβqy “ xpΛpβq, pΛpαqy “ qpα ` βq ´ qpαq ´ qpβq. (2.61)
Therefore, one can define a quadratic refinement of x¨, ¨ysym,Λ,Λ on Λ
1,18
qΛ,Λ : Λ
1
Ñ R{Z. (2.62)
There are choices to be made, parametrized by Zn2 for some n; they form a torsor over the
subgroup of Λ1_ composed of 2-torsion elements. To see this, consider any γ P Λ1 with
2γ “ 0. Then it is easy to check that given a quadratic refinement, q1 “ q ` γ is another
quaduatic refinement. Conversely, the difference between any two quadratic refinements
18Both the symmetric pairing x¨, ¨ysym,Λ,Λ and qΛ,Λ depend on the decomposition H
3pM6, Dq » Λ‘Λ, and
when the dependence is clear from the context we simply denote them by x¨, ¨ysym and q.
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q1 ´ q automatically gives such a γ. They represent additional choices of background fields
in the reduction of 7D TQFT.
More precisely, one can choose a collection of Z2-valued 3-form fields Xi, one for each Ci,
and couple them to the 7D theory via
ÿ
i,j
ż
Kij
4π
CidCj `
1
2π
CidXi. (2.63)
The effect is that although commutation relation is not changed, “spin” (in the 1d TQFT
sense as the phase in normal ordering in (2.54)) can get modified by a sign.
For each Z2 Ă D (or Z2 Ă rD), the corresponding combination of the background fields
can be related to a trivialization of the Wu structure. These are special backgrounds with
dX
2π
“ v4 being the fourth Wu class, making them invariant under diffeomorphism symmetry
of M6 and in fact can be lifted to the 7d TQFT. In other words, they can be used to shift
the spin of three-dimensional operators in the 7d TQFT by 1
2
. See Appendix F for more
details.
The fact that qΛ,Λ is a quadratic refinement ensures that the map
α ÞÑ pα “ e2πiqpαq{pΛpαq ¨
{pΛpαq (2.64)
defines a group action of any isotropic subgroup Λ1 on the Hilbert space HpM6q (again up to
a sign). In other words, given α, β P Λ1, the action of α`β is simply described by pαpβ “ pβpα,
such that
pαpβ “
´
e2πiqpαq{pΛpαq ¨
{pΛpαq
¯
¨
´
e2πiqpβq{pΛpβq ¨
{pΛpβq
¯
“
´
e2πiqpα`βq {pΛpα ` βq ¨
{pΛpα ` βq
¯
.
Since the projection operators depend on a choice of q, we will sometimes make this explicit
by writing them as PΛ1,q and PΛ1,B1,q. Their eigenstates also depend on q and can be written
as |Λ1, B1, qy.19
Furthermore, it makes sense to define the set of refined polarizations :
ĂPolpM6q “
 
pΛ1, qq
ˇ
ˇΛ1 P PolpM6q and q a quadratic refinement of x¨, ¨ysym,Λ,Λ
(
. (2.65)
The definition of q depends on a choice of a decomposition of H3pM3, Dq » Λ ‘ Λ, but the
set ĂPolpM6q is expected to be independent of such choice because it can be identified with
the image of the map
ĂPolpM6q Ñ PHpM6q. (2.66)
19For Λ1 “ Λ or Λ1 “ Λ, there is a canonical choice of origin given by qpαq “ 0. And when we write |Λ, By,
it is implicitly |Λ, B, q “ 0y.
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While both sides require a decomposition to be made explicit, the map is expected to be
covariant under a change of basis. When there is a canonical choice of the background fields,
one can identify the fiber of ĂPolpM6q Ñ PolpM6q as 2-torsion elements in Λ
1_.
Such functions ϕ “ q can be divided into two types: the ones that are trivial when re-
stricted to ΛXΛ1, and those which are not. The former have the property that PΛ1,B1,q|Λ, B˚y
is always non-zero, because
xΛ, B˚|PΛ1,B1,q|Λ, B˚y ‰ 0. (2.67)
Then we have
PΛ1,B1,q|Λ, B˚y “
ÿ
αPΛ1
e2πir´B
1pαq`qpαq`B˚pαqs|Λ, Bα `B˚y. (2.68)
This shows that only states |Λ, By with B P Γ1 `B˚ can appear, and
ϕpα,B1q “ qpαq ´B1pαq `B˚pαq “ qpαq ` xBα, B
1
y. (2.69)
where
B1pαq “ xB1, αy “ xB1, Bαy ` xB˚, αy. (2.70)
was used.
On the other hand, ϕ of the second type defines a non-trivial homomorphism
Γ1 “ ΛX Λ1 Ñ Z2, (2.71)
such that
PΛ1,B1,ϕ|Λ, B˚y “ 0 (2.72)
because
ř
αPΓ1 e
2πiqpαq “ 0. However, notice that
PΛ1,B1,ϕ “ PΛ1,B1`Bϕ,q (2.73)
For a certain q of the first kind and Bϕ P Λ satisfying
Bϕpβq “ ϕpβq, @β P Γ
1, (2.74)
and
ϕpαq ´Bϕpαq “ qpαq, @α P Λ
1. (2.75)
Such a Bϕ always exists because any one-dimensional representation of Γ
1 can be extended
to all of Λ and the pairing between Λ and Λ is perfect. All choices for Bϕ live in a coset of
Γ1 in Λ. And then ϕpαq ´ Bϕpαq is obviously another quadratic refinement. Therefore, we
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can always view a quadratic refinement of the second type as a pair pq, Bϕq where q is of the
first type and Bϕ P Λ. Then we have
PΛ1,B1,ϕ|Λ, B˚`Bϕy “ PΛ1,B1`Bϕ,q|Λ, B˚`Bϕy “
ÿ
αPΛ1
e2πirqpαq`xBα,B
1ys
|Λ, Bα`B˚`Bϕy. (2.76)
By definition, the function qpαq in this formula is by a quadratic refinement of the first type.
Therefore, the exponent is invariant under α ÞÑ α ` β with β P Γ1,
qpα ` βq ´ qpαq “ qpβq ` xα, βysym,Λ,Λ “ qpβq ` xα, βy “ 0. (2.77)
In other words, it only depends on Bα, once the choice for Λ
1, Λ and Λ is made. With a
slight abuse of notation, we define
qpBα;B
1
q :“ qpαq|αPp´1
Λ
pBαq
` xBα, B
1
y. (2.78)
In fact, qpBq :“ qpBα;B
1 “ 0q can be regarded as a quadratic refinement of the symmetric
product on Γ1, given by
xB1, B2y
1
sym “ xα1, α2ysym,Λ,Λ, α1 P p
´1
Λ
pB1q, α2 P p
´1
Λ
pB2q. (2.79)
This is well defined because xα1, βysym,Λ,Λ “ xα2, βysym,Λ,Λ “ 0 for any β P Γ
1.
Then, up to an overall normalization factor, (2.53) can be rewritten as
Z
pΛ1,q,Bϕq
B1 “
ÿ
BPΓ1
e2πiqpB;B
1qZΛB`B˚`Bϕ , (2.80)
where we made the dependence on the quadratic refinement ϕ “ pq, Bϕq explicit. When we
set B1 “ 0, this becomes
ZpΛ
1,q,Bϕq “
ÿ
BPΓ1
e2πiqpBqZΛB`Bϕ . (2.81)
Notice that, although (2.81) seems to be a special case of (2.80), it applies to any refined
polarization pΛ1, qq and does not require a decomposition of H3pM6, Dq into Λ
1‘Λ
1
for some
Λ
1
. One might wonder whether this would allow one to define a set of basis given by
|Λ1, q, B1 P Λ1_y :“ PΛ1,q,B1 |Λ, B˚y (2.82)
even when Λ1_ cannot be lifted to a subgroup Λ
1
of H3pM6, Dq. This is possible, but not in
a canonical way because now B˚ is not determined by B
1 and there are multiple choices, cor-
responding to different ways of lifting B1 to H3pM6, Dq. Different choices differ by elements
in Λ1, which will lead to relative phases given by xBα, βy with β P Λ
1.
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From the physics point of view, the obstruction to consistently choosing phases of the
basis vectors is given by the anomaly of the p´1q-form symmetry Λ1_, which vanishes only
if the following short exact sequence splits:
Λ1 Ñ H3pM6, Dq Ñ Λ
1_
» H3pM6, Dq{Λ
1. (2.83)
In other words, any |Λ1, B1 P Λ1_y can be obtained by action of operators on |Λ1, B1 P Λ1_y,
but different ways of getting the same state can differ by relative phases. Such symmetries
and their anomalies will be the topic of the next subsection.
2.5 Remaining symmetries and their anomalies
In previous subsections, we studied interfaces between the 1d TQFT and invertible theories.
In this subsection, We explore further the connection between the invertible theory and
anomalies for the theory T rM6,Λs.
As we have seen, in the 1d TQFT, operators labeled by Λ Ă H3pM6, Dq are mutually
commutative. In this subsection, we explore what happens to the remaining symmetry
H3pM6, Dq{Λ. One might also ask what happens to the dual symmetry obtained after
gauging Λ. Indeed, it is a general phenomenon that, when one discrete symmetry (such as
Λ) is gauged, a dual symmetry valued in Λ_ :“ HompΛ, Up1qq appears. In the present case,
both are p´1q-form symmetries.
It turns out that Λ_ can be canonically identified with H3pM6, Dq{Λ, and acts in the
same way on the Hilbert space. This is a general feature that we will also encounter in higher
dimensions. One interesting phenomenon is that the H3pM6, Dq{Λ symmetry can have an ’t
Hooft anomaly, which we have seen at the level of Hilbert space HpM6q using projection op-
erators in the previous subsection. There are multiple different but equivalent way of stating
this. For example, at the level of partition function, one can explicitly check that performing
a gauge transformation in a non-trivial background specified by B P H3pM6, Dq{Λ will leads
to a phase that can’t be absorbed by redefinition if Λ_ is anomalous.
As we have been focusing on the “bulk perspective,” it might be worthwhile to understand
the ’t Hooft anomaly of the Λ_ symmetry in the T rM6,Λs theory by identifying its anomaly
field theory in 1d. This can be achieved in two steps:
1. Deformation. Each B P H3pM6, Dq{Λ, after lifted to H
3pM6,Zrq, determines a defor-
mation of the action of the 1d TQFT,
1
4π
ÿ
KIJηγ,γ
1
ż
φIγdφ
J
γ1  
1
4π
ÿ
KIJηγ,γ
1
ż
pφIγ ´B
I
γqdpφ
J
γ1 ´B
J
γ1q, (2.84)
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and the boundary condition given by the projection operator PΛ will be deformed to
PΛ,B. The terms linear in B in the deformed action combine to give a total derivative
on-shell, and can be interpreted as a deformation of the boundary action. Then the
remaining pieces is the original action, plus
1
4π
ÿ
KIJηγ,γ
1
ż
BIγdB
J
γ1 . (2.85)
It turns out that this action, up to total derivatives and equation of motion, does not
depend on on the particular lift of B. As the two pieces only interact via the boundary,
we can perform the next step.
2. “Unfolding.” We unfold the deformed theory coupled to the boundary to become two
theories with an interface sandwiched between them. As illustrated in Figure 4 and
further explained in the next subsection, the 1d SPT (2.85) can be interpreted as the
anomaly field theory for T rM4,Λs.
This procedure is quite general and will be applied to TQFTs T bulkrMds of higher dimensions
in later sections.
Gauging remaining symmetries
Even if the remaining Λ_ symmetry has an anomaly, there can be an anomaly-free subgroup
G Ă Λ_. Gauging this subgroup, one can obtain another theory, with a symmetry given by
the extension of Λ_{G by G_. This new theory corresponds to a polarization Λ1,
ΛG Ñ Λ1 Ñ G, (2.86)
where ΛG is the subgroup of Λ that pairs trivially with G. And, to realize Λ1 as a subgroup
of H3pM6, Dq, one needs to choose a lift of G to H
3pM6, Dq. This is possible because G is
anomaly-free. Furthermore, one can define states |Λ, αy with α P G. To fix the phase, a
quadratic function on G is needed.20 At the level of the TQFT states, gauging G leads to
|Λ1y “
ÿ
αPG
|Λ, αy. (2.87)
The analysis in higher dimensions is very similar (see also [48] for a systematic study on
gauging finite group symmetries), one interesting feature is that the choice of a lift of G
generalizes to a choice of a G-SPT in higher dimensions.
20When G_ has 2-torsion, there can be different choices of the quadratic function on G. We will very soon
encounter analogues of this ambiguity in higher dimensions in later sections. Also, if a quadratic function q
on Λ is given, the chosen quadratic function on G will combine with q|ΛG to a quadratic function on Λ
1, and
consequently uniquely determine the partition function of the new theory.
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Boundary: 
Absolute theory 
(w ‘t Hooft anomaly) 
Invertible 
TQFTTQFT 
Boundary: 
Relative theory 
Invertible 
TQFT
Domain wall (moved to collide with boundary)
Figure 4: An absolute theory can be constructed from a domain wall separating the original
bulk and an invertible TQFT, after colliding it with the boundary.
Another source of symmetries comes from isometries of M6. The discrete ones coming
from MCGpM6q in general act non-trivially on PolpM6q, and will be discussed separately,
later in this section. The continuous ones are also interesting, and will be discussed when
we move on to the higher-dimensional T rMds theories.
Next, we will discuss an alternative way of looking at polarizations, which will be very
useful later when we generalizes it other dimensions.
2.6 Polarizations and topological boundary conditions
The projection operator PΛ,B can be interpreted as a topological domain wall between the
original 1d TQFT and the invertible one discussed above. When the remaining symmetry Λ_
is anomaly-free, the invertible theory is trivial, and the domain wall becomes a topological
boundary condition.
Then, the operation of gauging the symmetry Λ of T rM6s can be interpreted geometri-
cally as moving the topological domain wall to collide with T rM6s, creating an absolute (or
projective) theory coupled to an invertible TQFT, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Shrinking the interval where the 1d TQFT lives produce a theory T rM6,Λs which is now
coupled to an invertible theory. The theory T rM6,Λs is now absolute, with symmetry Λ
_,
whose anomaly is captured by the invertible TQFT.
We remark that the colliding picture of the topological domain wall with the boundary
provides a correspondence between the polarizations and the topological boundary conditions
of the TQFT. This holds true in any spacetime dimension. For instance, in 3d Abelian
TQFT where the line operators (i.e. the worldlines of the anyons) form a fusion algebra A,
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the polarization is given by a Lagrangian subgroup Λ of
H1pM2,Aq “ Λ‘ Λ , (2.88)
where M2 is a Riemann surface, and H
1pM2,Aq has the pairing given by the composition
of the intersection form on the Riemann surface M2 and the braiding of the line operators
in A. The possible polarizations are given by the Lagrangian subalgebra ALag of the fusion
algebra A of the line operators with respect to the braiding,
Λ “ H1pM2,ALagq . (2.89)
On the other hand, the topological boundary conditions in the 3d Abelian TQFTs are also
known to be classified by the Lagrangian subalgebra [34,49,36,37,50]. This is in agreement
with the correspondence between the polarizations and the topological boundary conditions
explained above using the colliding topological domain wall picture.
2.7 Example: M6 “ S
3 ˆ S3
We will now illustrate the general framework introduced above with a concrete example of
M6 “ S
3 ˆ S3. This example will be closely related to many examples that will appear in
later parts of the paper.
In this case
H3pM6, Dq “ D ‘D, (2.90)
and there is a decomposition of D‘D into direct sums of abelian groups of the form ZN‘ZN ,
with a pairing determined by a number κ P ZN . Without loss of generality, we can assume
that D ‘ D contains a single such copy. The non-degeneracy requires that κ is invertible
in ZN . When N is even, we will also need a refinement of κ, which we denote by rκ P Z2N .
Because rκ equals κ when modded by N , there are two such refinements, with the other one
being N ` rκ.
In order to distinguish the two S3’s in M6, we denote them as S
3
E and S
3
M , respec-
tively, for “electric” and “magnetic.” They have non-trivial intersection pairing but have
no self-intersection. Similarly, we will write H3pM6, Dq “ ΛE ‘ ΛM , with both ΛE and ΛM
isomorphic to D. Elements in ΛE are the cocycles dual to cycles along S
3
E and, therefore,
have non-trivial periods over S3M but trivial period over S
3
E, and vice versa.
In this example, there is a canonical electric decomposition of H3pM6, Dq into Λ ‘ Λ,
given by
Λ “ ΛE, Λ “ ΛM . (2.91)
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Geometrically, this corresponds to choosing M7 “ D
4
E ˆ S
3
M with BD
4
E “ S
3
E. Then, we can
identify
ΛE “ H
3
pD4E ˆ S
3
Mq ãÑ H
3
pS3E ˆ S
3
Mq. (2.92)
A choice of framing can be realized geometrically as a trivialization of the tangent bundle
of D4E in D
4
E ˆ S
3
M . There is a unique one (up to homotopy) that is compatible with the
product structure. This choice enables us to find a section of the quotient map
H3pS3E ˆ S
3
Mq “ H3pS
3
E ˆ S
3
Mq Ñ H3pD
4
E ˆ S
3
Mq “ Λ
_
E, (2.93)
by pushing a 3-cycle in M7 to the boundary M6 using a vector field given by the framing.
This identifies Λ_E » Λ “ ΛM thus canonically splitting the short exact sequence
ΛE Ñ ΛE ‘ ΛM Ñ Λ
_
E. (2.94)
There are other ways of decomposing H3pM6, Dq, such as the magnetic one given by
Λ1 “ ΛM and Λ
1
“ ΛE. The basis change is given by
|ΛM , BMy “
1
?
N
ÿ
BEPZN
e
2πiκ
N
BEBM |ΛE, BEy, (2.95)
whose inverse transform is
|ΛE, BEy “
1
?
N
ÿ
BMPZN
e´
2πiκ
N
BEBM |ΛM , BMy. (2.96)
In the special case of κ “ 1, the TQFT has action
N
4π
ż
αdβ, (2.97)
for Up1q-valued α and β, and on shell we have α P ΛE and β P ΛM . For more general κ, the
TQFT action involves multiple fields with a coupling matrix determined by the continued
fraction expansion of N{pN ´ κq. The projective action of ΛE ˆ ΛM on the Hilbert space is
carried by a discrete Heisenberg group, a central extension of ZN ˆ ZN . More explicitly, in
the electric basis, the action of α is diagonalized
pα|ΛE, BEy “ e
2πiκ
N
BEα|ΛE, BEy (2.98)
while β acts by shifting,
pβ|ΛE, BEy “ |ΛE, BE ` βy. (2.99)
These two actions do not commute:
pβpα “ e
2πiκ
N
αβ
pαpβ. (2.100)
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In the magnetic basis, we have instead
pβ|ΛM , BMy “ e
´ 2πiκ
N
BMβ|ΛM , BMy (2.101)
and
pα|ΛM , BMy “ |ΛM , BM ` αy. (2.102)
We now study more general polarizations. For any subgroup Λ of ΛE ˆ ΛM , it is an
extension
ΓE Ñ Λ Ñ ΓM (2.103)
where ΓE “ Λ X ΛE, and ΓM Ă ΛM is the image of Λ under the projection to ΛM . Notice
that the roles of ΓE and ΓM are asymmetric in this definition, reflecting a preference to work
with the “electric basis.” If one is working in the magnetic basis, the roles of ΓE and ΓM
should be reversed.
Because all subgroups of ZN are cyclic, we assume ΓE Ă ΛE is an index-k subgroup of
ZN , generated by pk, 0q after embedding it into ZN ˆ ZN . Then, ΓM » ZN
k
. Its generator
can be lifted to pp, N
k
q P ZN ˆ ZN for some p. Using the freedom to add copies of pk, 0q to
this representative, we can assume p P Zk. Now, it is easy to check that these two elements,
pp, N
k
q and pk, 0q, generate a subgroup Zl ˆ ZN
l
, where l :“ gcdpN
k
, pq, and it is already
maximal isotropic. To summarize:
Maximal isotropic subgroups Λ of ZN ˆ ZN are uniquely specified by a pair of
integers pk, pq with k|N and p P Zk. Given such a choice, Λ “ Zl ˆ ZN
l
while
ΓE “ ZN
k
and ΓM “ Zk.
Denote this maximal isotropic subgroup by Λk,p. It gives a state |Λk,py in the TQFT Hilbert
space:
|Λk,py “
1
a
|ΓM |
ÿ
BEPΓM
e2πi¨
B2Ekp
N
¨ rκ
2N |ΛE, BEy. (2.104)
Here, because BE P ΓM is a multiple of N{k, B
2
Ekp{N is a well-defined element in ZN . When
multiplied further by rκ P Z2N , it gives an element in Z2N , which can be further exponentiated
to obtain a phase. If N is odd, then rκ{2 P ZN is interpreted as multiplying κ by the inverse
of 2.
When N is even, there are two quadratic refinements which correspond to lifting κ to
either rκ or N ` rκ in (2.104). We denote the latter state by |Λk,p,´y. If we have both 2|l
and 2|N
l
, then there is another Z2 choice, associated with a choice of the homomorphism
ΓE Ñ Z2. If this is non-trivial, we will have a “polarization of the second type.” Activating
this choice corresponds to shifting every |Λ, BEy in the sum (2.104), which in general is a
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phase. In the simplest case of Λl,0, the Z2 ˆ Z2 choice of quadratic refinement leads to the
following four states:
|Λl,0, BE,``y “
N{l
ÿ
j“0
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
Λ, BE “
Nj
k
F
(2.105)
|Λl,0, BE,´`y “
N{l
ÿ
j“0
p´q
j
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
Λ, BE “
Nj
k
F
(2.106)
|Λl,0, BE,`´y
1
“
N{l
ÿ
j“0
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
Λ, BE “
Nj
k
`
N
2k
F
(2.107)
|Λl,0, BE,´´y
1
“
N{l
ÿ
j“0
p´q
j
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
Λ, BE “
Nj
k
`
N
2k
F
. (2.108)
The explicit expression in the case of more general Λk,p can be obtained by performing an
SLp2,Zq transformation, which we discuss in the next subsection.
There is a special class of theories obtained by choosing a Λ with ΓE “ 0 and ΛXΛM “ 0.
They are labeled by pN, pq with p coprime with N , generated by pp, 1q P ZN ˆ ZN . Then,
|ΛN,py “
1
?
N
ÿ
BEPΛM
e2πi¨B
2
Ep¨
rκ
2N |ΛE, BEy. (2.109)
When expanded in the magnetic basis, one similarly has
|ΛN,py “
1
?
N
ÿ
BMPΛE
e´2πi¨B
2
Mp
˚¨ rκ
2N |ΛM , BMy, (2.110)
where p˚ is the inverse of p P ZN . Now it is easy to check that this is compatible with the
basis change between the electric and magnetic basis.21
We now look at symmetries that act on |Λk,py. They are given by Λ
_, isomorphic to
H3pM6, Dq{Λ as a group. The anomaly for this symmetry is captured by the failure of
lifting it to a subgroup of H3pM6, Dq.
An example where the anomaly is non-vanishing is p “ 0 and k ‰ 1 a proper divisor of
N . Then, Λ_ » Zk ˆ ZN{k, and the anomaly is given by
κ
ż
B1dB2. (2.111)
21In fact, there is an overall phase given by Gauss quadratic sum. It can be incorporated if one suitably
normalizes the expression (2.43) by including a constant term for ϕ. We will not deal with this phenomenon
here. In higher dimension, the analog for such a phase is a decoupled invertible TQFT. See e.g. [24] for more
details.
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This can be explicitly checked using
|Λk,py “
N{k
ÿ
j“0
|ΛE, jky. (2.112)
Now, let α and β be the generator for the two factors of ZN ˆ ZN , then the action of αN{k
and βk on |Λk,py is trivial, and the remaining symmetry is generated by α
i and βj, with
0 ď i ă N{k and 0 ď j ă k, subject to
pβpα “ e
2πiκ
N
pαpβ. (2.113)
This action is anomalous, however, because
pβkpα “ e
2πiκk
N
pαpβk. (2.114)
This shows that, in the presence of a ZN{k p´1q-form symmetry background, the gauge
transformation of the Zk symmetry given by βk is broken by a phase.
2.8 Mapping class group action on polarizations
In this section, we will discuss how the mapping class group MCGpM6q acts on PolpM6q.
Let MpM6q :“ AutpH
3pM6, Dqq be the group of automorphisms of H
3pM6, Dq that pre-
serves the symplectic structure. Since the action of MpM6q preserves the maximal isotropic
condition, it also acts on PolpM6q. As any orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of M6
preserves the symplectic form, we have a homomorphism
MCGpM6q ÑMpM6q. (2.115)
This can be made very explicit when M6 is simple enough.
Choosing a decomposition of H3pM6, Dq into Λ‘Λ enables one to identify HpM6q » CΛ.
The action of M is then represented by unitary matrices acting on CΛ, as the inner product
is preserved.
Let MΛ be the stabilizer of Λ. Although it fixes Λ, there can be a non-trivial action on
Λ_. As explained before, such action is diagonalized in the basis of |Λ, By. On the other
hand, the coset space M{MΛ are isomorphic to the orbit of Λ under the action of M. One
might view different polarizations related by M (or, in a stringer version, by MCGpM6q) as
giving the same theory in different duality frames. From this point of view, different theories
are labeled by cosets of MΛ. Although this is a valid perspective, in this paper we find
it more convenient (linguistically) to refer to different duality frames as different theories.
Notice that they will necessarily have the same symmetries and anomalies.
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Anomaly of mapping class group action
Since MCGpM6q acts on both PolpM6q and HpM6q, one might assume that the map
PolpM6q Ñ HpM6q (2.116)
obtained by sending Λ to |Λ, 0y discussed previously is MCGpM6q-equivariant. However, this
is not always the case due to a possible anomaly of the M action on HpM6q, coming from
the phases factor ϕpαq in (2.43) defined through a quadratic refinement. On the other hand,
the map taking into account of this additional choice,
ĂPolpM6q Ñ HpM6q (2.117)
is expected to be equivariant under the action of MCGpM6q. More precisely, the action of
M on HpM6q is only projective, given by an extension ĂM of M. In other words, for an order
N element A in M, it can have order 2N when acting on HpM6q, with the action of AN
being central.
Let us illustrate general principles outlined here with a concrete example of S3 ˆ S3 and
D “ ZN . In this case, the action of the mapping class group MCGpS3 ˆ S3q on H3pM6, Dq
factors through the quotient22
SLp2,Zq ÑMpS3 ˆ S3q “ SLp2,ZNq “ SLp2,Zq{ΓpNq, (2.118)
and the Z2 part of MCGpS3 ˆ S3q acts trivially on homology. The group SLp2,ZNq is
generated by two elements, T and S, acting on ZN ‘ ZN by
S : pa, bq ÞÑ pb,´aq, (2.119)
and
T : pa, bq ÞÑ pa` b, bq, (2.120)
that has order N . This group is isomorphic to a product
ś
pi
SLp2,Zprii q, where pi are prime
factors of N and ri is the maximal number such that p
ri
i |N .
First, let us classify orbits of the action of MCG on PolpM6q. When N is a prime,
SLp2,ZNq acts transitively on PolpS3 ˆ S3q as
T pS : Λ1,0 ÞÑ ΛN,p (2.121)
sending Λ1,0 to any other maximal isotropic subgroup. The stabilizer of Λ1,0 is given by
matrices of the form
ˆ
m n
0 m˚
˙
(2.122)
22The whole mapping class group was determined in [51,52]. Modulo Θ7, it is given by Z2 ‘ SLp2,Zq.
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with m˚ being the inverse of m in ZˆN and n P ZN . This stabilizer group has order NpN´1q,
and contains a subgroup ZN generated by powers of T . The coset space is then parametrized
by t1, S, TS, . . . TN´1Su. It has cardinality N ` 1, consistent with the fact that the order of
SLp2,ZNq is NpN ´ 1qpN ` 1q when N is prime.
When N is not a prime, we know that there must be multiple orbits for the action of the
mapping class group on PolpM6q, at least one for each k|N with k ď
?
N , as the action does
not change Λ and, therefore, cannot send Λk,0 to Λk1,0 unless kk
1 “ N .
One can actually show that such orbits are in bijection with isomorphism classes of Λ. In
other word, if Λk,p and Λk1,p1 are isomorphic as group, then they are in the same SLp2,ZNq
orbit. A group element relating them can be explicitly constructed as follows. Without loss
of generality, let pk1, p1q “ pN
l
, 0q, where l :“ gcdpN
k
, pq. Because p
l
and N
kl
are coprime, there
exist a, b P ZN such that
a ¨
p
l
` b ¨
N
kl
” 1 pmod Nq. (2.123)
Then
ˆ
N
kl
´
p
l
a b
˙
P SLp2,ZNq (2.124)
will send pp, N
k
q to p0, lq, hence mapping Λk,p to ΛN{l,0. Therefore, there is an orbit for each
divisor l of N with l ď
?
N . The stabilizer for the action of SLp2,ZNq on the polarization
Λp,k is isomorphic to the stabilizer for ΛN
l
,0, which is generated by T
N
l and U l.
As an example, consider N “ 4. There are two types of orbits: those with Λ isomorphic
to Z4, and the other one consisting of a unique Λ2,0 » Z2 ˆ Z2. The action of SLp2,Zq on
the first orbit is given by
Λ4,1
T
ÝÝ
Ñ
TÝÝÑ
Λ1,0
S
ÝÝÑ Λ4,0 Λ4,2
S
ÝÝÑ Λ2,1
T ÝÝ
Ñ T
ÝÝÑ
Λ4,3
Using (2.53), it is easy to work out the action of S and T on HpM6q » CN . We have
S|ΛE, By “ |ΛM , By “
1
?
N
ÿ
B1PΛE
e2πiκBB
1{N
|ΛE, B
1
y (2.125)
and T shifts Λ to be the diagonal of ZN ˆ ZN ,
T |ΛE, By “ e
2πi¨ rκB
2
2N |ΛE, B
1
y, (2.126)
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where we have restored an overall phase to ensure this is a representation of SLp2,Zq. When
κ “ 1, this is the same as the action of SLp2,Zq on the torus conformal blocks of Up1qN
Chern–Simons theory, while for higher κ it is the minimal Abelian theory AN,κ discussed
in [53,54].
In general, the action of SLp2,ZNq is projective because pST q3 usually acts by a non-
trivial phase. Such overall phases typically will not concern us. In fact, it can be corrected
by modifying the action of T by a “central charge” correction e2πic{24 (with c “ 1 for κ “ 1,
and see e.g. [54] for other values of κ). However, the action also has a more interesting
anomaly if N is even, in the sense that it leads to a relative phase. When N is even, due to
the quadratic refinement, only T 2N “ 1, while the action of TN is given by
TN |ΛE, By “ p´1q
B
|ΛE, By. (2.127)
Then, if one starts with the states |Λy and act by SLp2,Zq, one get more than PolpS3 ˆ S3q
in the orbit if N is even. In fact, the PSLp2,ZNq action on PolpS3ˆS3q, will be lifted to an
action of PSLp2,Z2Nq on ĂPolpS3ˆS3q. The fiber of Λ is the union of |Λ, qy, with all possible
quadratic refinement q’s (a total of four if Λ is a product of two cyclic groups of even order,
which can only happen when 4|N , and two otherwise). The kernel t1, TN , STNS, STNSTNu
of the map PSLp2,Z2Nq Ñ PSLp2,ZNq acts transitively on this fiber.
This is the analogue of the metaplectic correction for SLp2,Rq, but one difference is that
the extension is no longer central.
D “ Z2 and the “sup2q theories”
As an example, consider D “ Z2. Then, we have three choices of Λ generated by p1, 0q, p0, 1q
or p1, 1q in Z2 ‘ Z2. They correspond to the states
|0y :“ |LE, 0y, S|0y “
1
?
2
p|0y ` |1yq, and TS|0y “
1
?
2
p|0y ` i|1yq. (2.128)
On the other hand, the orbit of the mapping class group action contains three additional
states
T 2S|0y “
1
?
2
p|0y ´ |1yq, T 3S|0y “
1
?
2
p|0y ´ i|1yq and ST 2S|0y “ |1y. (2.129)
The four states T iS|0y correspond to theories that are analogues of the four SOp3q theories
in 4d distinguished by different discrete theta angles, while |0y and |1y are the analogues
of the SUp2q and Spin-SUp2q theory. For example, the theory given by Λ1 “ ΛE with the
non-trivial quadratic refinement qp1q “ 2 P Z4 leads to a projection operator
PΛ1,q “ 1´ pα, (2.130)
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which indeed projects onto a one-dimensional space generated by |1y.
We can summarize the SLp2,Zq action in the following diagram:
SOp3q1
T
ÝÝ
Ñ
TÝÝÑ
SUp2q
S
ÝÝÑ SOp3q0 SOp3q2
S
ÝÝÑ Spin-SUp2q
T ÝÝ
Ñ T
ÝÝÑ
SOp3q3
When lifted to 4d theories, this confirms the SLp2,Zq action on SUp2q gauge theories on
non-spin manifolds conjectured in [55], and it equally applies to the reduction of any relative
6d theory whose bulk is the same TQFT. For example, we also have
(E7{Z2q1
T
ÝÝ
Ñ
TÝÝÑ
E7
S
ÝÝÑ (E7{Z2q0 (E7{Z2q2
S
ÝÝÑ Spin-E7
T ÝÝ
Ñ T
ÝÝÑ
(E7{Z2q3
when we start with the 6d p2, 0q theory labeled by E7.
The action of SLp2,Zq factors through the quotient PSLp2,Z4q “ S4, which is an exten-
sion of PSLp2,Z2q “ S3 by Z2 ˆ Z2 generated by T 2 and ST 2S,
Z2 ˆ Z2 Ñ PSLp2,Z4q Ñ PSLp2,Z2q. (2.131)
A good way to visualize this is to put the six theories at the six vertices of a regular octa-
hedron, see figure 5. Then, PSLp2,Z4q is isomorphic to the group of orientation preserving
isometries of the octahedron (S4 acts by permuting the four pairs of opposing faces), and the
subgroup Z2 ˆ Z2 contains π rotations along the three diagonals. The regular octahedron
maps to a regular triangle by collapsing the three diagonals, and this Z2 ˆ Z2 subgroup is
exactly the kernel of the quotient map S4 Ñ S3.
Next, let us consider an example where D is no longer a single copy of ZN .
D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 and the “spinp8q theories”
To give another example — relevant to compactification of 6d p2, 0q theory of Cartan type
D4 — consider D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 with the pairing between pa, bq and pa1, b1q given by ab1 ` ba1.
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SO(3)0
SO(3)1
SO(3)3
SO(3)2
SU(2)
Spin-SU(2)
TT
T T
S
S
TS
T 2S
T 3S
ST−1 ST−2
ST−3
Figure 5: Six theories permuted by PSLp2,Z4q arranged as vertices of an octahedron.
PSLp2,Z4q then acts as orientation preserving isometries of the octahedron.
The quadratic refinement of D is given by
rκ “ p2, 2, 1q P Z4 ˆ Z4 ˆ Z2 “ ΓpDq. (2.132)
Since all maximal isotropic subgroups in H3pS3ˆS3, Dq “ Z42 are isomorphic to Z2ˆZ2,
it is enough to specify two generators. Each generator is specified by four binary digits,
equal to 0 or 1. We use an abbreviated notation v “ p1, 0q, s “ p0, 1q and c “ p1, 1q to write
pv, sq “ p1, 0, 0, 1q and pc, 0q “ p1, 1, 0, 0q, and so on. We also assemble two such strings into
a 2ˆ2 matrix. Then, up to permutation and addition of rows, each matrix uniquely specifies
a subgroup in Z42. To make sure it is isotropic, one needs to check the inner product between
rows is zero. For example, a good choice is
“Spin(8) theory” :
ˆ
v 0
s 0
˙
. (2.133)
We refer to it as Spin(8) theory since this is the direct analogue of the 4d theory with gauge
group Spin(8). Furthermore, we have
“SOp8q` theory” :
ˆ
v 0
0 v
˙
, and “SOp8q´ theory” :
ˆ
v 0
s v
˙
. (2.134)
There are two more “Ssp8q theories” and two more “Scp8q theories” obtained by replacing
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v above with s or c and replacing s with v. There are 8 more theories given by
“PSOp8q0,0,0 theory” :
ˆ
0 v
0 s
˙
, and “PSOp8qv,s,c theory” :
ˆ
v v
s s
˙
, (2.135)
“PSOp8q0,v,v theory” :
ˆ
0 v
v s
˙
, and “PSOp8qv,c,s theory” :
ˆ
v v
c s
˙
, (2.136)
“PSOp8qs,0,s theory” :
ˆ
s v
0 s
˙
, and “PSOp8qc,s,v theory” :
ˆ
c v
s s
˙
, (2.137)
“PSOp8qc,c,0 theory” :
ˆ
c v
c s
˙
, and “PSOp8qs,v,c theory” :
ˆ
s v
v s
˙
. (2.138)
Here we use a convention that the PSOp8qx,y,z theory corresponds to the isotropic subgroup
containing 0, px, vq, py, sq and pz, cq.
It is easy to study the action of SLp2,Z2q on PolpM6q by directly applying S and T to
the above matrices as column operations. In the end, one finds seven orbits of the form
Spin(8)
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PSOp8q0,0,0
1○ : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
PSOp8qv,s,c
and three orbits that are related by the triality of Spin(8):
SOp8q´
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PSOp8q0,v,v
2○ : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
PSOp8qv,c,s
Ssp8q´
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PSOp8qs,0,s
3○ : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
PSOp8qc,s,v
Scp8q´
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PSOp8qc,c,0
4○ : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
PSOp8qs,v,c
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and, finally, three orbits — again, related by triality — containing a single theory,
5○ : S ö SOp8q` ö T, 6○ : S
ö
Ssp8q` ö T, 7○ : S
ö
Scp8q` ö T.
One can check that (after lifting to 4d theories) this indeed agrees with the result of [56].23
We now proceed to classify the refined polarizations pΛ1, qq, and label them simply by the
state in the Hilbert space PHpS3ˆS3q. As before, we choose the “electric basis” for H » CΛM
spanned by |0y :“ |00y, |vy :“ |10y, |sy :“ |01y and |cy :“ |11y.
As all Λ1 are of the form Z2 ˆ Z2, there are always four quadratic refinements. A short
computation leads to the following states for each theory.
First, we have
Spin(8) theory : t|0y, |vy, |sy, |cyu. (2.140)
In this case, as Λ1 “ ΛE, quadratic refinements are labeled by 2-torsion elements in ΛM ,
which are all 4 of them, namely 0, v, s and c. All of these are quadratic refinement of the
second type; therefore, they correspond to these four states with shifted background fields.
We refer to these theories as Spin(8)``, Spin(8)´`, Spin(8)`´ and Spin(8)´´, and adopt
similar conventions for all theories below.
Next,
SOp8q` theory : t|0y ` |vy, |0y ´ |vy, |sy ` |cy, |sy ´ |cyu. (2.141)
In this case, Γ1 » Γ1 “ Z2, and there are two q of the first type, whose effect is to flip a sign
of |vy, and two q’s of the second type, which further shift the background fields by v P Λ.
The cases of Ssp8q` and Scp8q` are similar, with s and c taking the special role played by
v in the SOp8q` theory.
Then, the SOp8q´ theory is different from the previous ones because the vector ps, vq has
non-trivial inner product under x¨, ¨ysym,Λ,Λ, and q sends ps, vq to either 1 or 3 mod 4. As a
consequence, i can now appear in the coefficients,
SOp8q´ theory : t|0y ` i|vy, |0y ´ i|vy, |sy ` i|cy, |sy ´ i|cyu. (2.142)
23The label in [56] for PSOp8q theories is pSOp8q{Z2qn1,n2n3,n1 with ni “ 0, 1 (`,´ in the notation of [56]),
which corresponds to the discrete theta angle n1π
ş
w
p1q
2 Y w
p2q
2 `
n2π
2
ş
Ppwp1q2 q ` n3π2
ş
Ppwp2q2 q. The T -
transformation relates n1 Ñ n1 ` 1 while leaving n2, n3 invariant on spin manifolds. The relation between
these labels and the ones used here is as follows (pα, β, γq : pn1, n2, n3q with α, β, γ “ 0, v, s, c)
p0, 0, 0q : p0, 0, 0q, pv, s, cq : p1, 0, 0q; p0, v, vq : p0, 1, 1q, pv, c, sq : p1, 1, 1q;
ps, 0, sq : p0, 0, 1q, pc, s, vq : p1, 0, 1q; pc, c, 0q : p0, 1, 0q, ps, v, cq : p1, 1, 0q . (2.139)
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The Ssp8q´ and Scp8q´ theories are, again, very similar, obtained by permuting v, s and c.
For PSOp8q0,0,0, as Λ
1 “ Λ, a quadratic refinement corresponds to choosing a different
homomorphism from Λ1 to Z2. So, we have
PSOp8q0,0,0 theory :
"
|0y ` |vy ` |sy ` |cy, |0y ` |vy ´ |sy ´ |cy,
|0y ´ |vy ` |sy ´ |cy, |0y ´ |vy ´ |sy ` |cy
*
. (2.143)
For PSOv,s,c, it is given by
PSOp8qv,s,c theory :
"
|0y ´ |vy ´ |sy ´ |cy, |0y ´ |vy ` |sy ` |cy,
|0y ` |vy ´ |sy ` |cy, |0y ` |vy ` |sy ´ |cy
*
. (2.144)
Next,
PSOp8q0,v,v theory :
"
|0y ` |vy ´ i|sy ´ i|cy, |0y ` |vy ` i|sy ` i|cy,
|0y ´ |vy ´ i|sy ` i|cy, |0y ´ |vy ` i|sy ´ i|cy
*
, (2.145)
and similarly for PSOp8qs,0,s and PSOp8qc,c,0 theories. Lastly, we have the triple PSOp8qv,c,s,
PSOp8qc,s,v and PSOp8qs,v,c. The first is given by
PSOp8qv,c,s theory :
"
|0y ´ |vy ` i|sy ` i|cy, |0y ´ |vy ´ i|sy ´ i|cy,
|0y ` |vy ` i|sy ´ i|cy, |0y ` |vy ´ i|sy ` i|cy
*
. (2.146)
with the rest related by permutations.
We now study the action of the mapping class group. In the basis t|0y, |vy, |sy, |cyu the
action of S and T generators look like
S “
1
2
¨
˚
˚
˚
˝
1 1 1 1
1 1 ´1 ´1
1 ´1 1 ´1
1 ´1 ´1 1
˛
‹
‹
‹
‚
, and T “
¨
˚
˚
˚
˝
1 0 0 0
0 ´1 0 0
0 0 ´1 0
0 0 0 ´1
˛
‹
‹
‹
‚
. (2.147)
Therefore, the group SLp2,Z2q acts genuinely on ĂPolpS3 ˆ S3q without the need to be
extended. Some of the orbits in PolpS3 ˆ S3q become larger, although this doesn’t happen
for 1○, which become four orbits: one of the form
Spin(8)``
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PSOp8q``0,0,0
1○`` : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
PSOp8q``v,s,c
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and three other obtained by replacing p``q with other sign combinations. As for 2○, 3○,
and 4○, each becomes three orbits of cardinality 6, 3 and 3. For example, 2○ splits into
SOp8q``´
S
ÝÝÝÑ PSOp8q``0,v,v
T
ÝÝÝÑ PSOp8q``v,s,c
2○`: T
Ý
Ý
Ý
Ñ S
Ý
Ý
Ý
Ñ
SOp8q´`´
S
ÐÝÝÝ PSOp8q´`0,v,v
T
ÐÝÝÝ PSOp8q´`v,s,c
in the regular representation of PSLp2,Z2q “ S3 and two orbits composed of three theories
SOp8q`´´
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PSOp8q`´0,v,v
2○`´ : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
PSOp8q`´v,s,c
and
SOp8q´´´
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PSOp8q´´0,v,v
2○`´ : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
PSOp8q´´v,s,c
As for 5○, 6○, 7○, each becomes two orbits, one containing only a single object, such as
5○´´ : S ýSOp8q´´`
ý T,
while the other containing three theories,
SOp8q´``
S
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SOp8q`´`
5○`` : ST ÝÝ
ÝÝ
Ñ
T
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
SOp8q```
.
Again, the results above universally apply to any 6d theory coupled to the same 7D
TQFT, such as 6d p2, 0q theories labeled by sop2Nq for any even N ě 2.
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3 General aspects of compactifications of 6d theories
We now study compactification of 7d/6d coupled systems on a manifold Md of dimension
d ă 6, generalizing the discussion in the previous section. The goal is to define and study
the notion of “polarizations on Md” — choices that one can make when reducing the coupled
system to obtain absolute theories in p6´ dq dimensions.
We expect it to enjoy the following list of properties.
• Similar to the d “ 6 case, the set of polarizations on Md should capture all reductions of
the 7d/6d system that are “bulk universal” (i.e. not involve additional choices specific
to the boundary theory and, therefore, are robust under deformation of the coupled
system):
ĂPolpMdq » tAbsolute p6´ dq-dim theory obtained by reduction on Mdu. (3.1)
One can identify theories that differ by a choice of the quadratic refinement (whose
meaning will become clear shortly), leading to
ĂPolpMdq Ñ PolpMdq. (3.2)
In practice, it is usually easier to first obtain the latter and then classify compatible
quadratic refinements.
• Just as in the case of d “ 6, one can construct absolute theories using topological
domain walls between the p7 ´ dq-dimensional TQFT obtained by reducing the 7d
TQFT on Md and an invertible TQFT. For simplicity, we refer to such domain walls as
“topological boundary conditions” even when the invertible theory is non-trivial. Then,
each such boundary condition gives rise to an absolute theory, as shown in Figure 4.
The converse is also expected to be true — the set ĂPolpMdq is expected to be isomorphic
to the topological boundary conditions for the p7 ´ dq-dimensional TQFT (with two
boundary conditions deemed equivalent if they differ by a p6´ dq-dimensional TQFT).
Alternatively, one can use this as a definition of ĂPolpMdq.
24
• Since the absolute theory has a well-defined reduction on a given manifold Md1 with
d1 ď 6´ d, we have a map
ĂPolpMdq Ñ ĂPolpMd ˆMd1q, (3.3)
which in general is neither injective nor surjective, as we shall see later.
24We thank Dan Freed for discussions on this interpretation.
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• For a given polarization P P ĂPolpMdq, the theory T rMd,Ps has different symmetries,
and their ’t Hooft anomolies are determined by P . And the spectrum of charged
operators is constrained by P .
We now proceed to define and study this generalized version of polarizations.
3.1 Polarization and compactification
When the 7d/6d coupled system is reduced on a d-dimensional manifold Md, on the boundary
we have a p6´ dq-dimensional theory on a manifold M6´d. In the p7´ dq-dimensional bulk,
we have a TQFT with the action
ÿ
I,J,i,j,r
KIJηijr
4π
ż
bI,ir db
J,j
6´d´r (3.4)
where bI,ir is the r-form from reducing C
I and i labels the p3 ´ rq-cycle on Md where C
I
is wrapped on. ηijr is the intersection pairing between H
3´rpMdq and H
d´3`rpMdq. For
simplicity in the above action we only write the fields from reduction on free cycle, while it
is straightforward to generalize to the reduction on torsion or discrete cycle using the method
in Section 3.7, which we will explicitly elaborate in the companion paper [8].
The action can be written compactly as
ż
xα, dαy, with α P
à
i“0,1,2,3
H ipM6´d, H
3´i
pMd, Dqq on shell, (3.5)
where the pairing x¨, ¨y, when restricted to on-shell configurations,
H ipM6´d, H
3´i
pMd, Dqq bH
6´d´i
pM6´d, H
d´3`i
pMd, Dqq Ñ Up1q, (3.6)
comes directly from the pairing on
H3pMd ˆM6´d, Dq »
à
i“0,1,2,3
H ipM6´d, H
3´i
pMd, Dqq. (3.7)
Again, one can argue that the boundary theory can be made absolute by gauging a
subgroup Λ that is maximal isotropic. However, one important difference now is that one
wants not just a single choice for a particular M6´d, but a consistent family of Λ for all
possible M6´d. How can one achieve this?
One option is to consider families of maximal isotropic groups of the formH˚pM6´d, Lqt3u,
where L is a maximal subgroup of Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq trivial under the pairing
H˚pMd, Dq bH
˚
pMd, Dq Ñ Up1q, (3.8)
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and H˚pM6´d, Lqt3u is the degree 3 piece of the this cohomology group. If we assume that
L has a decomposition into graded pieces
L “ Lp0q ‘ Lp1q ‘ Lp2q ‘ Lp3q, (3.9)
then
H˚pM6´d, Lqt3u “
3
à
i“0
H ipM6´d, L
p3´iq
q. (3.10)
The image of the map
H˚pM6´d, Lqt3u Ñ H
3
pM6´d ˆM6, Dq (3.11)
is always isotropic. If it is also maximal for all M6´d, then this defines a polarization on Md,
denoted as PL.
Physically, Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq is the symmetry in 6´d dimensions coming from the reduc-
tion of the 2-form symmetry D in 6d. And the above corresponds to gauging an anomaly-free
subgroup L of it. The fact that L is maximal guarantees that after gauging, the boundary
theory is coupled to an invertible p7 ´ dq-dimensional TQFT. One can again think of this
process using topological interfaces between T bulkrMds and an invertible theory as illustrated
in Figure 4.
This motivates a classification for polarizations on Md by looking at the union of images
of Λ Ă H3pM6´d ˆMd, Dq under the map
H˚pM6´d,Zq ˆH˚pM6´d, H˚pMd, Dqqt3u Ñ H˚pMd, Dq (3.12)
as we scan over all cycles in H˚pM6´d,Zq for all M6´d. We will refer to it as the spectrum
group, and denote it as SpPq. Then SpPLq “ L.
Then, we can classify polarizations as follows
1. We say a polarization P is pure if SpPq has trivial pairing with itself in H˚pMd, Dq.
2. P is said to be a mixed polarization if SpPq has non-trivial pairing with itself.
These two classes are on equal footing from the viewpoint of the topological boundary
conditions in the p7 ´ dq-dimensional TQFT. Pure polarizations, however, are easier to
classify since they are in bijection with choices of L. Therefore, one of the main goal of this
section will be to develop tools for understanding mixed polarizations.
Many pure polarizations can be obtained geometrically as pd`1q-manifolds Wd`1 bound-
ing Md. Then, L can be interpreted as the image of the first map
H ipWd`1, Dq Ñ H
i
pMd, Dq Ñ H
i`1
pWd`1,Md;Dq (3.13)
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in degree d ´ 3 ď i ď 3. Then, given any M6´d, this determines the maximal isotropic
subgroup Λ Ă H3pMd ˆ M6´d, Dq as the image of the map from H
ipWd`1 ˆ M6´d, Dq.
Mixed polarizations could also admit geometric constructions, though they require using
7-manifolds that are not products like Wd`1 ˆM6´d.
For some L there can be special choices of L Ă H˚pMd, Dq such that
Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq » L‘ L, (3.14)
also trivializing the pairing. Then, for any M6´d, it gives a decomposition
H3pM6´d ˆMd, Dq “ H
˚
pM6´d, Lqt3u ‘H
˚
pM6´d, Lqt3u “ Λ‘ Λ. (3.15)
Such special polarization is said to be splittable, with L being a splitting of it. In this case,
there is a canonical choice of a quadratic refinement given by q “ 0 on Λ.
As an example, for Md “ S
1, we have H˚pMd, Dq “ D
p0q‘Dp1q in degree 0 and 1. Then,
L “ Dp0q or Dp1q give pure polarizations, both of which are splittable. A non-splittable
example is D “ Z4 and L “ Zp0q2 ˆ Z
p1q
2 . In general, there can be other polarizations,
including some mixed ones with their spectrum group being the entire Dp0q ‘Dp1q.
Often it is not hard to find a splittable polarization.25 For example, when d “ 3 and Md
is an arbitrary 3-manifold, one can take L “ H0pM3, Dq‘H
1pM3, Dq and L “ H
2pM3, Dq‘
H3pM3, Dq. When d “ 2, and Md is a genus-g Riemann surface, one can take L to be
H0pM2, Dq ‘ L
p1q, where Lp1q is a maximal isotropic subgroup of H1pM2, Dq. There are
many such choices, acted upon by Spp2g,Zq.
In later sections and the companion paper [8] , when we study reductions on various Md,
we will always start by first classifying pure polarizations and finding among them one that
is splittable. Just as in the 0-dimensional case (d “ 6), they provide a basis for us to study
partition functions in other polarizations, especially the mixed ones.
Furthermore, given a polarization, one would also wish to understand how to explicitly
construct a theory, not just its partition function on a given M6´d. This question can be
better understood by relating polarizations with SPT phases in 6´ d dimensions, which we
turn to next.
25Note, however, that for some Md and D it could be the case that no polarizations exist. Another way of
saying this is that there might not be any topological boundary condition for the p7´dq-dimensional TQFT.
An example is Md “ CP2 and D “ Zp. The 3d TQFT in the bulk of T rCP2s is an abelian Chern–Simons
theory with no topological boundary conditions.
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3.2 Polarizations and discrete theta angles
A refined polarization on Md determines a maximal isotropic subgroup Λ of H
3pMd ˆ
M6´d, Dq, for any M6´d, together with a quadratic refinement. Then, one can consider
projection operators (2.25) from the previous section acting on the TQFT Hilbert space
HpMd ˆM6´dq, such as
PP “
ÿ
αPΛ
pα (3.16)
as well as their cousins with non-trivial phase factors with background field given by B P
H3pMd ˆM6´d, Dq{Λ,
PP,B “
ÿ
αPΛ
pαe´2πiBpαq. (3.17)
If P “ PL is a pure polarization, then action of these projection operators on the bound-
ary can be interpreted as gauging the subgroup L of the symmetry H˚pMd, Dq and then
turning on a background field for the dual L_ symmetry.
Just as in the 0d case, where the set of projection operators defines a basis in the Hilbert
space up to phase factors, in higher dimensions too it defines a partition function of the
6´ d theory on all manifolds M6´d up to a p6´ dq-dimensional SPT phase. There is usually
not a canonical choice for this SPT phase. For most part, one can ignore this ambiguity.
However, when we gauge an anomaly-free subgroup G of the remaining symmetry L_, the
resulting theory can depend on the SPT phase chosen. This additional piece of data fixes a
lift of G to H˚pMd, Dq. We have already encountered this phenomenon in the case of d “ 6
in Section 2.5, which we will see again for d “ 0 and 1.
For mixed polarizations, they can be often obtained by turning on certain discrete theta
angles when gauging L as we will see in detail later.
Now we turn to the question of what characterizes a nice family of polarizations on
Md ˆM6´d that give a polarization on Md. Because we can fully characterize polarizations
on a 6-manifold, and expect an “embedding”26
ĂPolpMdq Ñ ĂPolpMd ˆM6´dq, (3.18)
it is natural to start with partition functions of the theory in 6 ´ d dimensions. From
this viewpoint, different choices of polarization correspond to different ways of summing the
components of the partition vector into combinations that satisfy certain TQFT functionality
conditions.
26For a given M6´d, this map may not be injective, but it is natural to expect that any two polarizations
can always be distinguished by a suitable choice of M6´d.
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∑|𝐵⟩ ⟨𝐵| trivial wall 
Figure 6: Cutting the manifold and summing over the boundary conditions
ř
B |ByxB| “ 1
is equivalent to inserting the identity interface.
However, to make this explicit, one needs to choose a basis, and we assume that there is
a splittable polarization PL given by pL,Lq. Then, given an M6´d, there is decomposition
as in (3.15), while another polarization P 1 gives a maximal isotropic subgroup pΛ1, qq of
H3pM6´d ˆMd, Dq together with a quadratic refinement q, such that
ZΛ
1,q
pM6´dq “
ÿ
αPΛ1
e2πiϕpαqZΛBα , (3.19)
where again Bα is the image of α under projection to Λ. Notice that the phase e
2πiϕpαq only
depends on Bα since, if α ` β P Λ
1 also projects onto Bα, then a short computation shows
that
ϕpα ` βq ´ ϕpαq “ xBα, βy ` xα, pΛpβqy ` ϕpβq “ xα, βy “ 0. (3.20)
When we need to emphasize this point, we shall also write it as ϕpBαq, with slight abuse of
notation. Because of functionality, this phase factor, it must itself be a p6´ dq-dimensional
SPT phase.
This can be better understood from another point of view as follows. Projection oper-
ators labeled by PL and B P Λ define topological boundary conditions BB for the p7 ´ dq-
dimensional theory T bulkrMds on M6´d. One can create an identity interface by summing
over B. This is illustrated in Figure 6. An interface for a fixed B determines the value of the
bulk field on the interface. On the other hand, summing over all of possible values makes the
interface transparent; therefore, such an interface is expected to be the identity interface.
In order to compute the partition function given by any other topological boundary
conditions B1, it is convenient to insert this identity interface. Then, one only needs to
compute the partition function of the theory T bulkrMds sandwiched between BB and B1,
illustrated in Figure 7. This gives a L-equivariant TQFT in 6´ d dimensions. For the class
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Figure 7: Computation by inserting the trivial wall.
of 7d theories that we are interested in, the partition functions turn out to be, up to an
overall normalization, an L-SPT in 6´ d dimensions due to the identity (3.20).
Then, the task of classifying polarizations on Md becomes closely related to the problem
of classifying SPTs. In the present case, they are conjectured to be classified by the dual of
the torsion part of27
Ωs6´dpB
3Lp0q ˆB2Lp1q ˆBLp2q ˆ Lp3qq, (3.21)
and in reality one can search for these SPTs by writing actions for Bα fields of degree 0, 1,
2 and 3, and characteristic classes of the tangent bundle of Md.
However, there is an important caveat: the sum in (3.19), when viewed as a sum over
Bα P Λ, may not run over all elements in Λ. Therefore, one needs to first restrict to a
subgroup of Λ. For a given M6´d, there can be many such subgroups, but we are only
interested in the “universal” ones in the sense that they can be defined without referring to
the details of M6´d. For instance, it has to be invariant under the action of the mapping class
group of M6´d. Examples of such subgroups include those obtained by choosing a subgroup
of L, and those obtained by imposing conditions on Bα (such as
ş
M4
B2α “ 0 for 2-form Bα).
On the other hand, given an SPT, or a function ϕpBαq on all M6´d, it is often simple to
obtain the corresponding refined polarizations, as we shall see in examples below. It is not
guaranteed that any SPTs are realized by a polarization. For example, as the phases factor
ultimately come from the CdC theory, an SPT should be quadratic in fields.
In case T rMd,PLs is realized by a gauge theory with Λ classifying topological class of the
(twisted) gauge bundle, restricting to a subgroup of L restricts the set of gauge bundles to
be summed over in the path integral, while the phase ϕ represents discrete theta angles of
27Here, s stand for structures on the M6´d manifolds that we are imposing. The default choice is s “SO for
most of the paper, or equivalently only requiring the manifold to be oriented. Depending on the application,
one can require that it is spin, or even relax it to be un-oriented.
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the gauge theory. These are specified by the polarization P 1 and often lead to an explicit
description of the theory T rMd,P 1s in terms of either path integral or Lagrangian.
3.3 Remaining symmetries and their anomalies
A choice of pure polarization PL leads to a theory with global symmetry
L_ “ Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq{L. (3.22)
The background fields for these symmetries are valued in L_, while the charged objects are
labeled by the dual of L_, which is pL_q_ “ L itself. Geometrically, such polarizations can
sometimes be obtained by choosing a W7 “ Wd`1 ˆM6´d with BWd`1 “ Md,
28 such that
Lpd´nq is the image of the first map in
Hd´npWd`1, Dq Ñ H
d´npMd, Dq Ñ H
d´n`1pWd`1,Md;Dq
» » »
Hn`1pWd`1,Md;Dq Ñ HnpMd, Dq Ñ HnpWd`1, Dq
when restricted to the relevant degrees, while L_pd´nq can be identified with the image of
the second map.
The group Lpd´nq labels objects charged under the L_pnq piece in the remaining L_
symmetry. These come from elements in Hn`1pWd`1,Md;Dq, which can be interpreted as
3-dimensional defect operators in 7d wrapping pn ` 1q-dimensional cycles with boundary
represented by n-cycles in M6´d. In the theory T rMds that lives on M6´d, these are p2´ nq-
dimensional charged objects coupled to the p2 ´ nq-form symmetry L_pnq. On the other
hand, the symmetry defects for L_pnq come from those pd ´ nq-cycles in Md that are non-
contractible in Wd`1. In T rMds, they have dimension 3´ d` n. Figure 8 is a illustration of
this for d “ 2, M2 “ T
2 and W3 “ D
2 ˆ S1 with n “ 1.
In the geometric setup, it is clear that both charged objects and symmetry defects are
robust for topological reasons.
The remaining symmetry in general have anomalies, if L_ cannot be lifted to be a sub-
group of H˚pMd, Dq, similar to what we have observed in the case of 0d theories. In other
words, the anomaly is captured by the extension class of
LÑ Hd´3ď˚ď3pMd, Dq Ñ L
_. (3.23)
28Note that in general there are also many pure polarizations that are not “geometric.” In the special
case of d “ 0, M0 being a point is not nil-cobordant. Therefore, none of the polarizations in Polpptq are
geometric. On the other hand, recall that all oriented 1, 2 and 3-manifolds are nil-cobordant, which lead to
many geometric pure polarizations in PolpMdq.
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Figure 8: When d “ 2 and M2 “ T
2 is a two-torus, the solid torus D2 ˆ S1 gives a pure
polarization. A three-dimensional operator wrapping D2 (red in the figure) becomes a line
operator in R4, while those along S1 (blue in the figure) give rise to topological surface
operators that generate a 1-form symmetry. Since they intersect in the solid torus, the line
operator is charged under the 1-form symmetry.
The invertible TQFT for this anomaly can again be obtained via the “deformation–unfolding”
trick introduced for d “ 6. Namely, one simply needs to replace fields in (3.4) by discrete-
valued background field to get the anomaly field theory for the L_ symmetry.
Symmetries of T rMds from mixed polarization
The story is more interesting when we consider mixed polarizations. The quotient
rSpPq :“ H3´dď˚ď3{SpPq (3.24)
is no longer isomorphic to SpPq_, but it still corresponds to symmetries of the remaining
theory. What is different in the mixed case is that there are more symmetries coming from
the dual of a subgroup in SpPq. To discuss this, we first need to better interpret SpPq in
the mixed case. Naively, it becomes larger then it should be, but not all elements in SpPq
corresponds to independent charged objects. In fact, some will always live on the boundary
of other objects. Therefore, the fact that SpPq is non-trivial under the pairing in H˚pMd, Dq
doesn’t imply inconsistency, as charged objects on the boundary of other charged objects
can be improperly quantized, as long the latter carry the right amount of flux for the former.
We will see this more concretely when we discuss examples.
When looking for symmetries, one should first look at the subgroup SpPqind of SpPq
that corresponds to charged objects that can exist independently on their own. Then, the
symmetry of the theory is given by the dual SpPq_ind.
The subgroup SpPqind trivializes the pairing on H˚pMd, Dq, and it is also maximal.
Therefore, there is a pure polarization associated with it, defining a theory with the same
symmetry SpPq_ind (and in fact the same anomaly for SpPq_ind) as in the theory given by the
mixed polarization.
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3.4 Mapping class group action on PolpMdq
As in the 0d case, the action of the mapping class group MCGpMdq on PolpMdq factors
through the automorphism group of H˚pMd, Dq. And, just like in the 0d case, this action
has an anomaly in the sense that the map from PolpMdq to the partition functions of T rMds
is not equivariant, and it is more natural to consider the action on the space of refined
polarizations
Z#2 Ñ ĂPolpMdq Ñ PolpMdq, (3.25)
where the number of Z2 factors can vary and essentially counts the number of possible
quadratic refinements that are “functorial.” Examples include the Pontryagin square of the
middle cohomology of M6´d “M4 for d “ 2 and the quadratic refinement for the Z2-valued
intersection pairing on the middle cohomology of M2 or M6 for d “ 4 and d “ 0 respectively.
Another property of this action is that pure polarizations do not transform into mixed
polarizations and vice versa. Furthermore, it doesn’t change the global symmetry and their
’t Hooft anomalies.
A generic choice of polarization does not respect the full diffeomorphism invariance.29
But, given a refined polarization P , there can be a subgroup StabP of MCGpMdq that acts
trivially. It can be regarded as a symmetry of T rMd,Ps. MCGpMdq can be viewed as
the group of components of DiffpMdq which also includes infinitesimal diffeomorphism of
Md. They also have an interesting interplay with the symmetries of T rMds that come from
reduction of the 2-form symmetry in 6d. We will analyze this problem next.
3.5 Higher-group symmetry from isometries of Md
Besides a choice of polarization P , the theory T rMd,Ps can in principle also depend on
choices of additional structures on Md, such as a metric, spin structure, fluxes and holonomies
for background fields, etc. For simplicity, we shall refer to the subgroup of DiffpMdq that
preserves all such structures as the group of “isometries” IsopMd,Pq with the understanding
that it takes into account not only the metric, but also other structures used in the con-
struction of T rMd,Ps. Defined in this way, IsopMd,Pq will be a symmetry of the theory
T rMd,Ps. One can also consider the group of isometries IsopMdq without specifying a po-
larization. And this group acts on the relative theory T rMds as 0-form symmetry. Notice
that the identity component Iso0pMdq consists of continuous isometries, and they preserve
any P . We will focus on this part below.30
29For instance, if the 6d geometry is a product M ˆN and the polarization respects the diffeomorphism
invariance on N , the corresponding symmetry may be regarded as a “subsystem symmetry” in 6d.
30There are also interesting consequences of the discrete isometries, which will be further discussed in [8].
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To study the interplay between this symmetry and the other ones, we can turn on a
non-trivial background field A for the principal I “ Iso0pMdq-bundle. This changes the
gauge transformations for other symmetries. Indeed, consider symmetries of various degree
in T rMds that are reductions of the 2-form symmetry in 6d along cycles γ
in
n P HnpMd, Dq.
The background fields Bin3´n are related to C via
C “ B3 `
ÿ
i1
ωi11 ^B
i1
2 `
ÿ
i2
ωi22 ^B
i1
1 `
ÿ
i3
ωi33 ^B
i1
0 . (3.26)
Here ωinn is a basis of H
npMd, Dq dual to the basis of cycles in HnpMdq,
ωinpγ
j
nq “ δij. (3.27)
Notice that (3.26) is only valid when A “ 0. When a background A is turned on for isometry
of the internal manifold Md, the ω
in
n are modified to an I-equivariant form rω
in
n pAq via minimal
coupling31
Ω˚pMdq Ñ Ω
˚
I pMdq. (3.29)
This form is gauge invariant but in general not closed.32 As a consequence, demanding dC
to be gauge invariant requires modification of the gauge transformations for different B’s.
In fact, there is always a canonical modification that makes dC gauge invariant. To see this,
one first turns on A in (3.26) and then applies the differential rearranging the result to look
like
dC “ pdB3 ` f3pB2, B1, B0, Aqq `
ÿ
i1
pdBi12 ` f
i1
2 pB1, B0, Aqq ^ rω
i1
1
`
ÿ
i2
pdBi11 ` f
i1
1 pB0, Aqq ^ rω
i2
2 `
ÿ
i3
dBi10 ^ rω
i3
3 , (3.30)
for certain functions f1,2,3 that come from the non-vanishing drω’s. Then, one can recursively
solve for gauge transformations of B1, B2 and B3 by demanding that dBn ` fn is gauge
invariant, while the gauge transformation of B0’s remains unchanged. After this procedure,
dBn themselves are not gauge invariant, whereas the combinations
H inn`1 :“ dB
in
n ` f
in
n (3.31)
31In the Cartan model for equivariant cohomology, this map is obtained by applying the operator
P “
ź
a
p1´Aaιaq (3.28)
with ιa is the contraction with the Killing vector (see e.g. [57]) .
32Such behavior of ωpAq is an obstruction for gauging the WZW term given by ω, as explained in [58].
However, in our setting, it is precisely this obstruction that leads to interesting higher-group structure.
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are gauge invariant. This is the global symmetry analogue of Green–Schwarz mechanism [59]
and is called n-group symmetry [13–16]. Discussions and examples of higher-group symmetry
in physics can be found in [13,60,15,16,61,44,21].
To generalize to discrete symmetries, instead of demanding the gauge invariance of dC,
we can demand the gauge invariance of its holonomy ei
ű
C . Since the I-equivariant form
rωinn pAq does not have integral period in contrast to ω
in
n , the usual gauge transformations of
Bn would change the holonomy e
i
ű
C . Demanding the gauge invariance of ei
ű
C then modifies
the gauge transformations in the same way as discussed before and we again conclude the
compactified theory has higher-group symmetry. We will illustrate both arguments in an
example below in Section 3.5.1.
3.5.1 Example: Md “ S
1, 5d theory with 3-group symmetry
Parametrizing the circle with coordinate ϕ P r0, 2πq, the S1 isometry acts by shifting ϕ.33
Then,
C “ B3 `
dϕ
2π
^B2 (3.34)
after turning on the background A for the S1 isometry becomes
C “ B3 ` rω1 ^B2, rω1 :“
dϕ´ A
2π
. (3.35)
Then gauge invariance of
dC “ pdB3 ´
1
2π
dA^B2q ` dB2 ^ rω1 (3.36)
requires that, if A and B2 are transformed as
A ÞÑ A` dλ0, B2 ÞÑ B2 ` dλ1, (3.37)
we should have
B3 ÞÑ B3 `
1
2π
dA^ λ1. (3.38)
33It is also the Kaluza-Klein momentum symmetry: for the momentum-n Kaluza-Klein mode in any
expansion
fnpx
µqeinϕ , (3.32)
the Up1q shift symmetry given by the diffeomorphism ϕÑ ϕ` λpxµq transforms the momentum-n mode as
fnpx
µq Ñ fnpx
µqeinλ . (3.33)
The gauge field for the isometry can be identified with the graviphoton gauge field.
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Therefore, dB3 is not gauge invariant, while the combination
H4 :“ dB3 ´
1
2π
dA^B2 (3.39)
is invariant.
There are several other ways to derive the three-group symmetry. Instead of demanding
the invariance of the field strength of C, we can also demand the invariance of the holonomy
ei
ű
C , which can generalize the argument to discrete gauge fields. We can also expand the
three-form gauge field C in different ways:
(1) Expand the three-form gauge field C as before
C “ B3 ` rω1B2, rω1 “
dϕ´ A
2π
. (3.40)
The holonomy of C is
¿
C “
¿
B3 `
¿
rω1B2 mod 2πZ . (3.41)
Under the transformation
AÑ A` dλ0, B2 Ñ B2 ` dλ1 (3.42)
which also transforms ϕÑ ϕ`λ0 and leaves rω1 “ pdϕ´Aq{p2πq invariant, the holonomy
ű
rω1B2 changes by
¿
rω1dλ1 “ ´
1
2π
¿
Adλ1 “ ´
1
2π
¿
dAλ1 mod 2πZ . (3.43)
Thus the gauge invariance of the holonomy ei
ű
C demands that B3 must transform as
B3 Ñ B3 `
1
2π
dAλ1 . (3.44)
This reproduces the transformation (3.38).
(2) Instead of modifying dϕ to be dϕ´A in the expansion of the three-form gauge field C,
we can also use the original expansion without including the isometry gauge field A:
C “ B3 `
dϕ
2π
B2 . (3.45)
The holonomy of C is
¿
C “
¿
B3 `
¿
dϕ
2π
B2 mod 2πZ . (3.46)
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Then under the gauge transformation (3.42), the holonomy
ű
dϕ
2π
B2 changes by
¿
ˆ
dλ0
2π
B2 `
dϕ
2π
dλ1 `
dλ0
2π
dλ1
˙
“
¿
dλ0
2π
B2 mod 2πZ . (3.47)
Thus the gauge invariance of the holonomy ei
ű
C demands that B3 must transform as
B3 Ñ B3 ´
1
2π
dλ0B2 . (3.48)
This give the same three-group symmetry as the previous case after the redefinition
B3 Ñ B3 `
1
2π
AB2.
We can investigate the anomaly of the higher-group symmetry by reducing the 7d TQFT.
For instance, consider reducing the three-form Chern–Simons theory on a circle
N
4π
ż
7d
CdC . (3.49)
Using the decomposition
C “ B3 `
ˆ
dϕ´ A
2π
˙
B2 . (3.50)
We find the 6d bulk theory that describes the anomaly of the three-group symmetry in 5d
N
4π
ż
7d
CdC “
N
2π
ż
6d
B3dB2 ´
N
4π
ż
6d
B22
dA
2π
. (3.51)
Later in Section 5.5 we will provide a field theory explanation of the three-group symmetry
and its anomaly in the 5d gauge theory.
When Md is T
2 or T 3, which we shall encounter in later parts, the analysis is very similar.
A more interesting example is Md “ S
2, for which the isometry group is non-abelian and
there is an interesting discrete higher-group that requires extending the analysis above using
the Borel construction for equivariant cohomology. This example and its physics perspective
will be discussed in details in the companion paper [8].
3.6 Symmetry fractionalization in compactification
The extended operators can carry anomalous quantum numbers under a global symmetry.
This phenomenon is familiar from the fractional quantum hall effect, where line operators
that describe anyons carry projective representations of the Up1q 0-form symmetry. For
general p2 ` 1qd TQFT this is discussed in [62, 63]. Different symmetry fractionalizations
represent different ways of coupling the theory to the background gauge field and can be
classified by higher-form (higher-group) symmetries [16,61,64].
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Different symmetry fractionlizations in compactified theories can be described by turning
on different backgrounds for the two-form symmetry in 6d, which reduces to various back-
ground fields for higher-form symmetries in lower dimension. More generally, we can first
consider the 7d Chern–Simons theory enriched by the symmetry i.e. coupled to the back-
ground gauge field for the symmetry and then study the 6d theory. In some cases different
backgrounds — i.e. different symmetry fractionalizations — correspond to different choices
of polarization.
We will see examples of symmetry fractionalization for Lorentz symmetry [65, 61, 64, 55]
in the compactified theory that come from choices of polarization. These different symmetry
fractionlizations correspond to gauge theory with different spins for line operators, namely
different consistent possibilities for line operators to be either bosons or fermions. These
choices can be distinguished on a non-spin manifold; otherwise, on a spin manifold, there is
a gravitational fermion line operator that can fuse with line operators in the gauge theory
to change their spins. This requires defining the 6d theory on a non-spin manifold. As
discussed in Appendix A, we can define the theory on more general spinc manifolds (theories
with Dirac fermions can always be defined on a spinc manifold by coupling to background
spinc connection; examples can be found in [66–68]). Thus, we can study these different
Lorentz symmetry fractionalizations from compactification.
3.7 Reduction on free, torsion and discrete cycles
Suppose the internal manifold Md has torsion cycles and discrete cycles, where a discrete Zn
r-cycle has boundary that consists of n copies of a pr ´ 1q-cycle (which is then a n-torsion
cycle, since n copies of it equals a boundary), and thus the boundary of the Zn discrete
cycles is trivial in the Zn coefficient. Their Poincaré duals are
np2qτ2 “ dpτ1, n
p3qτ3 “ dpτ2, n
p4qτ4 “ dpτ3, n
p5qτ5 “ dpτ4 . (3.52)
Namely, the Poincaré dual PDppτiq is a pd´ iq-cycle with Znpi`1q coefficients (it is an open Z
chain which is closed only mod npi`1q), while PDpτiq is a n
piq-torsion pd´ iq-cycle. In general,
they carry index labelling different cycles, so that n’s are integer matrices. We have the
following isomorphisms
Tor HipMdq – Tor H
i`1
pMdq – Tor Hd´i´1pMdq – Tor H
d´i
pMdq . (3.53)
Thus, npi`1q “ npd´i´1q. The matrix n can be symmetric or anti-symmetric depending on
the dimension of the corresponding cycles.
The integer forms τ and pτ obey the orthonormality condition
ż
Md
τi ^ pτd´i “ 1, (3.54)
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where 1 is the identity matrix with indices labelling different pairs of cycles that appear on
the left-hand side of this relation. We note that, for a free cycle α,
ż
Md
τi ^ αd´i “ 0 “
ż
Md
τi ^ τ
1
d´i . (3.55)
Similarly, since pτ is defined up to a closed integral cycle, we can take
ż
Md
αi ^ pτd´i “ 0 “
ż
Md
pτi ^ pτ
1
d´i . (3.56)
Using the orthonormality condition we can decompose CI3 as follows:
C3 “
ÿ
αiB
F
3´i ` τi
pB3´1 ` pτiB3´i , (3.57)
where
BF3´i “
ż
PDpαiq
C3, pB3´i “
ż
PDppτiq
C3, B3´i “
ż
PDpτiq
C3 . (3.58)
The superscript F denotes the free part.
Next, we use the Dirac quantization of the three-form gauge field,
ş
dC3 P 2πZ, to impose
constraint on BFi , pBi, Bi, where dC3 is expressed as
dC3 “
ÿ
p´1qiαidB
F
3´i ` τi
´
p´1qid pB3´i ` n
piqB4´i
¯
` p´1qipτidB3´i . (3.59)
Thus, for properly quantized
ş
dBFi ,
ş
d pBi,
ş
dBi P 2πZ, the gauge fields Bi that come from
reduction of C3 on torsion cycles τ3´i must take discrete values with holonomies valued in
2πA “ Zr{np4´iqZ, where r “ dimpnp4´iqq. We note this is an off-shell condition independent
of the dynamics, and it follows directly from the Dirac quantization condition of C3.
Moreover, since dC3 is gauge invariant, the gauge transformation of Bi also transforms
pBi´1:
Bi Ñ Bi ` dλi´1, pBi´1 Ñ pBi´1 ´ p´1q
inp4´iqλi´1 , (3.60)
and thus one can think of pBi as the analogue of Stueckelberg field.
Let us compare this discussion with [69,70]. The difference is that in [69,70] the discrete
holonomy condition of Bi is derived by taking the low energy limit of the kinetic term
coupling for C3 that contains
1
g2
ˇ
ˇpp´1qid pB3´i ` n
piqB3´iq
ˇ
ˇ
2
, by sending the coupling g2 Ñ 0.
Here we emphasize that the condition of discrete holonomy follows directly from the Dirac
quantization of C3, and the gauge transformation of pBi follows from the gauge invariance
of dC3. Unlike the discussion in [69, 70], this does not require any information about the
dynamics, such as the value of the coupling constants.
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4 Polpptq and 6d topological boundary conditions
In Section 2, we considered the extreme case of d “ 6 and M6´d being zero-dimensional. In
this subsection, we will consider another extreme case of d “ 0 and Md “ pt, a point. In
this case, the elements of Polpptq corresponds to topological boundary conditions of the 7d
TQFT.
4.1 Pure and mixed polarizations
The pure polarizations are classified by maximal subgroups L of H˚ppt, Dq » D that trivi-
alize the pairing on D. Here, being maximal means that
|L| “ |L_| (4.1)
where L_ “ D{L. Then, the non-degeneracy of the pairing on D implies that L_ “
HompL,Up1qq is the Pontryagin dual of L.
In the context of 6d p2, 0q theories labeled by Lie algebras g, searching for such L is
equivalent to searching for a self-dual sub-lattice of the weight lattice g. Every such sub-
lattice corresponds to some group G “ rG{L that acts faithfully on any representation labeled
by a non-zero dominant weight of this lattice, where rG is the simply connected Lie group with
the Lie algebra g. Such 6d theory is often said to admit a standard field theory description
with a two-form symmetry Zp rG{Lq [24].
Given any P P Polpptq and any 6-manifold M6, we expect to get a maximal isotropic
subgroup Λ Ă H3pM6, Dq. In the present case, it is constructed as follows. For a subgroup
L Ă D and any M6, we have a long exact sequence of cohomology groups:
. . . ÝÑ H2pM6, L
_
q
β2
ÝÑ H3pM6, Lq
ι˚
ÝÑ H3pM6, Dq
π˚
ÝÑ H3pM6, L
_
q
β3
ÝÑ H3pM6, Lq Ñ . . .
(4.2)
Here ι˚ and π˚ are induced from the inclusion ι : LÑ D and the quotient map π : D Ñ L
_,
respectively, while β2 and β3 are Bockstein homomorphisms. Denote by Λ “ ι˚pH
3pM6, Lqq Ă
H3pM6, Dq the image of ι˚. Then, it is easy to see that it is isotropic. It is, in fact, also
coisotropic (and hence maximal), as
Λ_ :“ H3pM6, Dq{Λ (4.3)
can be identified with the image of π˚ in H
3pM6, L
_q by exactness.
We should emphasize that, in general, β2 is non-trivial, ι˚ is not injective, and H
3pM6, Lq
is not a subgroup of H3pM6, Dq. Nonetheless, the image Λ is always maximal isotropic. To
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better illustrate this point, let us consider the example of M6 “ RP3 ˆ RP3 and D “ Z4
(relevant e.g. to p2, 0q theories labeled by g “ sop4n` 2q). We have
H3pM6,Z4q “
3
à
i“0
H ipRP3, H3´ipRP3,Z4qq “ Z4 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z4 , (4.4)
which has a Lagrangian subgroup
Λ “ ιpH3pM6,Z2qq “ ι pZ2 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z2q “ Z2 ˆ Z2 ˆ 0ˆ Z2 , (4.5)
where ι : Z2 Ñ Z4 is the inclusion, 0 “ Z1 is the trivial group, and H1pRP3,Mq “ 2-TorpMq,
H2pRP3,Mq “ M{2M for M “ Zm. Note, this is different from (4.14) in [12], which
states that the polarization for the standard field theory is Λ “ H3pM6, Lq “ Z42 but does
not have the required order to be Lagrangian for H3pM6,Zp rGqq “ Z22 ˆ Z24 (in this case
rG “ Spinp4n` 2q, Zp rGq “ Z4 and L “ Z2).
More general background fields
Another caveat is that background fields for the the remaining L_ symmetry are now labeled
by elements in H3pM6, L
_q and not the subgroup Λ_. Thisis not a problem for splittable
polarizations, for which D “ L ‘ L with some L and the Bockstein homomorphisms are
all trivial. For a polarization L1 that is not necessarily splitable, it leads to the following
partition function on a 6-manifold,34
ZL
1
B1pM6q “
ÿ
αPΛ1
e2πirϕpαq`xBα,
ĂB1ys
¨ ZLBα`B˚ (4.6)
where Λ1 is again the image of H3pM6, L
1q in H3pM6, Dq, B
1 P Λ1_ with a chosen lift ĂB1 in
H3pM6, Dq, and B˚ is the projection of ĂB1 to H
3pM6, Lq. Two choices of the lift of B
1 can
differ by an overall phase in the partition function which cannot be canceled by changing
the normalization of partition functions (or, at the level of the physical theory, by adding
local counter terms). This means that the remaining symmetry Λ1_ can have an ’t Hooft
anomaly.
To incorporate more general backgrounds for non-splittable polarizations at the level of
partition functions, one needs to generalize the equation above to B1 P H3pM6, L
1_q that
is not in Λ1_. The right procedure is to modify B˚ by including a magnetic defect in the
theories given by the Poincaré dual of β3pB
1q.35
34Here, for simplicity, we suppressed the dependence on the choice of quadratic refinement, which enters
through ϕ and an additional shift of Bα by Bϕ (cf. (3.19)), and can be easily restored.
35We remark that a similar consideration applies in general, when the trivialization is by a dynamical field
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Non-existence of mixed polarizations in 6d
We end this section with a comment about mixed polarizations. It turns out that, although
there can be many of them when d ą 0, they can not exist for d “ 0 in Polpptq. One can see
this in the following way.
Assume P is a mixed polarization. Then, it determines a family of maximal isotropic
subgroups ΛM6 for each M6, and the union of the image of
H3pM6,Zq ˆ ΛM6 Ñ D, (4.7)
denoted as SpPq is not isotropic. However, this is not possible as SpPq labels charges
of strings in the theory T rpt,Ps and all such objects are independent. In other words,
SpPq “ SpPqind have to be isotropic. For mixed polarizations to exist, SpPq has to have
at least two pieces in different cohomological degree, which is simply not possible for d “ 0.
Therefore, in the remainer of this section, we will focus on pure polarizations.
4.2 Classification
Analysis in the previous subsection allows us to classify pure polarizations in Polpptq when
D is simple.
Recall that any finite abelian group is a product of cyclic groups with order being a prime
power, Zpk , and any subgroup is given by a product of subgroups of each Zpk . Furthermore,
any bilinear pairing on D vanishes between different p-groups. Therefore, we can concentrate
on the case where D is a p-group (i.e. D is a product of Zpk with fixed p). It splits into
be a sum of homogeneous parts, each being a sum of Zpk with fixed k, and a Lemma
of Wall [71] ensures that the pairing also splits. However, for classification of subgroups
L, we cannot assume that D is homogeneous, as there could still be interesting maximal
isotropic subgroups L of D that does not respect the decomposition into homogeneous pieces.
Examples include D “ Z3 ˆ Z27. For any non-degenerate pairing on this D, one can always
find an L “ Z9 isotropic subgroup which is generated by a non-homogeneous element of D.
This illustrate that the classification of L’s is in general more complicated compared to the
such as a “dynamical spin structure” (i.e. a dynamical Z2 gauge field a that satisfies δa “ w2). Since a
Wilson line for a dynamical field (or, a Wilson n-surface for a field of degree n) has non-trivial correlation
functions (by “remote-detectablility” an non-trivial operator must have a non-trivial correlation function),
the trivialization is not well-defined everywhere. For instance, moving a magnetic observable through
ű
γ
a
picks up a sign and, therefore, the spin structure, which only depends on γ, is not well-defined. On a manifold
with non-trivial w2 there are insertions of magnetic objects that link with the cycles where the spin structure
is ill-defined.
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classification of non-degenerate bilinear forms. Because of this, we focus on those cases that
are most relevant to 6d p2, 0q theories.
We start with the case when D is a cyclic p-group.
D “ Zpk with a pairing given by κ P Zˆpk.
There are only two isomorphism classes of κ, that correspond to κ being either a square or a
non-square. In both cases, the sought-after maximal isotropic subgroup L exists only when
k is even, in which case L “ Zpk{2 is generated by pk{2 P Z.
This generalizes to D “ ZN . In this case it is easy to see that such L exists if and only if
N “ n2 is a perfect square, in which case L “ Zn is generated by n P ZN . An example of this
type is the “SUpn2q{Zn theory” in 6d. The corresponding topological boundary condition
will be discussed in the next subsection.
Another remark is that the quotient L_ “ Zn does not have a canonical lift to D. This
translates into the fact that the corresponding topological boundary condition and the 6d
theory have an ’t Hooft anomaly for their L_ symmetry.
D “ Zpk ˆ Zpk with split pairing.
When D “ Zm
pk
for some m P Z`, the pairing can always be made to split among the m
copies if p is an odd prime. This is not always possible for p “ 2, which will be discussed
separately.
After the bilinear form is made diagonal, it can be characterized by a pair pκ, κ1q of
square or non-square numbers in Zˆ
pk
. However, having both of these numbers non-square is
equivalent to having both square [71]. So, there are really only two choices.
When κ “ κ1 “ 1, any element pa, bq in L needs to satisfy a2` b2 “ 0 pmod pkq. Assume
p`|a and p`|b for an integer `. If ` “ 1, then L contains an element of the form p1, bkq with
b2k ” ´1 pmod p
kq. Therefore, such subgroup only exists if ´1 is a quadratic residue mod
pk. On the other hand, if any elements in L has ` “ k{2, then L is Zpk{2 ˆZpk{2 Ă Zpk ˆZpk ,
generated by ppk{2, 0q and p0, pk{2q.
Furthermore, if ´1 is a quadratic residue mod pk´2`, for 1 ă ` ă k{2, then there exists
an L “ Zk´` ˆ Z` generated by pp`, p`bk´2`q and p0, pk´`q, where bk´2` is a square root of ´1
mod pk´2`.
An interesting fact is that the square roots of ´1 mod pm for any m P Z` and p odd are
in bijection with square roots of ´1 mod p, which exist if and only if p ” 1 pmod 4q. And
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when p ” 1 pmod 4q, there are two choices. Summing them up (and adding the extra one
for ` “ k{2 when k is even) leads to k ` 1 choices for L.
On the other hand, if p “ 2, then only for m “ 1 one can have ´1 as a quadratic residue.
In that case, there is only one choice of L in Z2kˆZ2k , generated by either p2n, 0q and p0, 2nq
when k “ 2n, or p2n, 2nq and p0, 2n`1q when k “ 2n` 1.
Therefore, the total number of the desired subgroups L is given by
F ppk, pkq “
$
&
%
1, p “ 2
k ` 1, p ” 1 pmod 4q
k ` 1 mod 2, p ” 3 pmod 4q.
(4.8)
The case when one of κ or κ1 is non-square can be analyzed in a similar way, with the
role played by the residue-1 and residue-3 primes switched. This is because the condition
for existence of L is now linked with the condition of ´κ1 being a quadratic residue, and as
κ1 is a non-square, this implies that ´1 is also a non-square. This is only true mod pm with
m P Z` when p ” 3 pmod 4q.
Generalizing to D “ ZN ˆ ZN
Again, we first assume that the pairing is given by κ “ κ1 “ 1 as other choices will be
completely analogous.
To find the desired L, one only needs to apply the result to ZpkˆZpk for all prime factors
of N . Assuming N “
ś
i p
ri
i , the total number of choices of L is given by
F pN,Nq “
r
ź
i“1
F pprii , p
ri
i q. (4.9)
This is non-zero only if ri for residue-3 primes are all even. Then,
F pN,Nq “
ÿ
pi”1 pmod 4q
ri ` 1. (4.10)
One might also be interested in the number of choices modulo outer-automorphisms of ZN ˆ
ZN by pZ2 ˆ Z2q ˙ Z2, generated by multiplying with ´1 each factor and switching the two
factors. This counting is given by
GpN,Nq “
ÿ
pi”1 pmod 4q
Z
ri ` 1
2
^
. (4.11)
The table below summarizes the number of choices of L in ZN ˆ ZN for small N , where we
skipped the entries with F pN,Nq “ 0.
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N 2 4 5 8 9 10 13 16 17 18 20 25 26 29 32 34 . . .
F pN,Nq 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 . . .
GpN,Nq 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 . . .
D “ Zpk ˆ Zpk1 and D “ ZM ˆ ZN
We now consider the “inhomogeneous” case of D “ Zpk ˆZpk1 , again assuming without loss
of generality κ “ κ1 “ 1 and k1 ą k. Let 2s “ k1 ´ k; obviously, s has to be integer for L to
exist.
Let p` be the generator of the image of L under the projection to Zpk . Then, the pre-
image is pp`, bq with a b such that p2s`2` ` b2 ” 0 pmod pk
1
q. So ps``|b, and bk´2` :“ b{p
s``
is a square root of ´1 mod pk´2`. Therefore, the story is completely similar to the case of
k1 “ k, and the number of L is given by
F ppk, pk
1
q “
$
&
%
F ppk, pkq, if k ď k1 and k1 ´ k is even
F ppk
1
, pk
1
q, if k ě k1 and k1 ´ k is even
0, if k1 ´ k is odd.
(4.12)
As for the function G, although the Z2 automorphism of the swapping the two factors is
lost, one still has the exact same relation as in (4.12) between Gppk, pk
1
q and Gppk, pkq.
This immedietly generalizes to the case of D “ ZM ˆZN . If N “
ś
i p
ri
i and M “
ś
i p
r1i
i ,
then the number of choices for the desired subgroup L is given by
F pM,Nq “
ź
pi
F ppr
1
i , priq. (4.13)
D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z2 with non-split pairing
One difference between p “ 2 and odd p is that the bilinear form sometimes cannot be made
diagonal along cyclic subgroups. A minimal example is D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 with pairing given by
multiplication mod 2. In this case, there are three Z2 subgroups and they all are maximal
isotropic.
The next case relevant for us is D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z2 ˆ Z2. We have actually already
encountered the problem of finding maximal isotropic subgroups of it in Section 2.8. There,
we found that there are 15 choices, 9 of which are generated by pa, 0q and p0, bq where a and
b can each be p10q, p01q or p11q, while the remaining 6 are generated by p01, bq and p10, b1q
with b ‰ b1.
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Classification of absolute 6d p2, 0q theories
The discussion above allows us to identify absolute 6d p2, 0q theories. We will assume the
gauge algebra g of the theory does not contain abelian factors, and is decomposed into
irreducible pieces
g “ g1 ‘ g2 ‘ . . .‘ gr, (4.14)
where each summand is of type ADE.
We first consider the case of r “ 1. There are four infinite families parametrized by n ě 2
and two special ones.
g D L # of choices of L # mod Aut(g) Theories
An2´1 Zn2 Zn 1 1 SUpn2q{Zn
D2n`1 Z4 Z2 1 1 SOp4n` 2q
D4n Z2 ˆ Z2 Z2 3 2 SOp4nq, Ssp4nq, Scp4nq
D4n´2 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z2 1 1 SOp8n´ 4q
D4 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z2 3 1 SOp8q, Ssp8q, Scp8q
E8 0 0 1 1 E8
In the above table, we labeled a theory by a Lie group G when the charge lattice for strings
Λstring coincides with the character lattice of G, while Ss and Sc (and SO for D4) are used
to distinguish between different but isomorphic sub-lattices of the weight lattice of D4n. The
theory D4 (and more generally D4n) will be discussed in greater details in Section 6.
The case of r “ 2 is more interesting. The theories are listed in Table 1. We assumed
that there are no E8 factors, as otherwise it would reduce to the r “ 1 case.
Most of the entries, including A ‘ A, A ‘ D4n´1, A ‘ E and D4n´1 ‘ D4n´1, directly
follow from our analysis of the D “ ZM ˆ ZN case with κ “ κ1 “ 1. Notice that E7 can be
treated as if it were A1,
36 while E6 behaves differently from A2 even though they both have
D “ Z3 (but their pairings on D are different). The cases that require a closer look are
• D4n´3, for which the pairing on D “ Z4 is given by κ “ ´1;
• D4n, for whichD “ Z2ˆZ2 has non-split pairing and has an additional outer-automorphism
when n “ 1;
• and D4n´2, for which D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 has split pairing.
Some of the cases (such as D4m ‘ D4n) were discussed earlier, while the rest can also be
easily dealt with as D is quite simple. For instance, one case where our previous analysis
36However, the reader should not have the impression that they corresponds to the same 7d TQFT. Indeed,
although E7 and A1 both have D “ Z2, the quadratic functions on D are different.
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g D L # of choices of L # mod Aut(g) # irreducible
Am´1 ‘ An´1 Zm ˆ Zn See analysis in Section 4.2
Am2´1‘ D4n´2 Zm2 ˆ Z22 Zm ˆ Z2 1 1 0
Am2´1‘ D2n`1 Zm2 ˆ Z4 Zm ˆ Z2 1 1 0
Am2´1‘ D4n Zm2 ˆ Z22 Zm ˆ Z2 3 2 0
Am2´1‘ D4 Zm2 ˆ Z22 Zm ˆ Z2 3 1 0
A4m2´1‘ D4n´3 Z4m2 ˆ Z4 Z4m 2 1 1
A3m2´1‘ E6 Z3m2 ˆ Z3 Z3m 2 1 1
A2m2´1‘ E7 Z2m2 ˆ Z2 Z2m 1 1 1
D4m´2‘ D4n´2 Z42 Z2 ˆ Z2 3 2 1
D4m´2‘ D4 Z42 Z2 ˆ Z2 3 1 0
D4m´2‘ D4n Z42 Z2 ˆ Z2 3 2 0
D2m`1‘ D2n`1 Z4 ˆ Z4 Z2 ˆ Z2 1 1 0
D2m`1‘ D4n´2 Z4 ˆ Z22 Z2 ˆ Z2 1 1 0
D2m`1‘ D4n Z4 ˆ Z22 Z2 ˆ Z2 3 2 0
D2m`1‘ D4 Z4 ˆ Z22 Z2 ˆ Z2 3 1 0
D4m´3‘ D4n´1 Z4 ˆ Z4 Z4 2 1 1
D4‘ D4 2 1
D4‘ D4m 3 1
2D4m Z42 Z2 ˆ Z2 15 5 2
D4m‘ D4n 6 2
Table 1: Classification of absolute 6d p2, 0q theories labeled by g “ g1 ‘ g2 a sum of two
pieces. All m and n are integers ě 2 except in A3m2´1, where m can be 1 as well. For the
last column, “irreducible” means that L Ă D does not respect the decomposition of D into
two pieces, which implies that the resulting 6d theory is not a product of two non-interacting
theories. Any g with an E8 summand are not included because having an E8 will reduce to
the r “ 1 case. For the case of Am`1‘ An´1, the number of choices of L is given by the
function F pm,nq in (4.13). For a given m and n, it is easy to enumerate all choices of L
following the algorithm introduced before, and whenever F ‰ 0 and M,N being non-square,
there is always an irreducible L.
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does not readily apply is the case of AN´1 ‘D4n´3. But factorizing ZN into p-groups leads
to the condition that N “ 4m2. Then, besides L “ Z2m ˆ Z2, there are two additional
choices of L “ Z4m, generated by pm, 1q or pm, 3q. These two choices are related by an
outer-automorphism of D4n´3.
Some of the resulting theories are direct sums of absolute theories with r “ 1, but there
are also (infinite families of) “irreducible” theories that cannot be decomposed. In the case
of A4m2´1 ‘D4n´3, L “ Z2m ˆ Z2 is reducible, while L “ Z4m is irreducible.
4.3 Boundary conditions
In this subsection, we wish to study in concrete examples the relation between polarizations
and topological boundary conditions.
Example 1: D “ Zn2
We start with the case of Zn Ă Zn2 . A 7d TQFT that has this particular defect group has
action
SCS “
n2
4π
ż
CdC. (4.15)
This is the bulk theory for the 6d p2, 0q theory labeled by g “ supn2q.37 Then the isotropic
subgroup L “ Zn corresponds to the boundary condition
C|B “ B3 (4.16)
where B3 is a Zn-valued field on the boundary. This boundary condition can be imposed by
the following boundary term
SB “
n
4π
ż
B
pC ´B3qdY (4.17)
where Y is a Up1q-valued 3-form field. It is easy to check that this boundary condition is
consistent and gauge invariant. An interesting fact is that this boundary condition has an
’t Hooft anomaly, which can be cancelled by a bulk action
Sinv “
n2
4π
ż
B3dB3. (4.18)
Therefore, it is more natural to view this as a domain wall between the 7d Chern–Simons
theory and the invertible theory above. When a relative 6d theory is paired with this
37In general, this statement is true only modulo an invertible theory in 7d. However, the effect is an overall
phase for partition functions that we won’t keep track of.
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topological boundary condition, one finds a 6d “projective” theory, i.e. an absolute theory
except that it has an ’t Hooft anomaly, see Figure 4. In this paper, the term “absolute
theory” also includes projective theories, and in similar vein we also refer to such domain
walls as boundary conditions of the 7d Chern–Simons theory for simplicity.38
One can understand the fact that D “ ZN has such a subgroup L only when N is a
square from the consistency of the boundary condition. For example, if one instead has
SCS “
N
4π
ż
CdC (4.19)
and
SB “
m
4π
ż
B
pC ´B3qdY (4.20)
with m|N , then requiring the boundary variation to vanish when varying C and Y requires,
respectively, that C is valued in ZN{m and in Zm subgroup of Up1q. This can only be
compatible when N “ m2.
Example 2: D “ ZN ˆ ZN with diagonal pairing
Here, “diagonal” means that the pairing between two ZN factors is zero. One 7d TQFT
with this D is given by
SCS “
N
4π
ż
pC1dC1 ` C2dC2q . (4.21)
This is (again, modulo an invertible theory) the bulk theory for the relative 6d p2, 0q theory
labeled by g “ supNq ˆ supNq.
One can attempt to add a boundary term
SB “
`N
4π
ż
B
C1C2. (4.22)
This will impose the boundary conditions
C1|B “ ´`C2|B (4.23)
and
C2|B “ `C1|B (4.24)
38Requiring the invertible theory to be trivial leads to a stronger condition on L than requiring that the
quadratic function q on L vanishes. This is an analogue of a similar condition for the existence of topological
boundary conditions discussed in [34].
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which will be consistent only if `2 “ ´1 pmod Nq. Therefore, ´1 has to be a quadratic
residue in ZN for this boundary condition to make sense. When this is the case, a ZN -valued
boundary field B3 can be added by modifying the boundary action to
SB “
`N
4π
ż
B
C1C2 `B3pC1 ´ `C2q. (4.25)
The boundary condition is now
C1|B “ ´`C2|B `B3. (4.26)
This include examples of 6d p2, 0q theories labeled by g “ supNq ˆ supNq with
N “ 2, 5, 10, 13, 17, 25, 26, . . .
but not
N “ 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, . . .
which can not be made absolute using topological boundary conditions of this type.39
Another way to understand why the topological boundary conditions exist for such special
N is to realize that when ´1 is a quadratic residue mod N , the 7d TQFT defined by the
action N
4π
ş
CdC is invariant under parity (modulo a possible shift of background field). Then,
the folding trick can be used to give a topological boundary condition for two copies of the
7d theory.
Example 3: D “ Z2 ˆ Z2 with non-split pairing
When D “ Z2ˆZ2, there are two inequivalent choices of non-degenerate bilinear form. One
of them is the diagonal form discussed earlier, which is relevant for 6d p2, 0q theories labeled
by g “ spinp8n ` 4q. The other is non-diagonal that corresponds to 6d p2, 0q theories with
g “ spinp8nq. For the case of Spin(8), the 7d theory is given by
SCS “
1
4π
ÿ
I,J“1,2,3,4
KIJ
ż
CIdCJ (4.27)
with KIJ given by the Cartan matrix of Spin(8),
K “
¨
˚
˚
˚
˝
2 ´1 ´1 ´1
´1 2 0 0
´1 0 2 0
´1 0 0 2
˛
‹
‹
‹
‚
. (4.28)
39For some N , such as 4, 8, 9, 16 and 18 there are topological boundary conditions of different type, which
may require introducing auxiliary fields to be explicitly written down.
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The equations of motion imply C1 “ 0, C2 ` C3 ` C4 “ 0 and 2C2 ` 2C3 ` 2C4 “ 0. Then
there is a boundary condition given by
C2|B “ C3|B ` C4|B “ 0, (4.29)
with the boundary action
SB “
1
2π
ż
C3C4. (4.30)
This is well-defined using the quadratic refinement Q for the Z2-valued intersection pairing
on H3pM6,Z2q. This quadratic function has been used in the definition of the Arf–Kervaire
invariant [72–74]. Since on the boundary C3|B “ ´C4|B, the above boundary term can be
viewed as the quadratic function
π
2
QpCdisq , (4.31)
where
ű
Cdis “ 0, 1 is given by C3|B “ ´C4|B “ πC
dis.
There are three boundary conditions of the similar form obtained by permuting C2, C3
and C4. These corresponds to the three choices of Z2 subgroup inside Z2 ˆ Z2. One can
also add a background field B3 on the boundary. To achieve this, it is more convenient
to use a different but equivalent formulation of the 7d theory. For more details, please see
Appendix F.
4.4 Quadratic refinement, discrete theta angles, and partition func-
tions
In Table 1, we classified absolute 6d p2, 0q theories with r “ 2 by classifying choices of
certain subgroups of D. As we have seen in the case of PolpM6q, one often needs to specify a
quadratic refinement in order to define the partition function of the theory. We shall explore
such choices for Polpptq in this subsection and relate some of them to discrete theta angles
of 6d theories.
For Λ P PolpM6q, the valid choices of quadratic function on Λ form a torsor over 2–
TorspΛ_q. All choices are allowed, and should be treated democratically. For a polarization
P P PolpMdq with d ă 6, a quadratic function becomes a non-trivial functorial cohomological
operation that refines the intersection pairing. In the case of d “ 0, it is a quadratic function
q : H3pM6, Lq Ñ Q{Z (4.32)
that can be defined for any M6. Such functions are rare, and all the choices known to us are
built from three basic examples with L “ Z2, including
• q “ 0 the trivial function,
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• qpxq “ w3x multiplication by w3,40
• qpxq “ Qpxq the quadratic refinement for the Z2-valued intersection form used in defin-
ing the Arf–Kervaire invariant.
They are all valued in H6pM6,Z2q “ Z2. The first two are possible when the symmetric
pairing on H3pM6, Lq vanishes,
41 while the third is used when the pairing is non-trivial. In
general, one can add a term qpxq “ w3x to an existing quadratic function.
In fact, the second choice of the quadratic function in the above list can be generalized
to L “ Z2N using the reduction of the integral Stiefel–Whitney class W3 mod 2N , and then
generalized further to arbitrary L via the decomposition into cyclic groups. In this way,
one again arrives at the conclusion that 2-Tors(L_) acts on the space of quadratic functions.
Conversely, the difference between two quadratic refinements on the same ΛM6 can be viewed
as a 2-torsion element in H3pM6, L
_q. It seems natural to expect that demanding it to be
universal/functorial with respect to M6 should imply that it has to be a reduction of W3.
Such reductions are classified by maps Z2 Ñ L_, or equivalently elements in 2-Tors(L_).
Physically, the difference between the two choices is characterized by an element γ in
2-Tors(L_) that corresponds to turning on a background flux Bγ P H
3pM6, L
_q which is a
reduction of W3 given by γ : Z2 Ñ L_.
We will give some examples to illustrate the role played by a choice of quadratic function.
First consider the case relevant to 6d p2, 0q theories with g “ spinp8q and D “ Z2 ˆ Z2.
The SOp8nq, Ssp8nq and Scp8nq theories
One can decompose D “ LSs ‘ LSs with LSs “ LSs “ Z2. This gives a basis to express the
partition vector as a collection of
ZSsBSspM6q, BSs P H
3
pM6,Z2q. (4.33)
The partition function of the Ssp8nq theory is by definition ZSsB“0. In addition, there is a
“Ssp8nqw3” theory with partition function given by Z
Ss
B“w3
.
The partition function of the Scp8q theory with general background is
ZScBScpM6q “
ÿ
BSs
p´q
BScBSsZSsBSspM6q, BSc P H
3
pM6,Z2q. (4.34)
40This is actually a quadratic function because qpmxq “ mw3x “ m
2w3x “ qpm
2xq, since m2 ” m
pmod 2q for any integer. On a non-orientable manifold, one can also consider multiplication by w1w2.
41Recall, that one can define a symmetric (possibly, degenerate) pairing on ΛM6 once a splitting of
H3pM6, Dq is chosen. This also defines a pairing on H
3pM6, Lq via pull-back along H
3pM6, Lq Ñ ΛM6 .
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Again, shifting BSc by w3 gives the “Scp8nqw3” theory with the partition function
ZScw2 pM6q “
ÿ
BSs
p´q
w3BSsZSsBSspM6q. (4.35)
The SOp8nq theory is more interesting. It corresponds to a choice of diagonal Z2 and, as
a consequence, the symmetric bilinear form on H3pM6, LSOq is non-zero, and the quadratic
refinement can be chosen to be Q. The partition function is now
ZSOBSOpM6q “
ÿ
BSs
p´q
QpBSsq`BSOBSsZSsBSspM6q, BSO P H
3
pM6,Z2q. (4.36)
Again, there is a SOp8nqw3 theory obtained by shifting BSOw3 “ w3`BSO corresponding to
choosing the different quadratic function Qpxq ` w3x.
Of course, one can decompose D in other ways; from the point of view of D and the
pairing on D, they are all on equal footing. This would indeed be the case for n “ 1, when
Outpspinp8nqq “ S3 can be used to relate different choices of L and L. However, when
n ą 1, we only have a Z2 outer-automorphism and not all choices are equivalent. LSs and
LSc are exchanged while LSO is left invariant. For the Ss (or Sc) theory, it is natural to
choose LSs “ LSc (and LSs “ LSc), which is what we did in the above analysis. But, it is
also possible to choose LSs “ LSO, which amounts to normalizing the partition function by
p´qQpBq. In the SO theory, there is no canonical choice between LSO “ LSs and LSO “ LSc.
The two choices differ by a 6d SPT given by the Arf–Kervaire invariant. Depending on the
choice, gauging the Z2 symmetry of the SOp8nq theory can either lead to Ssp8nq or Scp8nq
theory.
Put differently, the question whether gauging the Z2 2-form symmetry of SOp8nq gives
Ssp8nq or Scp8nq is not well-posed and depends on a choice of duality frame. After all, these
two are equivalent as physical theories. At the level of charges of strings in the 6d theory, a
new set of strings will emerge after gauging the Z2 symmetry of SOp8nq, and we can choose
to label them either by the spinor or co-spinor representations of spinp8nq.
In general, suppose a Z2 two-form symmetry is non-anomalous, one can gauge it and
add an SPT phase for the two-form symmetry given by the Arf–Kervaire invariant. Some
properties of the Arf–Kervaire invariant are reviewed in Appendix B, where we also discuss
Z2 higher-form gauge theory with action given by the corresponding quadratic function. The
Arf–Kervaire invariant in p1` 1q dimensions is the effective action for the Kitaev chain [75]
fermionic SPT phase [40].
We will come back to this example in Section 6, after discussion of 5d theories.
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Absolute theories from spinp8mq ‘ spinp8nq
In this case, D “ Z42, and there are 15 different choices of L “ Z2ˆZ2 inside D. For each of
them, there is L_ “ Z2 ˆ Z2 symmetry and the four quadratic refinements corresponds to
shifting the background fields of L_ by p0, 0q, pw3, 0q, p0, w3q and pw3, w3q, respectively.
Nine out of the 15 theories are of the form G ˆ G1 with G and G1 being SO, Ss or Sc.
These corresponds to reducible L. The remaining six choices are more interesting and leads
to irreducible theories.
Using the result from the previous example, one can write down the partition functions
for all of these theories. We will work in the basis given by D “ Lref‘Lref with the “reference
choice” of Lref “ LSs‘LSs’ and Lref “ LSc‘LSc’. Then for any other choice L the partition
function is always in the form
ZL “
ÿ
B,B1
fpB,B1qZSsB Z
Ss1
B1 , B,B
1
P H3pM6,Z2 ˆ Z2q, (4.37)
for some function fpB,B1q. For the reducible theories, fpB,B1q “ gpBqgpB1q can be factor-
ized with g and g1 given by the delta function δB,0, the constant function 1, or p´q
QpBq. For
the irreducible theories, this function is given below
label construction L fpB,B1q
“vsc” (Ssˆ Ss1)/Z2 t0, pvvq, pssq, pccqu δB,B1
“csv” (Ssˆ Ss1)/Z2 t0, pvcq, pssq, pcvqu δB,B1p´qQpBq
“vcs” (Ssˆ Ss1)/Z2 ˆ Z2 t0, pvvq, pscq, pcsqu p´qBB
1
“scv” (Ssˆ Ss1)/Z2 ˆ Z2 t0, pvsq, pscq, pcvqu p´qQpBq`BB
1
“cvs” (Ssˆ Ss1)/Z2 ˆ Z2 t0, pvcq, psvq, pcsqu p´qQpB
1q`BB1
“svc” (Ssˆ Ss1)/Z2 ˆ Z2 t0, pvsq, psvq, pccqu p´qQpBq`BB
1`QpB1q
Here we have used short-hand notation v, s and c for the three non-trivial elements in Z2ˆZ2,
and BB1 the Z2-valued function given by
ş
M6
BYB1, indicating that the theory has a discrete
theta angle, making an otherwise reducible theory irreducible. The second column describes
how to physically construct these theories starting with the Ss ˆ Ss1 theory and gauging
the whole for the diagonal of the Z2 ˆZ2 symmetry group. In this process one can choose a
discrete theta angle which can be read off from the form of f in the last column.
We will outline the computation for f in the theory labeled by “vcs” and “svc” with the
rest being very similar.
This choice of Lvcs leads to a subgroups Λvcs of H
3pM6,Z42q generated by αpcsq and βpscq
with α, β P H3pM6,Z2q. The quadratic function can be chosen to be
qrαpcsq ` βpscqs “ α ¨ β :“
ż
M6
α Y β. (4.38)
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It is easy to check that this refines the symmetric pairing on Λ given by42
xαpcsq, α1pcsqysym “ xβpscq, β
1
pscqysym “ 0, (4.39)
and
xαpcsq, βpscqysym “ α ¨ β. (4.40)
Then applying the general formula for the partition function (2.43) leads to fpB,B1q “
p´qBB
1
, as the projection pΛrefpαpcsq ` βpscqq “ pB “ α,B
1 “ βq P Λref.
Similarly, the choice of Lsvc leads to a subgroup Λsvc generated by αpvsq and βpsvq. The
quadratic function q given by
qrαpvsq ` βpsvqs “ Qpαq `Qpβq ` α ¨ β (4.41)
refines the symmetric pairing given by
xαpvsq, α1pvsqysym “ α ¨ α
1, xβpsvq, β1psvqysym “ β ¨ β
1, (4.42)
and
xαpvsq, βpsvqysym “ α ¨ β. (4.43)
And this q leads to a discrete theta angle given by
fpB,B1q “ p´qQpBq`BB
1`QpB1q. (4.44)
For each choice of L, it is straight forward to turn on a L_-valued background field. We
will omit the answer here.
5 Compactification to 5d
In this section, we study PolpS1q which leads to an absolute 5d theory. Unlike Polpptq, where
mixed polarizations do not exist, there are often many mixed polarizations in PolpS1q for
sufficiently complicated choices of D.
We will start with a general discussion about classification of polarization on S1 and then
move to concrete examples.
42Recall that the symmetric pairing is defined by first decomposing H3pM6, Dq into Λref ‘ Λref using
D “ Lref ‘ Lref, and then
xx, yysym :“
ż
M6
pΛrefpxq Y pΛrefpyq, for x, y P Λ
where p’s denote projections onto the Λref and Λref. As we commented before, there are three more quadratic
refinements of this bilinear form given by shifting q by w3α, w3β and w3pα` βq.
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5.1 Classifying pure polarizations on S1
As H˚pS1, Dq “ Dp0q ‘ Dp1q, with symmetric pairing between the two pieces in degree 0
and 1, it might appear on the first sight that the classification for pure polarization would
be completely equivalent to the 6d story with replacement of D by two copies of D. This
is not completely correct, as L Ă H˚pS1, Dq is assumed to be a sum of graded pieces
Lpiq Ă H ipS1, Dq. Therefore, the right way to classify L is to find two subgroups Lp0q and
Lp1q of D that pair trivially with each other. Further, L is also required to be maximal. This
will turnout to be simpler than the classification problem we encountered in 6d.
Two canonical choices of pure polarizations
Such choices of L always exist, and there are two canonical ones given by
L “ Dp0q and L “ Dp1q. (5.1)
They corresponds to two polarizations P0 and P1, which in turn leads to two absolute
theories. The theory T rS1,P0s has 1-form D symmetry with line operators carrying the
charge, while the theory T rS1,P1s has 2-formD symmetry with charged objects being strings.
Both polarizations are splittable, and splitting is given by L “ Dp1q or Dp0q respectively.
As a consequence, there is always two sets of canonical basis for the partition vector of the
T rS1s theory. To see this more clearly, consider the theory on M6 “ S
1ˆM5, the two choice
of polarization corresponds to decomposing
H3pM6, Dq “ H
2
pM5, Dq ‘H
3
pM5, Dq “ Λ‘ Λ , (5.2)
with Λ “ H3pM5, Dq and Λ “ H
2pM5, Dq for P0 and the opposite for P1 with Λ “ H2pM5, Dq
and Λ “ H3pM5, Dq.
Among them, P0 is geometric, given by capping off S1 with a disk Σ, as Dp0q is the image
of
H˚pΣ;Dq Ñ H˚pS1, Dq. (5.3)
The line operators in the theory T rS1,P0s live on the boundary of 3d operators in T bulk
wrapping Σ. To see this, it is more convenient to use the homology version of the map
above,
H2pΣ, S
1;Dq Ñ H1pS
1, Dq. (5.4)
After reduction on S1, one obtains T bulkrS1s with 2d surface operators that can end on
the topological boundary condition given by Σ. The line operators in T rS1,P0s comes from
surface operators stretched between the two boundaries. See Figure 9 for an illustration.
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Figure 9: Three-dimensional operators in T bulk wrapping the disk Σ become 2d surface
operators stretched between the topological boundary BP0 and the relative theory T rS
1s.
After colliding the two boundaries, they become line operators in T rS1,P0s.
Reduction of 6d p2, 0q theory
These two polarizations can be understood rather concretely for the 6d p2, 0q theories. It
is believed that their compactification leads to N “ 2 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theories
with some gauge group G whose Lie algebra is g that labels the 6d theory [76–79].
The precise form of the gauge group (and as we will see soon, other discrete data such as
possible discrete theta angles) depend on the choice of polarization. For the two canonical
pure polarizations P0 and P1, they give rise to respectively the rG gauge theory and the
Gad :“ rG{Zp rGq gauge theory, where rG denotes the simply-connected form of a group with
Lie algebra g.
As an example, consider g “ supNq. Then P0 leads to an N “ 2 theory with gauge group
SUpNq while P1 leads to the PSUpNq gauge theory.
More general pure polarizations
We do know that there are in general more forms of G with the same Lie algebra between
Gad and rG. For example, in 5d we can have theory with gauge group SUpNq{Zk for any
k|N . One may wonder what they also come from choices of a polarization.
The answer to this question is affirmative, and such choice leading to SUpNq{Zk is given
by
L “ Zp0qN{k ˆ Z
p1q
k Ă Z
p0q
N ˆ Z
p1q
N . (5.5)
More generally, one can take Lp0q to be any subgroup of Dp0q, and Lp1q to be the subgroup
of Dp1q consist of elements that pair trivially with Lp0q. It is clear that L is maximal, as
Lp1q is the Pontryagin dual of Dp0q{Lp0q and anything in Dp0q that is not in Lp0q won’t pair
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trivially with all of Lp1q.
In the context of 6d p2, 0q theories, such a polarization would leads to a 5d super-Yang–
Mills theory with rG{Lp0q gauge theory. Therefore, one can obtain any compact global form
with Lie algebra g.
Such a polarization will leads to a theory with D{Lp1q » pLp0qq_ 1-form symmetry and
D{Lp0q » pLp1qq_ 2-form symmetry. Charges of line operators are classified by Lp0q while
charges of strings are classified by Lp1q.
We can also turn on discrete theta angle in 5d theories. For example, if a theory is
obtained by gauging a Lp0q symmetry of T rS1,P0s, then there are a collection of Zm-valued
discrete gauge field B2 P H
2pM5,Zmq for such cyclic subgroup Zm of Lp0q and one can
introduce a topological term proportional to
ş
M5
B2 Y BockpB2q using the Bockstein of B2,
and the coefficient for this term leads to a discrete theta angle. As we will see later, this is
only non-trivial when m is even, and the discrete theta angle will be Z2-valued. Alternatively,
one can mix different factors Zm and Zn via a term proportional to
ş
M5
B2YBockpB
1
2q, with
a gcdpm,nq-valued discrete theta angle.
It turns out that these two types of theta angles have different origins, with the former
related to quadratic refinement, and the latter related to mixed polarizations.
Quadratic refinements for pure polarizations
Similar to the 6d case that we discussed in the last section, the quadratic function is now a
quadratic cohomological operation:
q : H2pX5, L
p1q
q ‘H3pX5, L
p0q
q Ñ Q{Z. (5.6)
As the two parts pair trivially, q is determined by its value on H2 and H3 separately. After
choosing Λref “ H
2pM5, Dq and Λref “ H
3pM5, Dq, the symmetric bilinear form on Λ for any
Λ from pure polarization PL is trivial, so q “ 0 is a valid choice for the quadratic function.
However, there are more choices such as43
qpB2q “
ż
M5
w3 YB2 (5.7)
and
qpB3q “
ż
M5
w2 YB3 (5.8)
for B2,3 P H
2,3pM5,Z2q. Quadratic functions of this form is classified by homomorphisms
from Z2 to L, which in turn is labeled by elements in 2-TorspL_q.
43Again, they are quadratic qpmB2,3q “ m
2qpB2,3q because m
2 ” m pmod 2q.
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The physical meaning of a q in this form is to shift the background field B2 or B3 for the
1-form or 2-form symmetry by w2 or w3. As an example, consider the case of D “ Z4 such
as p2, 0q theory with g “ sup4q. Then there is a 5d theory given by L “ Zp0q2 ‘ Z
p1q
2 with
SUp4q{Z2 » SOp6q gauge group. This theory will have Z2 1-form electric symmetry and
2-form magnetic symmetry. Then there are four different q leading to four different theories
obtained by shifting the background fields pBe, Bmq P H
2pX5,Z2q ‘ H3pX5,Z2q by p0, 0q,
pw2, 0q, p0, w3q and pw2, w3q. The first and the third are obtained from reduction of the 6d
SOp6q or SOp6qw3 theory.
Symmetries and anomalies
We now analyze anomalies of the T rS1,PLs theory. The theory has pLp0qq_ “ D{Lp1q 1-
form symmetry and pLp1qq_ “ D{Lp0q 2-form symmetry. As discussed in previous sections,
their anomaly can be captured by the ambiguity of lifting B2 P H
2pM5, D{L
p1qq and B3 P
H3pM5, D{L
p0qq along the second map in
H2pM5, L
p1q
q‘H3pM5, L
p0q
q Ñ H2pM5, Dq‘H
3
pM5, Dq Ñ H
2
pM5, D{L
p1q
q‘H3pM5, D{L
p0q
q.
(5.9)
Any two lifts differ by the image of
pδB2, δB3q P H
2
pM5, L
p1q
q ‘H3pM5, L
p0q
q, (5.10)
which gives a gauge transformation of the L_ symmetry. Then a non-trivial pairing
xpB2, B3q, pδB2, δB3qy “
ż
M5
B2δB3 `B3δB2 :“ xB2, δB3y ` xδB2, B3y (5.11)
describes an ’t Hooft anomaly of the L_ symmetry. Here the pairings on the right are the nat-
ural ones between H2pM5, L
p1qq and H3pM5, pL
p1qq_q, and H3pM5, L
p0qq and H2pM5, pL
p0qq_q.
This anomaly can be canceled by coupling to a 6d invertible TQFT, whose action can be
expressed in the continuous notation as
ÿ KIJ
2π
ż
6d
BI2dB
J
3 (5.12)
with the KIJ from the coefficient matrix of the three-form Chern–Simons theory in 7d.
We will arrive at this action from a different point of view later after we relate polar-
izations on S1 with boundary conditions of T bulkrS1s. Notice that in the special case of
Lp0q “ Lp1q, the 5d theory will be a reduction of a 6d absolute theory. Then the action above
also arise as the reduction of the 7d invertible theory describing the ’t Hooft anomaly for
the 6d theory.
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5.2 Mixed polarizations and discrete theta angles
An interesting phenomenon for reduction of 6d theory on a circle is the possible existence of
mixed polarizations.
By definition, they are not obtained by choosing a subgroup L of H˚pS1, Dq, but nonethe-
less a mixed polarization P specifies a maximal isotropic subgroup ΛPpM5q of H3pM5ˆS1, Dq
for each M5.
All such polarizations will turn out to be generalizations of the following example with
D “ Zm ˆ Zn. We use B2 and B12 to parametrize H2pM5,Zm ˆ Znq. Then one can consider
ΛPpM5q generated by
pB2, B
1
2, kδ
1B12, kδB2q P H
2
pM5,Zmq‘H2pM5,Znq‘H3pM5,Zmq‘H3pM5,Znq “ H3pM5ˆS1, Dq
(5.13)
with k P Z, where
δ : H2pM5,Zmq Ñ H3pM5,Znq (5.14)
is the Bockstein associated with
Zn Ñ Zmn Ñ Zm (5.15)
or essentially44
Zgcdpm,nq Ñ Zgcdpm,nq2 Ñ Zgcdpm,nq. (5.16)
The homomorphism
δ1 : H2pM5,Znq Ñ H3pM5,Zmq (5.17)
is similarly defined. Then a short computation will confirm that this ΛPpM5q is indeed
maximal isotropic for any choices of M5, and it only depends on k modulo gcdpm,nq. Notice
that in (5.13), it is important that the coefficient of δB2 and δ
1B12 is the same. In other words,
the subgroup generated by pB2, B
1
2, k
1δ1B12, kδB2q is only isotropic is k ” k
1 pmod gcdpm,nqq.
This family of maximal isotropic subgroups will turn out to be functorial, and the mixed
polarization will be denoted as PpZm ˆ Zn; kq with k P Zgcdpm,nq. For k “ 0, it will actually
become the pure polarization P1.
More general mixed polarizations and remaining symmetries
To get all the other mixed polarizations, one only needs to generalize the above in two
directions. The first is to allow taking a subgroup Lp1q of D, while the second is to allow a
44In other words, it only depends on B2 modulo elements in H
2pM5,Zm{gcdpm,nqq, and only hit elements
in H3pM5,Znq via H3pM5,Zgcdpm,nqq Ñ H3pM5,Znq.
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Figure 10: In the theory T rS1,Ps given by a mixed polarization P , there are strings whose
boundaries carry a “fractional charge” under the 1-form symmetry of the theory. This does
not contradict the Dirac quantization condition, which applies only to independent objects.
k P Zgcdpm,nq for any pairs of cyclic subfactors of Lp1q. Then it leads to the following maximal
isotropic subgroup ΛPpLp1q;kqpM5q Ă H
3pM5 ˆ S
1, Dq generated by
pB2, δkB2 `B3q P H
2
pM5, L
p1q
q ‘H3pM5, Dq. (5.18)
Here B3 are elements in H
3pM5, Dq that pair trivially with any B2, which come from
H3pM5, L
p0qq with Lp0q :“ pD{Lp1qq_, while δk is the Bockstein for the extension of L
p1q
by pLp1qq_ given by k.45 To interpret δkB2 as an element in H
3pM5, Dq, one needs to choose
a lift from H3pM5, pL
p1qq_q. There could be different choices, but they differ only by a
B3 P H
3pM5, L
p0qq due to exactness of
H3pM5, L
p0q
q Ñ H3pM5, Dq Ñ H
3
`
M5, pL
p1q
q
_
“ D{Lp0q
˘
, (5.19)
and therefore leads to the same maximal isotropic subgroup ΛPpLp1q;kqpM5q.
When k is non-zero, we indeed obtain a genuine mixed polarization, as the projection of
elements in ΛPpLp1q;kqpM5q toH
3pM5, Dq is no longer constrained in the image ofH
3pM5, L
p0qq.
In other words,
Lp0q ‘ Lp1q Ă SpPq (5.20)
is now expected to be a proper subset. Furthermore, SpPq will not be isotropic, and as we
have explained, this is not a violation of Dirac quantization condition, but instead signifies
the existence of strings whose boundaries carry fractional charges under the 1-form symmetry.
This is illustrated in Figure 10.
More precisely, SpPq can be decomposed into two subgroups with fixed degree SpPqp0q
and SpPqp1q. The piece SpPqp1q labels the charge of strings, and the 2-form symmetry of
the theory is pSpPqp1qq_. On the other hand, charges for independent line operators are
classified by SpPqp0qind which is a subgroup of SpPqp0q isomorphic to pD{SpPqp1qq_. Elements
45Recall that Ext1pZm,Znq “ Zgcdpm,nq. Therefore, k determines an extension of Lp1q by pLp1qq_.
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of SpPqp0q that are not in SpPqp0qind label charges of line operators that can only live on the
boundary of string worldsheets. And the 1-form symmetry is not pSpPqp0qq_, but a bigger
group pSpPqp0qindq_ isomorphic to D{SpPqp1q.
As an example, consider the polarization PpZm ˆ Zn, kq. When k “ 0, this is the
pure polarization P1 leading to a theory with Zm ˆ Zn 2-form symmetry. For any k, the
symmetry will stay the same, and only uncharged line can exist independently. In other
words, SpPqp1q “ Zm ˆ Zn and SpPqp0qind is trivial, while SpPqp0q “ Z2gcdpm,n,kq labels charges
of line operators that can appear on the boundary of strings. This phenomenon is discussed
in further detail in Appendix C.
More generally, for the polarization PpLp1q; kq, we have SpPqp1q “ Lp1q classifying charges
of strings, while SpPqp0qind “ pD{Lp1qq_ classifies independent line operators. In this case, we
can still define
Lp0q :“ pD{Lp1qq_ Ă D, (5.21)
then L :“ Lp0q ‘ Lp1q Ă H˚pS1, Dq defines an associated pure polarization which is simply
the limit of this family of mixed polarization for k “ 0,
PL “ PpLp1q; k “ 0q. (5.22)
We will see next that k can be interpreted as discrete theta angles that can be turned on in
the theory T rS1,PLs.
Partition functions, discrete theta angles and quadratic refinements
Since there is a canonical splitting of H3pM5 ˆ S
1, Dq into Λ ‘ Λ associated with P0, with
Λ “ H3pM5, Dq and Λ “ H
2pM5, Dq, one can use the explicit basis ZΛ,B with B P H
2pM5, Dq
to write down the partition function with a mixed polarization PpLp1q; kq. It takes the
following form
ZPpLp1q;kq “
ÿ
BαPH2pM5,Lp1qq
e
ş
M5
BαδkBαZΛ,Bα , (5.23)
where the phase is given by the Up1q-valued pairing between H2pM5, L
p1qq and H3pM5, L
p1qq
and can be identified with an SPT phase in ΩSO5 pB
2Lp1qq. This SPT phase can also be
interpreted as a discrete theta angle term in the theory labeled by k. One implication is that
any theory T rS1,PpLp1q; kqs can always be constructed from T rS1,P0s by first gauging a Lp1q
subgroup of the D 1-form symmetry and then turning on a discrete theta angle. This is a
general feature of the family of absolute theories labeled by polarizations in all dimensions.
When Lp1q and Lp0q :“ pD{Lp1qq_ has 2-torsion, again there are different quadratic
refinements for a mixed polarization. At the level of the partition function, they corre-
spond to either turning on a element in ΩSO5 pB
2Lp1qq that takes the form of e
ş
M5
Bαγ˚pw3q,
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or in addition, involving a shift ZBα Ñ ZBα`γ1˚pw2q.
46 Here, γ : Z2 Ñ pLp1qq_ and γ˚
is the induced map H3pM5,Z2q Ñ H3pM5, pLp1qq_q, while γ1 : Z2 Ñ pLp0qq_ inducing
γ1˚ : H
2pM5,Z2q Ñ H2pM5, pLp0qq_q. The addition Bα ` γ1˚pw2q depends on a lift of
pLp0qq_ “ D{Lp1q to D, but the entire sum doesn’t depend on this choice.
To summarize, the quadratic refinement is labeled by elements in 2-TorspL_q, and doesn’t
depend on discrete theta angles k. Another property of the theory that doesn’t depend on
k is the ’t Hooft anomaly of the theory, as the analysis in the k “ 0 case straightforwardly
carries over.47 At the level of partition function, the anomaly manifest itself as an ambiguity
of the partition function in the presence of background fields B2 and B3 for the pL
p0qq_
1-form and the pLp1qq_ 2-form symmetry. Naively, one has
ZPpLp1q;kq,B2,B3 “
ÿ
BαPH2pM5,Lp1qq
e
ş
M5
BαδkBα`B3pBα`B2qZΛ,Bα`B2 , (5.24)
but the pairing between B2 and B3 depends on a choice of lift of B2 and B3 to H
˚pM5, Dq,
and a change of a lift, characterized by δB2 P H
2pM5, L
p1qq and δB3 P H
2pM5, L
p0qq, will lead
to an overall phase given by
xB2, δB3y ` xδB2, B3y P D Ă Up1q. (5.25)
This is indeed independent of k and exactly the same as the case of k “ 0 that we discussed
before.
The existence of this family of partition functions for any M5 labeled by PpLp0q,kq provide
strong evidence that they are functorial and well-defined as polarizations. One way to
really show that these mixed polarizations exist is to construct the corresponding topological
boundary conditions. We will see this explicitly next.
5.3 Polarizations as topological boundary conditions
Without loss of generality, we consider D “ ZN ˆ ZN with the 7d action
N
4π
ż
7d
`
C1dC1 ` C2dC2
˘
. (5.26)
Its circle reduction is obtained by writing C “ B3 `B2α, with H
1pS1,Zq “ xαy – Z,
N
2π
ż
6d
`
B13dB
1
2 `B
2
3dB
2
2
˘
. (5.27)
46Recall that for PolpM6q, we referred to the former as quadratic refinement of the first kind while the
latter as quadratic refinement of the second kind.
47Notice that this statement only concerns symmetries coming from the 2-form symmetry in 6d. There
can be additional “emergent symmtries” in the 5d reduction, whose exact form and anomalies can depend
on discrete theta angles. We will discuss this in more detail in later subsections and in Appendix C.
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What are consistent boundary conditions? The boundary variation of the bulk action is
´
N
2π
ż
5d
`
B13∆B
1
2 `B
2
3∆B
2
2
˘
. (5.28)
If there are no additional boundary terms, then the equations of motion for the boundary
fields B12 |B, B
2
2 |B lead to the boundary condition B
1
3 |B “ 0, B
2
3 |B “ 0. In the following we
explore other possible boundary conditions and the corresponding 5d boundary terms. They
are the corresponding 5d discrete theta angles.
For instance, the following boundary condition with k P Z
B13 |B “
k
N
dB22 |B, B
2
3 |B “ ´
k
N
dB12 |B (5.29)
can be imposed by the equations of motion for the boundary fields with an additional bound-
ary term
k
2π
ż
5d
B12dB
2
2 . (5.30)
This describes a mixed discrete theta angle in 5d ZN ˆ ZN two-form gauge theories, and
corresponds to the polarization PpZN ˆ ZN ; kq.
We have seen previously that when N is even, PpZN ˆ ZN ; kq will have four different
refinements. This can also be seen at the level of boundary conditions. For simplicity,
consider k “ 0. Then the boundary condition can be
B13 |B “
2π`1
N
W3, B
2
3 |B “
2π`2
N
W3 (5.31)
with `I P ZN , I “ 1, 2. It can be imposed by the equations of motion for the boundary fields
by adding the following boundary term48
ż
5d
W3
`
`1B12 ` `
2B22
˘
. (5.32)
This describes the discrete theta angle for each ZN two-form gauge field. In the discrete
notation BI2 “
2π
N
BI,dis2 for I “ 1, 2, the boundary term is
ÿ
I“1,2
2π`I
N
ż
5d
W3B
I,dis
2 “
ÿ
I“1,2
π`I
ż
5d
w2BockpB
I,dis
2 q “
ÿ
I“1,2
2π`I
N
ż
5d
BI,dis2 Bock
´
BI,dis2
¯
,
(5.33)
where the first equality used W3 “ Bockpw2q on orientable manifolds, and BockpB
I,dis
2 q “
dBI,dis2 {N . As it only depends on the mod-2 reduction of `
I , we can effectively take `I P Z2.
48Note, the boundary term
ş
5d
BI2dB
I
2 does not contribute to the equations of motion since it is locally a
total derivative.
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The second equality used (C.11). Note, when N is odd, the boundary term is trivial since
for I “ 1, 2:
2π`I
N
ż
5d
W3B
I,dis
2 “
2π`I
N
ż
5d
p1`NqW3B
I,dis
2 “ p1`Nqπ`
I
ż
5d
w2BockpB
I,dis
2 q “ 0 mod 2πZ .
(5.34)
This is consistent with having no discrete theta angle for each ZN two-form gauge field
when N is odd. Equivalently, there is only a single quadratic function q compatible with
PpZN ˆ ZN , kq when N is odd.
Boundary condition with ’t Hooft anomaly
One interesting class of boundary conditions consists of those that have ’t Hooft anomaly,
which we will study now.
Consider D “ ZN when N is not a prime, and take the bulk action of the 6d TQFT
T bulkrS1s to be
N
2π
ż
6d
B2dB3 . (5.35)
For any divisor k|N , one can add the following boundary term
ż
5d
N
2π
ˆ
y2 `B
cl
2
1
k
˙
B3 `
k
2π
y2
`
dz2 `B
cl
3
˘
. (5.36)
Such an action will be relevant e.g. for the reduction of 6d p2, 0q theory labeled by g “ AN´1
to a 5d theory with gauge group SUpNq{Zk via the pure polarization given by
L “ Zp0qN{k ˆ Z
p1q
k Ă Z
p0q
N ˆ Z
p1q
N . (5.37)
The equation of motion from the boundary variation imposes y2 to be a Zk-valued two-form
gauge field, and
B2|B “ y2 `
1
k
Bcl2 , B3|B “
k
N
dz2 `
k
N
Bcl3 . (5.38)
This means that the Zk subgroup of B2 is free on the boundary and the ZN{k subgroup of
B3 is free on the boundary, while B
cl
2 and B
cl
2 are, respectively, background gauge fields for
the ZN{k one-form and Zk two-form symmetries in the 5d SUpNq{Zk gauge theory. These
symmetries have an ’t Hooft anomaly; performing
Bcl2 Ñ B
cl
2 ` dλ
cl
1 , y2 Ñ y2 ´
1
k
dλcl1 , B
cl
3 Ñ B
cl
3 ` dλ
cl
2 , z2 Ñ z2 ´ λ
cl
2 (5.39)
leaves the bulk fields invariant but produce the phase on the boundary
´
1
2π
dλcl1B
cl
3 , (5.40)
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which is the signature of a mixed ’t Hooft anomaly of the one-form and two-form symmetries.
This mixed anomaly is controlled by the extension class of
1 Ñ Zk Ñ ZN Ñ ZN{k Ñ 1 , (5.41)
agreeing with the general description of the anomaly for T rS1s theories.
We remark that one can think of the boundary Zk two-form gauge field y2 (the equation of
motion of z2 imposes it having Zk holonomy) that couples to Bcl3 as describing the Zk discrete
magnetic flux in the 5d SUpNq{Zk gauge theory associated with π1pSUpNq{Zkq “ Zk.
5.4 Symmetries in 5d gauge theory
In general, a five-dimensional gauge theory with gauge group G has the following symmetries
(1) Up1q 0-form symmetry associated with the instanton number. For 5d theories obtained
from a 6d theory compactified on a circle, this is related to the isometry of the circle,
i.e. the instanton charge can be identified with the Kaluza-Klein mode on the circle;
both have mass of the order 1
g25
“ 1
R6
, where g5 is the 5d gauge coupling and R6 is the
radius of the circle compactification [80,77–79,81]. As we show in Section 5.5 (see also
Section 3.5.1), this symmetry can mix with other symmetries to form a three-group.
(2) For finite Abelian π1pGq, 0-form symmetry Γpπ1pGqq, the universal quadratic group [82]
of π1pGq, generated by the codimension-one symmetry defect
¿
PpwG2 q , (5.42)
where P is the generalized Pontryagin square operation, wG2 is the obstruction to lifting
the G gauge bundle to a rG bundle for the universal covering group rG.
(3) ZpGq electric one-form symmetry transforms the Wilson lines, with the one-form sym-
metry charge given by evaluating the representation of the Wilson line on ZpGq [24].
(4) π1pGq magnetic two-form symmetry transforms the magnetic strings, with the two-form
symmetry charge given by
ű
wG2 for S
2 surrounding the magnetic string.
Depending on G, the action of the 0-form symmetries (1) and (2) in the above list factors
through the quotient
Up1q ˆ Γpπ1pGqq
A
, (5.43)
for some finite Abelian group A Ă Γpπ1pGqq. For g “ An, Dn, En the 0-form symmetry is
summarized in Table 2. This comes from the relation between the instanton number and
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G Γpπ1pGqq A relation
SUpNq{Zk odd k Zk Z` Q1 “ ppk ´ 1q{2qpN{kqQ2 mod k.
SUpNq{Zk even k Z2k Z`1 Q1 “ pk ´ 1qpN{kqQ2 mod 2k.
SOp2nq Z4 Z2 Q1 “ 2Q2 mod 4
PSOp4n` 2q Z8 Z8 Q1 “ p2n` 1qQ2 mod 8.
PSOp4nq Z4 ˆ Z4 ˆ Z2 Z4 or Z2 for odd/even n Q1 “ 2Q112 ` nQ222 ` 2Q122 mod 4.
E7{Z2 Z4 Z4 Q1 “ ´Q2 mod 4
E6{Z3 Z3 Z3 Q1 “ ´Q2 mod 3.
Table 2: The instanton (continuous and discrete) 0-form symmetry in 5d gauge theory with
gauge group G and without Chern–Simon term, given by pUp1q ˆ Γpπ1pGqqq {A. In the fist
row ` “ gcdpppk ´ 1q{2qpN{kq, kq, `1 “ gcdppk ´ 1qpN{kq, 2kq.
PpwG2 q, and it is related to the periodicity of theta angle in the 4d G gauge theory (see
e.g. [83, 56, 46]). It is also related to the anomaly in rG Chern–Simons theory for gauging
π1pGq one-form symmetry which is isomorphic to a subgroup of Zp rGq.
In addition, one can define i-dimensional symmetry defects using the SPT phase in i
spacetime dimensions with G symmetry as classified by Gp4´iq “ ΩipBGq, where the classifi-
cation gives the symmetry group with group action given by stacking the SPT phases. The
symmetry defect hosts G gauge field on its worldvolume, with topological action specified
by gauging the G symmetry in the SPT phase. The symmetry (2) is a special case of this,
and we will not focus on other defects in this family of defects in the discussion.
We remark that the symmetry in 5d compatification is also discussed in [17,18]. Here we
mainly focus on the compactification of 6d N “ p2, 0q theory. However, since the discussion
does not rely on supersymmetry in any essential way, it can be straightforwardly generalized
to more general 6d theories discussed in [17,18]. Moreover, here we clarify the precise global
structure such as the higher-group symmetry.
In Appendix C, we show that the discrete theta angle does not affect the global symmetry
discussed above (including its ’t Hooft anomaly). On the other hand, it affects the correlation
function of the magnetic strings charged under the magnetic two-form symmetry.49
In general, there can also be other discrete theta angles (such as those associated with
π4pGq), but they may not come from any choice of polarization. In what follows we will not
49This can be seen as follows. Take the spacetime to be S5 and consider magnetic strings inserted at
γ2, γ
1
2, with γ2 “ BV3, γ
1
2 “ BV
1
3 . Then w
k
2 “ δpV
K
3 q ` δpV
1K
3 q, and the discrete theta angle gives the phase
exp
ˆ
2πip
k2
ż
δpV K3 qδpγ
1
2q ` δpV
1K
3 qδpγ2q
˙
“ exp
ˆ
2πip
k2
ż
#pV3, γ
1
2q
˙
“ exp
ˆ
2πip
k2
Linkpγ2, γ
1
2q
˙
. (5.44)
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discuss such discrete theta angles. Here, this can be achieved by choosing suitable g such
that π4p rGq “ 0 for the corresponding simply connected group rG (for instance, any classical
Lie algebras that are not sppnq).
Since Sppnq has a Z2 center, one might wonder whether in Sppnq gauge theory there is
a mixed anomaly or symmetry extension that involves the electric one-form symmetry and
the discrete theta angle classified by π4pSppnqq “ Z2. Since π4pSppnq{Z2q “ Z2, the discrete
theta angle is well-defined when the bundle is modified to be an Sppnq{Z2 bundle by the
background gauge field of the electric one-form symmetry. Thus the discrete theta angle
π4pSppnqq does not modify other global symmetries or their ’t Hooft anomalies.
5.4.1 PpwG2 q 0-form symmetry and magnetic strings
Let us make a few more comments on the symmetry generated by PpwG2 q. In some cases,
the charged operator can be identified with the instanton operator (modulo an integer).
Generally, the charged objects are not identified with the instanton operator. They can
be understood as follows. Take two linked magnetic strings that carry magnetic flux
ű
wG2
and un-link them. In the process there appears a singular point that belongs to both mag-
netic strings. This point supports an operator that is charged under the 0-form symmetry
generated by
ű
PpwG2 q.
What happen if we gauge the 0-form symmetry PpwG2 q? This modifies the gauge bundle
to have trivial PpwG2 q.
5.5 ’t Hooft anomaly and 3-group symmetry in 5d gauge theory
Let us begin with the case of a simply connected G, i.e. π1pGq “ 0. In the presence of
a background field B2 for the electric one-form symmetry, the quantization of the gauge
field is modified. It is known that for simply connected Lie groups the instanton number
becomes fractional in G{ZpGq bundles with B2 the obstruction to lifting them to G-bundles.
The fractional part is related to the Pontryagin square PpB2q, where P : H2pM,ZpGqq Ñ
ΓpZpGqq with ΓpZpGqq the quadratic group for ZpGq. Thus, the 0-form instanton symmetry
current needs to be modified to
j1 “ ‹ pp1 ´ `PpB2qq , (5.45)
where ` is a map from the quadratic group ΓpZpGqq to R that determines the fractional part
of the instanton number, we pick a lift of PpB2q to an integral cochain. It is not an integral
cocycle, which means that the current is no longer conserved, but violated by an operator
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proportional to the identity and depends on the background gauge fields:
d ‹ j1 “ ´`dPpB2q , (5.46)
where the right hand side can be expressed using the image of Bockstein homomorphism
for PpB2q in Zr Ñ Zr Ñ ZpGq where B2 takes value in the finite Abelian group ZpGq “
śr
i“1 Zni . The anomaly can be described by the 6d SPT phase
`
ż
B1dPpB2q , (5.47)
where B1 is the background gauge field for the Up1q instanton number symmetry.
Now let us consider the case π1pGq ‰ 0. Then, the above discussion applies with B2
replaced by
rB2 “ ιpw2q `B2 , (5.48)
where ι is the inclusion of C “ π1pGq in Zp rGq and rG is the simply connected form of
G “ rG{C. w2 is the obstruction to lifting the G “ rG{C bundle to a rG bundle. Then,
depending on the quadratic function in the Pontryagin square the conservation of the 0-
form symmetry current is violated by an operator, and there is a 3-group symmetry. In the
following we will discuss several examples: SUpNq{Zk gauge theory (with k a divisor of N),
SOp2nq gauge theory and UpNq gauge theory.
The 6d origin of the three-group symmetry and its anomaly in 5d is explained in section
3.5.1 from the point of view of the dimensional reduction of the 2-form symmetry in 6d.
During the completion of this work we notice another paper [84] appeared that also
discussed a mixed anomaly between the instanton number symmetry and the center one-
form symmetry in SUpNq gauge theory. In such case, there is no three-group symmetry.
5.5.1 Three-group symmetry in 5d SUpNq{Zk gauge theory
Consider a compactification of the 6d theory with g “ supNq. We choose the pure polariza-
tion given by L “ Zp0qN{k ˆ Z
p1q
k Ă H
˚pS1,ZNq, which leads to an SUpNq{Zk gauge theory in
5d.
The theory has ZN{k electric one-form symmetry and Zk magnetic two-form symmetry,
and we denote their backgrounds by B2, B3. The gauge bundle can be characterized by
wk2 which is the obstruction to lifting the SUpNq{Zk bundle to an SUpNq bundle. In the
presence of the background B2, the bundle is modified to a PSUpNq bundle, where w
k
2 is no
longer closed but satisfies
δwk2 “ BockpB2q , (5.49)
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and δ is the differential (the coboundary operator for C˚pM5,Zkq on spacetime M5), and
Bock is the Bockstein homomorphism for 1 Ñ Zk Ñ ZN Ñ ZN{k Ñ 1. It describes the
PSUpNq bundle with the ZN magnetic flux
wN2 “
N
k
wk2 ´B2 (5.50)
which is the ZN cocycle that describes the obstruction to lifting the PSUpNq bundle to an
SUpNq bundle.
The PSUpNq bundle has fractional instanton number compared to the normalizaion of
SUpNq{Zk bundle. In comparison to the SUpNq bundle, the fractional part is given by
´1
2N
ż
PpwN2 q “
Np´1q{k
2k
ż
Ppwk2q ´
´1
k
ż
wk2 YB2 `
´1
2k
ż
PpB2q . (5.51)
Thus, the instanton number for SUpNq{Zk corresponds to the above multiplied by kgcdpk,N{kq ,
so that it is an integer when B2 “ 0.
In the presence of the background B1 for the 0-form instanton symmetry, the coupling
to B1 is not well-defined. We can extend the fields to a bulk
k
8π2 gcdpk,N{kq
ż
Tr F ^ FdB1 “
ż
ˆ
´
´1
gcdpk,N{kq
wk2 YB2 `
´1
2 gcdpk,N{kq
PpB2q
˙
dB1 .
(5.52)
The terms involving wk2 represents a gauge-global anomaly, which can be cancelled by
2π
k
ż
wk2B3 (5.53)
with the condition
δB3 “
k
gcdpk,N{kq
B2
dB1
2π
mod k . (5.54)
The above equation describes a three-group symmetry. Note the three-group symmetry is
non-trivial only when gcdpk,N{kq ‰ 1, namely when the extension Zk Ñ ZN Ñ ZN{k does
not split.
The three-group symmetry has an ’t Hooft anomaly described by the SPT phase
ż
2π
k
BockpB2qB3 `
´1
2 gcdpk,N{kq
ż
PpB2qdB1 . (5.55)
where the first term comes from
ş
δwk2B3 in (5.53).
One can also turn on Z2k background BP1 for the 0-form symmetry generated by
ű
Ppwk2q.
Then, from [44] we find the 3-group symmetry has an additional term
δB3 “
k
gcdpk,N{kq
B2
dB1
2π
`BP1 BockpB2q mod k . (5.56)
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The ’t Hooft anomaly also has an additional term
ż
2π
k
BockpB2qB3 `
´1
2 gcdpk,N{kq
ż
PpB2qdB1 `
2π
2k
ż
BP1 BockpB2q Y1 BockpB2q . (5.57)
5.5.2 Three-group symmetry in 5d SOp2nq gauge theory
Consider the compactification of the 6d theory with g “ sop2nq. As we have seen in Section 4,
in 6d, one can choose a polarization given by Z2 Ă D “ Z2ˆZ2 which leads to the 6d SOp2nq
theory. Its dimensional reduction gives an SOp2nq gauge theory in 5d, labeled by the pure
polarization PL with L “ Zp0q2 ˆ Z
p1q
2 Ă H
2pS1,Z2 ˆ Z2q.
The theory has Z2 electric one-form symmetry and Z2 magnetic two-form symmetry, with
background fields B2 and B3 respectively. In the presence of a background B2 the instanton
number becomes fractional,
1
8π2
ż
Tr F ^ F ”
1
2
ż
wSO2 YB `
2n
16
ż
PpBq pmod 1q . (5.58)
where wSO2 is the obstruction to lifting the SOpNq bundle to an SpinpNq bundle.
Denote the background for the 0-form instanton number symmetry by B1. Due to the
fractional instanton number, the coupling to B1 is not well-defined. We can extend the fields
to the bulk
1
8π2
ż
pTr F ^ F q dB1 “
ż
ˆ
1
2
wSO2 YB2 `
2n
16
ż
PpB2q
˙
dB1 . (5.59)
The term involving wSO2 represents a gauge-global anomaly, and it can be cancelled by
π
ż
wSO2 B3 (5.60)
with the condition
δB3 “ B2
dB1
2π
. (5.61)
Thus, the symmetries combine into a three-group symmetry.
The three-group symmetry has an ’t Hooft anomaly described by the SPT phase
nπ
ż
BockpB2qB3 `
2n
16
ż
PpB2qdB1 , (5.62)
where the first term comes from
ş
δwSO2 B3 in (5.60).
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One can also turn on Z4 background BP1 for the 0-form symmetry generated by
ű
PpwSO2 q.
Then from [44] we find the 3-group symmetry has an additional term
δB3 “ B2
dB1
2π
`BP1 BockpB2q . (5.63)
The ’t Hooft anomaly has an additional term
nπ
ż
BockpB2qB3 `
2n
16
ż
PpB2qdB1 `
π
2
ż
BP1 BockpB2q Y1 BockpB2q . (5.64)
5.5.3 Three-group symmetry in 5d UpNq gauge theory
Consider the compactification of the 6d theory with g “ upNq. The theory is absolute in 6d
and reduces to a UpNq gauge theory in 5d.
The UpNq gauge theory has instanton 0-form symmetry associated with rotation of the
circle used in the reduction. The corresponding current is
j “ ‹
1
8π2
TrF ^ F . (5.65)
In addition, the theory has Up1q magnetic two-form symmetry with the current
j3 “ ‹Tr
F
2π
. (5.66)
The theory also has Up1q center one-form symmetry. If we turn on background B2 for this
symmetry, the quantization of the gauge field is modified,
Tr F ” NB2 pmod 2πZq . (5.67)
This modifies the currents j1 and j3 as follows. Since the magnetic charges become fractional,
we need to modify the current j3 as
j3 “ ‹Tr
F ´B21N
2π
. (5.68)
However, the current is no longer conserved
d ‹ j3 “ ´N
dB2
2π
. (5.69)
This represents an ’t Hooft anomaly.
In the presence of the background B2, the instanton number becomes fractional,
1
8π2
ż
Tr pF´B21Nq^pF´B21Nq “
1
8π2
ż
Tr F^F´
1
4π2
Tr FB2`
N
4π2
B2B2 ” 0 pmod 2πZq .
(5.70)
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Thus, the current for the 0-form symmetry needs to be modified as
j1 “ ‹
ˆ
1
8π2
TrpF ´B21Nq ^ pF ´B21Nq
˙
. (5.71)
However, the current is no longer conserved: it is violated by a non-trivial operator j3
d ‹ j1 “
1
4π2
Tr pF ´B21NqdB2 ´
N
4π2
B2dB2 “
1
2π
‹ j3dB2 ´
N
4π2
B2dB2 . (5.72)
The classical term in the above represents an ’t Hooft anomaly, while the term with non-
trivial operator represents a modification of global symmetry: the symmetries combine into
a 3-group. If we turn on the backgrounds for the 0-form and 2-form symmetries B1, B3
that couple to the currents as
ş
B1 ‹ j1 ` B3 ‹ j3, then the current conservation implies the
backgronds obey the relation
dB3 “ ´
dB2
2π
B1 (5.73)
with the 0-form symmetry gauge transformation
B1 Ñ B1 ` dλ, B3 Ñ B3 ´
dB2
2π
λ . (5.74)
The ’t Hooft anomaly for the 3-group symmetry is described by the bulk SPT phase
N
ż
dB2
2π
B3 `
N
p2πq2
dB2B2B1 . (5.75)
5.6 Effect of discrete theta angle on symmetry
Depending on the polarization chosen, the 5d G gauge theory can have discrete theta-angles
for the torsion part of π1pGq, written as
ś
I ZNI :
ÿ
IăJ
2πqIJ
NI
ż
wI2 Y
δwJ2
NJ
, (5.76)
where wI2 is the ZNI class that measures the discrete magnetic flux. As discussed in Appendix
C, the discrete theta angle is non-trivial only for I ‰ J . Moreover, it does not affect the
symmetry or anomaly for the backgrounds (that modify the cocycle condition δwI2 “ Y
I
3 )
Y I3 “ BockpB
I
2q , (5.77)
where BI2 is the background for electric one-form symmetry, and Bock is the Bockstein
homomorphism for the exact sequence 1 Ñ ZpGq Ñ π1pGq Ñ π1pGq{ZpGq Ñ 1. We
note that such Y I3 can be lifted to an integral cocycle, and
ş
6d
Y I3 Y
I
3 is trivial on orientable
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manifolds, and thus it does not contribute to the symmetry extension (C.20) and to the ’t
Hooft anomaly (C.21).
If the background Y I3 is not in the above form, then the discrete theta angle can modify
the symmetry and anomaly. This is the case in G1 ˆ SOp2nq gauge theory for the torsion
part of π1pG
1q containing a Z2 subgroup, and we include charge conjugation 0-form symmetry
that acts on the SOp2nq gauge theory. As discussed in [44], the magnetic flux in SOp2nq
gauge theory obeys
δwSO2 “
n
2
BockpBeq `BeBC , (5.78)
where BC is the background for the charge conjugation symmetry, and Be is the background
for the electric one-form symmetry. Comparing with (C.15) we can identify the background
Y SO3 “
n
2
BockpBeq `BeBC . (5.79)
Then, the mixed discrete theta angle qI,SO between the discrete magnetic fluxes in the SO
gauge theory and the G1 gauge theory (I labels the cyclic factors in the torsion part of π1pG
1q)
modifies the three-group symmetry in G1 gauge theory by an additional term in (C.20),
δBI3 “
`
as in qIJ “ 0 theory
˘
` qI,SOBockpB
eBCq . (5.80)
The discrete theta angle also contributes to an additional ’t Hooft anomaly (C.21), with
Y SO3 “
n
2
BockpBeq `BeBC:
´
ÿ
I
2πqI,SO
2NI
ż
6d
`
Y I3 Y
SO
3 ´ δY
I
3 Y1 Y
SO
3
˘
. (5.81)
For instance, consider a SOp2nq ˆ SOp2nq gauge theory in 5d. There is a discrete theta
angle
p
π
2
ż
w
p1q
2 δw
p2q
2 , (5.82)
where w
p1q
2 , w
p2q
2 are the second Stiefel–Whitney classes for the SOp2nq ˆ SOp2nq gauge
bundles. The theory has a three-group symmetry, for which the background fields satisfy
δB
p1q
3 “ B
p1q
2
dB
p1q
1
2π
` Bock
´
B
p2q
2 B
C,p2q
¯
δB
p2q
3 “ B
p2q
2
dB
p2q
1
2π
` Bock
´
B
p1q
2 B
C,p1q
¯
, (5.83)
where B
pIq
2 are the backgrounds for the electric one-form symmetry, B
C,pIq are the back-
grounds for the charge conjugaion 0-form symmetry, B
pIq
1 is the background for the instanton
symmetry, and I “ 1, 2 labels the two SOp2nq gauge bundles.
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Energy scale 
Allowed  Allowed      No      No 
Figure 11: Examples of possible and impossible symmetry breaking patterns constrained
by the 3-group symmetry. The blue (left) segment is the energy scale where the 2-form
symmetry is broken, while the orange (right) segment is the energy scale where the 0-form
or 1-form symmetry is broken. Namely, when the 2-form symmetry is broken the 0-form or
1-form symmetry must also be broken, but not vice versa.
5.7 Implications for RG flows
Let us explore some consequences of the higher-group symmetry involving 0, 1, and 2-form
symmetries for an RG flow to a UV fixed point.
If a symmetry is broken explicitly, we must fix its background gauge field. Then, since
the three-group symmetry implies that a background gauge transformation for 0-form and
1-form symmetries induce an additional background for the 2-form symmetry, this places
constraints on the breaking of 2-form symmetry and the breaking of 0-form and 1-form
symmetries.
For instance, the 3-group symmetry excludes the following scenarios: (see also Figure 11)
• The 2-form symmetry is broken at a scale below Λ, while the 0-form and 1-form sym-
metries are broken only at lower scale Λ1 ă Λ. Then, in the window between Λ and Λ1
we have a trivial background for the 2-form symmetry but non-trivial backgrounds for
0-form and 1-form symmetries, which is inconsistent with the 3-group symmetry.
• The 2-form symmetry is broken at energy scales above Λ, while the 0-form and 1-form
symmetries are broken at higher scales Λ1 ą Λ. Then, in the window between Λ and Λ1
we again have a broken 2-form symmetry but unbroken 0-form and 1-form symmetries,
inconsistent with the 3-group structure.
• The 0-form and 1-form symmetries are unbroken at all energy scales while the 2-form
symmetry is broken at some energy interval (explicitly or spontaneously).
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• The 2-form symmetry is broken only above energy scale Λ, while the 0-form and 1-form
symmetries are broken only below energy scale Λ1 ă Λ.
• The 2-form symmetry is broken only below energy scale Λ, while the 0-form and 1-form
symmetries are broken only above energy scale Λ1 ą Λ.
5.8 Matter that breaks one-form symmetry by screening
When there are matter fields in some representation of the gauge group, it can screen the line
operator in the same representation. In particular, for representation transforms under the
center of the gauge group the matter fields break the center one-form symmetry explicitly.
However, when the matter field itself also transforms under a global flavor symmetry, one
might be able to assign a quantum number to the line operator that includes also the quantum
number of the flavor symmetry. For instance, if the flavor symmetry is H “ rH{C with
C Ă Zp rHq identified with a gauge rotation in the center of gauge group, then activating a
background H gauge field that is not an rH gauge field, as distinguished by discrete magnetic
flux wH2 P H
2pM,Cq, amounts to identifying the one-form symmetry background
B2 “ ιpw
H
2 q , (5.84)
where ι is the inclusion C Ñ ZpGq. Then, all of the previous discussion applies with this
identification.
For instance, consider SOp2nq gauge theory with an even number Nf of matter fields in
the vector representation. The theory has at least SOpNf q flavor symmetry, and Z2 Ă
SOpNf q is identified with a Z2 gauge rotation. Thus, the faithful flavor symmetry is
PSOpNf q. We can turn on a background gauge field B
f
1 for the faithful flavor symmetry that
is not a background for SOpNf q, controlled by the obstruction w
f
2 P H
2pBPSOpNf q,Z2q.
From the discussion in section 5.5.2, the theory has a 3-group symmetry, with back-
grounds that satisfy
δB3 “ pB
f
1 , B1q
˚Θ4 “ pB
f
1 q
˚wf2
dB1
2π
`BP1 BockppB
f
1 q
˚wf2 q . (5.85)
where Θ4 P H
4pBGp0q, Gp2qq, with Gp0q the entire 0-form symmetry and Gp2q the 2-form
symmetry. The ’t Hooft anomaly is given by
ż
nπBockppBf1 q
˚wf2 qB3`
2n
16
ż
PppBf1 q˚w
f
2 qdB1`
π
2
ż
BP1 BockppB
f
1 q
˚wf2 qY1 BockppB
f
1 q
˚wf2 q .
(5.86)
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An important difference is that, in this class of examples, we have more local counterterms
to cancel the potential ’t Hooft anomaly. For instance, we can add
kf
8π2
ż
Tr
`
F PSOpNf q ^ F PSOpNf q
˘
B1 , (5.87)
which cancels ’t Hooft anomaly
kf
ż
ˆ
1
2
w
p1q
2 w
p2q
2 `
Nf
16
Ppwp2q2 q
˙
dB1 , (5.88)
where w
p2q
2 “ pB
f
1 q
˚wf2 , and w
p1q
1 is the obstruction to lifting SOpNf q bundle to a SpinpNq
bundle. Unlike the ’t Hooft anomaly, though, the 3-group symmetry is not modified by local
counterterms of the background fields.
The 3-group symmetry has implications to the dynamics and renormalization group flows,
as discussed in Section 5.7, with the 1-form symmetry replaced by flavor 0-form symmetry
PSOpNf q.
5.9 Constraint on symmetry enhancement
In a 5d gauge theory with a UV fixed point, it can happen that the symmetry is enhanced
at the fixed point, see for instance [76,85] and references therein.
For instance, suppose the flavor symmetry and the instanton symmetry enhance to a
larger group G0,UV. In this case, there is an inclusion map
ι : G0,IR Ñ G0,UV . (5.89)
Furthermore, suppose that the 2-form symmetry in the IR and UV remain the same. Then,
the 3-group symmetry in the IR satisfies
ΘIR4 “ ι
˚ΘUV4 . (5.90)
In particular, for a 5d gauge theory that has a non-trivial 3-group symmetry with non-trivial
ΘIR4 , the above equation implies that the UV symmetry must also be a non-trivial 3-group
with a non-trivial ΘUV4 . In particular, this rules out the symmetry enhancement to G
0,UV if
there is no ΘUV4 that can satisfy (5.90).
5.9.1 Example: SOp2nq gauge theory with 4 vector flavors
To illustrate that the condition (5.90) is not vacuous, consider G0,IR “ PSOp4q ˆ Z2. The
2-form symmetry is Gp2q “ Z2, and the 3-group symmetry in the IR has ΘIR4 “ Bockpw
p2q
2 qx,
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where x is the non-trivial element of H1pZ2,Z2q, and wp2q2 is the obstruction to lifting the
PSOp4q bundle to an SOp4q bundle. An example is the SOp2nq gauge theory with Nf “ 4
scalars in the vector representation, where Z2 Ă Up1q is a subgroup of instanton number
symmetry (resulting, for instance, from a deformation of the action by an operator with
instanton charge two).
Then, in the UV there cannot be enhanced symmetry PSOp6q ˆ Z2 with inclusion
PSOp4q ãÑ PSOp6q, since Bockpw
p2q
2 q “ 0 where w
p2q
2 is the obstruction to lifting the PSOp6q
bundle to an SOp6q bundle, and the Bockstein vanishes mod 2 since π1pPSOp6qq “ Z4 and
w
p2q
2 is the mod 2 reduction of a Z4 class. Thus, the three-group symmetry in the IR forbids
the above symmetry enhancement.
5.10 Adding 5d Chern–Simons term: symmetry and anomaly
In principle, the 5d gauge theory can have Chern–Simons terms. String theory realizations of
5d Chern–Simons terms are discussed e.g. in [86]. Such terms are absent in straightforward
compactifications of 6d theories we are most interested in, but they can be generated along
the RG flow by integrating out massive fermions coupled to ordinary gauge field (see e.g. [87]),
which we will discuss from the anomaly inflow viewpoint in Section 5.10.3. Therefore it is
useful to understand them in order to get a better picture of the IR physics. Here, we would
like to focus on how Chern–Simons terms affect the global symmetry and its anomaly.
5.10.1 1-form symmetry and ’t Hooft anomaly in SUpNq Chern–Simons theory
The 5d Chern–Simons term is proportional to the symmetric 3-index tensor of the gauge
algebra, Tr tattb, tcu, where ta denotes a generator of the algebra. Let us consider SUpNq
gauge theory with N ą 2. The 5d Chern–Simons term is
kCS5 “ 2π ¨
k
6p2πq3
ż
Tr F 13 (5.91)
where the integral is over a 6-manifold that bounds the 5-manifold.50 This is a 5d theory
since the right-hand side is trivial mod 2πZ on closed 6-manifolds. We will distinguish the
two cases of even and odd k. As we will show in the following, for even values of k the theory
is well-defined on general orientable manifold, while for odd k additional structure such as
spinc structure is required to define the Chern–Simons term. In both cases, the one-form
center symmetry is broken explicitly by the Chern–Simons term to Zgcdpk,Nq. This agrees
50There are, in fact, non-spinc 5-manifolds that are not nil-cobordant. In what follows the bulk can be
viewed as merely a convenient way to package the anomalous transformations in 5d by inflow.
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with [17,18,20,84]. We also compute the ’t Hooft anomaly of the one-form symmetry, which
is new.
For suitable matter content (such as the adjoint representation of SUpNq), the theory
has electric ZN one-form center symmetry, and we denote its background by B2. We embed
SUpNq gauge field into a UpNq gauge field as
a “ a1SU `
1
N
1NB , (5.92)
where B is a background Up1q gauge field that satisfies B2 “
1
N
dB. The one-form symmetry
is aÑ a` 1Nλ,B2 Ñ B2 ` dλ. In the presence of a general background B2, the 5d Chern–
Simons term is not well-defined, but instead depends on 6d bulk as
k
6p2πq3
TrpF ´B21q
3
“
k
6p2πq3
`
Tr F 3 ´ 3Tr F 2B2 ` 2NB
3
2
˘
. (5.93)
We note that the second and third Chern classes for UpNq bundle are
c2 “
1
2p2πq2
`
´Tr F 2 ` pTr F q2
˘
c3 “
1
6p2πq3
`
2Tr F 3 ´ 3Tr F 2pTr F q ` pTr F q3
˘
. (5.94)
Thus the bulk action k
6p2πq3
TrpF ´B21q
3 can be expressed as
2π
ż
ˆ
k
2
c3 `
´k
2
N ´ k
¯B2
2π
´
´ c2 `
N2B22
2p2πq2
¯
`
1
6p2πq3
ˆ
´
k
2
N3 ` 2kN
˙
B32
˙
. (5.95)
The gauge anomaly is
2π
ż
ˆ
k
2
c3 ´
´k
2
N ´ k
¯B2
2π
c2
˙
. (5.96)
Even level
For even k, the first term in (5.96) is trivial, and the second term is trivial for51
¿
B2 P
2π
gcdpN, kq
Z Ă
2π
N
Z . (5.97)
Thus, for even k, the center one-form symmetry is broken explicitly by the Chern–Simons
term to ZgcdpN,kq Ă ZN .
51One can also introduce a one-form background B1 coupled to the instanton number c2 to cancel the
gauge anomaly, but the cancellation requires kB2 “ dB1, so it still satisfies (5.97).
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The ’t Hooft anomaly is given by
2π ¨
kNpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q{6
p2πq3
ż
B32 . (5.98)
It is generally non-vanishing for Z` one-form symmetry with ` “ gcdpN, kq. We remark that
the anomaly is consistent with vanishing Chern–Simons term for N ď 2.
Odd level
For odd k, in order for the gauge anomaly (5.96) to vanish, the manifold must be equipped
with additional structures.
Instead of defining the 5d Chern–Simons term using the bulk, we can study how it
transforms under large gauge transformations, which produces a Wess–Zumino term in 4d
of the form Trpg´1dgq5 for transformation by SUpNq valued field g. As discussed in [88],
for N ě 3 the unit Wess–Zumino–Witten term is not an integer on general 5-manifold but
requires a spinc structure. The background spinc connection A satisfies
ű
dA{2π “ 1
2
w2 (on a
spin manifold we can set A “ 0); then, the following combination of Wess–Zumino–Witten
terms is an integer on spinc 5-manifold
ż
5d
ˆ
Γ5 ` Γ3
dA
2π
˙
, Γ2n´1 “
1
p2πqn
pn´ 1q!
p2n´ 1q!
Tr
`
g´1dg
˘2n´1
. (5.99)
This means that the following combination of Chern–Simons terms is gauge invariant — but
not separately gauge invariant! — for odd level k:
k
ż
ˆ
CS5 `
dA
2π
CS3
˙
. (5.100)
Let us repeat the analysis of coupling to background B2, now with the second term CS3
dA
2π
included. There is additional bulk dependence
2πk
ż
ˆ
´c2 `
NpN ´ 1q
8π2
B22
˙
dA
2π
“ πk
ż
c2w2pTMq `
NkpN ´ 1q
4π
ż
B2B2
dA
2π
. (5.101)
Note
π
ż
pc3 ` c2w2pTMqq “ π
ż
pc3 ` Sq
2c2q “ π
ż
pw6 ` Sq
2
pw4qq “ π
ż
w2w4 “ π
ż
c2
NB2
2π
.
(5.102)
Thus, the total gauge anomaly is
kNπ
ż
c2
B2
2π
´ 2πp
k
2
N ´ kq
ż
B2
2π
c2 “ k
ż
B2c2 . (5.103)
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The vanishing of gauge anomaly again requires (5.97), namely the one-form symmetry is
broken explicitly to Zgcdpk,Nq. The ’t Hooft anomaly is
2π ¨
kNpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q{6
p2πq3
ż
B32 `
kNpN ´ 1q
8π2
ż
B22dA . (5.104)
5.10.2 1-form symmetry and ’t Hooft anomaly in Up1q Chern–Simons theory
We can repeat the analysis for Up1q Chern–Simons theory. The Chern–Simons term can be
written as
kCS5rUp1qs “ 2π ¨
k
6p2πq3
ż
F 3 , (5.105)
where the integral is over a 6-manifold that bounds the 5-manifold. On a general manifold,
k has to be a multiple of 6 for the Chern–Simons term to be well-defined.
If we turn on background gauge field B2 for the Z` Ă Up1q one-form symmetry, the bulk
dependence is modified to be
2π ¨
k
6p2πq3
ż
pF ´B2q
3
“ 2π ¨
k
6p2πq3
ż
`
F 3 ´ 3F 2B2 ` 3FB
2
2 ´B
3
2
˘
. (5.106)
The gauge anomaly is
´
k
2p2πq2
ż
F 2B2 `
k
2p2πq2
ż
FB22 . (5.107)
They can be cancelled by introducing a background field B1 for the instanton number sym-
metry and B3 for the magnetic two-form symmetry:
1
2p2πq2
ż
5d
pF ´B2q
2B1 `
1
2π
ż
5d
pF ´B2qB3
“
ż
6d
1
2p2πq2
F 2dB1 ´
1
p2πq2
FdpB2B1q `
1
2p2πq2
dpB22B1q
`
ż
6d
1
2π
FdB3 ´
1
2π
dpB2B3q . (5.108)
Thus, we find
ű
B2 P
2π
k
Z, namely the one-form symmetry is broken by the Chern–Simons
term to be Zk, and it participates in a three-group symmetry
dB3 “ ´
k
4π
B22 `
1
p2πq2
dpB2B1q . (5.109)
The ’t Hooft anomaly of the symmetries is given by the bulk term
´ 2π ¨
k
6p2πq3
ż
6d
B32 . (5.110)
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5.10.3 Relation with chiral anomaly in 4d
The perturbative chiral anomaly in 4d is described by a 5d Chern–Simons term by anomaly
inflow (or, from the modern point of view, the 4d ’t Hooft anomaly is described by the 5d SPT
phase given by the Chern–Simons term). Thus, a well-defined SUpNq{ZL Chern–Simons
term describes the chiral anomaly for fermions in representation of SUpNq{ZL. This means
that the 4d chiral fermions are in a representation of SUpNq with r boxes in the Young
tableaux that satisfy gcdpr,Nq “ L. Well-defined 5d Chern–Simons term for SUpNq{ZL
requires 5d SUpNq Chern–Simons term to have ZL Ă ZN subgroup one-form symmetry and
it is anomaly-free. This imposes the following conditions on the 4d chiral anomaly coefficient
k (= the 5d Chern–Simons level):
gcdpk,Nq{L P Z,
kNpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
6L3
P Z , (5.111)
where we consider 5d Chern–Simons terms on spin manifolds since they describe the anomaly
for 4d fermions defined on spin manifolds.
For instance, the 5d Chern–Simons term for PSUp3q describes the perturbative anomaly
for PSUp3q symmetry in 4d, and one can check that the 4d fermions in PSUp3q repre-
sentations produce perturbative anomaly with coefficient that is always a multiple of 27,
with the quantization of the PSUp3q Chern–Simons level in (5.111) for N “ 3, L “ 3.52
Similarly, the 5d Chern–Simons term for PSUp4q describes the perturbative anomaly for
PSUp4q symmetry in 4d, and one can check that the 4d fermions in PSUp4q representa-
tions such as 20,35,1553 produce perturbative anomaly with a coefficient that is a multiple
of 16, consistent with the quantization of the PSUp4q Chern–Simons level in (5.111) for
N “ 4, L “ 4.
52For a representation with SUp3q Dynkin labels λ1, λ2, the anomaly coefficient is
kpλ1,λ2q “
1
120
pλ1 ` 1qpλ1 ` λ2 ` 2qpλ2 ` 1qp2λ1 ` λ2 ` 3qpλ1 ` 2λ2 ` 3qpλ1 ´ λ2q . (5.112)
The PSUp3q representations satisfy 2λ1 ` λ2 P 3Z. Let λ2 “ 3n´ 2λ1, then
40kpλ1,λ2q “ 9pλ1 ` 1qp3n´ λ1 ` 2qp3n´ 2λ1 ` 1qpn` 1qp2n´ λ1 ` 1qpλ1 ´ nq (5.113)
is divisible by 27 since at least one of n ` 1, n ´ λ1, 2n ´ λ1 ` 1 and 3n ´ λ1 ` 2 is divisible by 3. (For
example, if n`1 is not divisible by 3, then the rest three will have different residues mod 3, and one of them
has to be divisible by 3).
53The corresponding Young tableaux are
, , .
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𝑥5 
𝑚 > 0 𝑚 < 0 
IR: 𝑘2 𝐶𝑆5 IR: 𝑘1 𝐶𝑆5 
Massless chiral 4d fermion 
Figure 12: 5d Chern–Simons term from a massive fermion in representation R is given by
the anomaly of a 4d chiral fermion in the same representation by anomaly inflow: k2´ k1 “
4d chiral anomaly.
Induced Chern–Simons term from massive 5d fermion
The 4d chiral anomaly for fermion in representation R also gives the 5d Chern–Simons term
generated by integrating out massive 5d fermions in the same representation. This can be
understood as follows. Consider 5d fermion with a real mass profile interpolating between
positive and negative value along some direction x5:
mpx5q “
"
´m0 for x
5 ă 0
m0 for x
5 ą 0
. (5.114)
Then, the mass will vanish at the 4d interface x5 “ 0 (the profile can be smoothed out,
so that there is some point where the fermion becomes massless but may not be exactly at
x5 “ 0), which then hosts massless 4d chiral fermions. The chiral anomaly on the interface
should be compensated by anomaly inflow from the bulk on the two sides of the interface.
Thus after integrating out the massive 5d fermions with masses of opposite signs on the
two sides of the interface, they differ by the induced Chern–Simons term at level k that
corresponds to the 4d chiral anomaly (see Figure 12):
"
m ă 0 : k1 CS5
m ą 0 : k2 CS5
, k2 ´ k1 “ k “ chiral anomaly coefficient for R . (5.115)
Since the fermion partition function is given by the η-invariant, the result also follows from
the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer index theorem [89] (see also [90, 91]).
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5.10.4 SUpNq{ZL Chern–Simons term
Consider, for instance, an SUp4q Chern–Simons term at even level with the non-anomalous
one-form symmetry Z2. Then, one can gauge the one-form symmetry to obtain SUp4q{Z2 “
SOp6q gauge theory with a Chern–Simons term.
When the level is a multiple of 4, k “ 4r, the one-form symmetry is Z4. Its ’t Hooft
anomaly is
rπ
2
ż
pBdis2 q
3 , (5.116)
where Bdis2 has holonomy 0, 1, 2, 3 mod 4. The Z2 subgroup with even Bdis2 is non-anomalous
as discussed above. When r R 4Z the full Z4 one-form symmetry is anomalous. We can gauge
the Z2 subgroup one-form symmetry by writing Bdis2 “ 2b2` rB2, where δb2 “ BockpB2q with
B2 “ rB2 mod 2. For odd r the original ’t Hooft anomaly gives rise to a gauge anomaly
πr
ż
b2B2B2 . (5.117)
The gauge anomaly can be cancelled by new 2-form symmetry with background B13 that cou-
ples to b2 as π
ş
b2B
1
3. Then the ’t Hooft anomaly converts into additional 3-group symmetry
δB13 “ rB2 YB2 . (5.118)
When r P 4Z i.e. level 4r P 16Z, one can gauge the Z4 one-form symmetry to obtain
SUp4q{Z4 “ PSOp6q gauge theory with Chern–Simons term. Namely, consistent PSUp4q
Chern–Simons term has level quantized to be a multiple of 16.
The discussion can be generalized to other values of N . For instance, if the level is
k “ N2r with N “ 1, 2, 4, 5 mod 6 (so pN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q ” 0 mod 6), we can gauge the ZN
1-form symmetry for any integer r and obtain a properly quantized Chern–Simons term at
level N2r for SUpNq{ZN .
5.10.5 ’t Hooft anomaly in 5d Chern–Simons matter theory
When there are matter fields that breaks the one-form symmetry, we can apply the discussion
of Section 5.8. For instance, Consider SUp4q gauge theory with Chern–Simons level 4r P
4Z and Nf “ 8 scalars in the fundamental representation 4. The theory has SUpNf q{Z4
flavor symmetry, whose background has Z4-valued discrete magnetic flux wf2 that obstructs
lifting the bundle to an SUpNf q bundle. We can apply the previous discussion with the
identification Bdis2 “ w
f
2 . The ’t Hooft anomaly for the flavor symmetry is
rπ
2
ż
pwf2 q
3 . (5.119)
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We can partially cancel the ’t Hooft anomaly by adding a Chern–Simons term for SUpNf q
at level 4r1 P 4Z (so Z4 is a subgroup of Zgcdp4r1,Nf q with Nf “ 8), which contributes a bulk
term
r1π
ż
pwf2 q
3 . (5.120)
Thus, when r is odd, the ’t Hooft anomaly cannot be cancelled by a local counterterm and
represents a genuine anomaly. In contrast, for even r the ’t Hooft anomaly can be cancelled
by a local counterterm with r1 “ ´r{2.
Another example is SUp6q3k with Nf “ 9 flavors in the fundamental representation. The
flavor symmetry is SUp9q{Z3. The Chern–Simons term contrbutes the bulk term
2π ¨
2k
9
ż
pwf2 q
3 . (5.121)
We can reduce the anomaly by turning on Chern–Simons level 3kf for the background of the
flavor symmetry, which contributes the bulk term
2π ¨
kf
3
ż
pwf2 q
3 . (5.122)
Thus we find that when k P 3Z the ’t Hooft anomaly can be cancelled by a local counterterm
of the flavor background gauge field, while for k R 3Z the theory has an ’t Hooft anomaly
for the flavor symmetry.
When there are fermions, we can compute the anomaly by giving the fermions a mass
that preserves the flavor symmetry, which leads to additional Chern–Simons term in the
IR as discussed in section 5.10.3. We can also include a Up1q baryon number symmetry as
in [92] in the discussion of anomaly. We leave this to future work.
An ’t Hooft anomaly constrains RG flows. For instance, if two 5d theories have different
anomalies, they cannot arise from the same UV fixed point by RG flows that preserve the
symmetries. This applies to the above examples, for instance SUp4q gauge theories with
Chern–Simons level 4r: the two theories with even r and odd r cannot arise from the same
UV fixed point by flows that preserve the SUpNf q{Z4 flavor symmetry.
6 A case study: sop8q theories in 6d and 5d
In this section, we will combine what we learned in the previous sections to study in further
details theories associated with the Lie algebra sop8q in 6d and 5d.
We first recall a few facts from Section 4.4. The 6d SOp8q, Scp8q, Ssp8q theories can be
obtained from the relative sop8q theory by choosing one of the three polarizations given by
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the three L “ Z2 subgroups of D “ Z2 ˆ Z2. For each choice there are two compatible
Z2-valued quadratic functions on H3pM6, L “ Z2q given by qpxq “ 0 and qpxq “ w3x. For
simplicity, we will choice the former while the discussion in this section can be directly
generalized to the latter.
For any choice of L, there is a L such that D “ L ‘ L. Therefore, there is always a
non-anomalous L_ “ Z2 2-form symmetry.
One can also see this by studying the corresponding boundary conditions of the 7d
Chern–Simons theory, which has action
2
4π
C1dC1 `
2
4π
C2dC2 `
2
4π
C3dC3 `
2
4π
C4dC4 ´
1
2π
C1d
`
C2 ` C3 ` C4
˘
. (6.1)
The on-shell fields satisfy C1 “ 0, 2C2 “ 2C3 “ 2C4 “ 0, C4 “ C2`C3, where the equations
are in R{2πZ. The on-shell action is
4
4π
C2dC2 `
4
4π
C3dC3 `
2
2π
C2dC3 , (6.2)
which takes value in 2πZ, and thus the boundary condition C1|B “ 0, C2|B “ B,C3|B “
B1, C4|B “ B `B
1 for Z2 gauge fields B,B1 corresponds to symmetry with trivial anomaly.
However, there are two different lifts of L_ to D, or in other word, two choices of L. The
difference between them is an SPT for the Z2 background field given by Q, the quadratic
refinement for the Z2-valued intersection form on M6. Such a difference is unimportant
for many purposes, but to uniquely answer the question “what happens after gauging the
Z2 symmetry,” one needs to make a choice (or in physics terminology, a choice of a “local
counter term”).
Denote the three Z2 subgroups of D as LSO, LSs and LSc. For the SOp8q theory, L “
LSO and if one choose L “ LSc, then gauging the 2-form symmetry with or without local
counterterm gives respectively Scp8q or Ssp8q theories.
We will make a choice that is compatible with the “cyclic” symmetry. Namely, L “ LSc
and L “ LSs for the Scp8q theory, and L “ LSs and L “ LSO for the Ssp8q theory. Then
the behavior under gauging is summarized in Figure 13, where Si with i “ 0, 1,´1 stands
for SOp8q, Scp8q, Ssp8q.
The right-hand side of Figure 13 can be explained by looking at the partition function.
Denote the partition function of Si coupled to background B3 for the two-form symmetry
by ZirB3s. Then the upper horizontal arrow leads to the partition function for the theory at
the upper-right:
Zur “
ÿ
b3
Zirb3sp´1q
Qpb3q , (6.3)
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Si Si−1
Si+1 Si−1
/Z2 +Q
/Z∨2 +Q
/Z2 /Z∨2 +AK+AK
“fermionization”
“fermionization”
Figure 13: 6d SCFTs with g “ sop8q from three polarizations Si “ SOp8q, Scp8q, Ssp8q for
i “ 0,˘1 mod 3 respectively. These three theories are all dual to one another by triality with
the same partition function. The theories on the right are treated as a v4-theory by tensoring
with trivial v4-SPT phase, similar to Appendix C of [64]. The vertical arrows correspond to
changing the polarizations of the 7d three-form Chern–Simons theory.
while the downward arrow on the right leads to the partition function
ř
b3
Zirb3s, and
the partition function coupled to background B13 for the dual two-form symmetry Z_2 is
ř
b3
Zirb3sp´1q
ş
b3B13 . The lower horizontal arrow gives the partition function for the theory
at the lower-right
Zlr “
ÿ
b3,b13
Zirb3sp´1q
ş
b3b13`Qpb
1
3q “
ÿ
b3,b13
Zirb3sp´1q
Qpb3q`Qpb13`b3q “ Zur
ÿ
b23
p´1qQpb
2
3q , (6.4)
where b23 “ b
1
3`b3 and the factor
ř
b23
p´1qQpb
2
3q is the Gaussian sum of the quadratic function,
which is the Arf–Kervaire invariant of the manifold and thus is a v4-fermionic SPT phase.
In the 2d-3d analogue of Figure 13, the theories Si, Si`1 are Ising and Ising{Z2 which
are dual, while Si´1 is the Majorana fermion obtained by orbifolding the Ising model with
additional local countertem given by Z2 fermion SPT phase. The vertical arrows on the right
are given by staking a p1` 1q-dimensional invertible spin TQFT with effective action given
by the 2d Arf invariant [93]. In the 3d bulk Z2 gauge theory the vertical arrows correspond
to electromagnetic duality [7] that is equivalent to changing the polarization.
How to verify this prediction about gauging directly at the level of quantum field theory?
One should notice that SO, Sc, or Ss is not the “gauge group” of the 6d theory and these
theories are expected to be “non-Lagrangian.” Instead, the names describe the spectrum of
strings in each theory. However, once compactified to 5d via S1, they become familiar gauge
theories, which we analyze next.
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Analysis via 5d gauge theories
Let us start with 6d theory with polarization given by LSO Ă D. After reduction to 5d, the
theory is characterized by a pure polarization in PolpS1q given by
L
p0q
SO ‘ L
p1q
SO Ă D
p0q
‘Dp1q “ H˚pS1, Dq. (6.5)
This is neither the geometric polarization P0 nor its opposite P1, but instead in between.
And it has both one-form Dp1q{L
p1q
SO “ Z
p1q
2 symmetry and 2-form D
p0q{L
p0q
SO “ Z
p2q
2 symmetry.
From the point of view of reduction from 6d non-gauge theory to 5d gauge theory, the
2-form symmetry in 6d becomes 1-form ZpSOp8qq “ Zp1q2 electric center symmetry and 2-
form π1pSOp8qq “ Zp2q2 magnetic symmetry. The 1-form symmetry Z
p1q
2 acts on Wilson lines
as p´1qr where r denotes the number of boxes in the Young tableaux of the representation.
Gauging the 6d 2-form symmetry sums over the 3-form gauge fields, and that translates
into summing over the 3-form and 2-form gauge fields in the 5d theory, namely in 5d gauging
both the one-form and two-form symmetries in 5d. Let us carry this gauging procedure in 5d
in two steps: first gauge the magnetic 2-form symmetry and then the one-form symmetry.
Gauging the 2-form symmetry changes the gauge bundle from SOp8q to Spinp8q, and it gives
a dual Z2 one-form symmetry: it acts as ´1 on all Wilson lines in the spinor representations
and `1 on all tensor representations, denoted by p´1qs. This Z1p1q2 “ pZ
p2q
2 q
_ one-form
symmetry is different from the uplift of the original Zp1q2 one-form symmetry since the latter
acts as ´1 on tensor representations with odd number of boxes in the Young tableaux instead
of `1. To determine how Z1p1q2 acts on Spinp8q representations, one in fact needs to choose
a lift of Dp1q{L
p1q
SO into L
p1q
Ă Dp1q. In our convention, this subgroup is chosen to be LSc.
Then, gauging the original Zp1q2 one-form symmetry p´1qr in the Spinp8q gauge theory gives
Scp8q gauge theory. Notice that the lift of Dp0q{L
p0q
SO to L
p0q
Ă Dp0q is now fixed by isotropy
condition on L “ L
p0q
‘ L
p1q
, so the second step involves no further choices.
The SOp8q and Scp8q theories are dual to each other by triality with the same partition
function, similar to the Kramers–Wannier duality in 2d. Some of the ’t Hooft operators in
SOp8q gauge theories that are non-genuine line operators in the spinor projective representa-
tions are mapped to Wilson lines in the Scp8q gauge theory similar to the mapping between
order-disorder operators in 2d.
How do we get Ss theory? In 5d, when gauging both the one-form and two-form sym-
metry, one has the choice of adding a local counterterm
π
ż
b2b3 , (6.6)
where b2, b3 are the gauge fields for the one-form and two-form symmetries, respectively.
This is equivalent to switching to the other choice of L given by L
p0q
Ss ‘ L
p1q
Ss P H
˚pS1, Dq.
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After gauging the two-form symmetry in the first step, the dual one-form symmetry p´1qs
is generated by
ş
b3. Thus, adding this counterterm is equivalent to gauging the diagonal Z2
one-form symmetry p´1qr`s instead of p´1qr. In other words, adding the local counterterm
changes how the original one-form symmetry (that acts on tensor representations) extends
to action on spinor representations of Spinp8q. Gauging the one-form symmetry then gives
Ssp8q gauge theory.
To get back to the 6d story, one just needs to realize that the 5d local counterterm above
is the dimensional reduction of the 6d local counterterm πQpB6d3 q, since with B
6d
3 “ B3`B2α
and α the generator of H1pS1,Zq, we have
πQpB6d3 q “ π
ˆ
QpB3q `QpB2αq `
ż
B3B2α
˙
“ π
ż
5d
B3B2 , (6.7)
where we used the property that Q is the quadratic refinement of the intersection pairing in
6d. Thus, we find that, starting with 6d theories with polarization LSO that gives SOp8q,
• gauging the Z2 2-form symmetry gives Scp8q,
• gauging Z2 2-form symmetry with local counterterm πQpB6d3 q for the 3-form gauge field
B6d3 gives Ssp8q.
This is in perfect agreement with the prediction by the general theoretic framework for
polarization that we developed in this paper.
Generalization to higher rank sop8kq
As we have emphasized, one benefit of this approach is that it applies universally to any
boundary 6d theory as long as then can be coupled to the same T bulk. In the present case,
it means that the discussion above applies to any 6d theory labeled by sop8kq for k ě 1.
Namely, the two-form Z2 symmetry in SOp8kq, Scp8kq, or Ssp8kq is again non-anomalous
by a similar computation as equation (6.1), and when it is gauged, these theories behave
exactly the same as in the k “ 1 case. Notice that for k ą 1, there is no triality and
SOp8kq is no longer dual to either Scp8kq or Ssp8kq. Nonetheless, universality implies that
the diagram 13, which enjoys triality, still applies with Si “ tSOp8kq, Scp8kq, Ssp8kqu for
i “ 0, 1,´1 mod 3.
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A Quantization of 7d three-form Chern–Simons level
If the coefficients KIJ in (2.3) have odd diagonal entries (which can arise for boundary
N “ p1, 0q theories), then the 7d theory requires a “Wuc structure” analogous to the more
familiar spinc structure. Let us briefly review it here. Consider
1
4π
ż
BM8
C3dC3 “ π
ż
M8
dC3
2π
dC3
2π
. (A.1)
For C3 properly quantized,
ű
dC3 P 2πZ, the theory depends on the choice of a M8 that
bounds the seven-manifold. The dependence is given by
π
ż
M8
dC3
2π
dC3
2π
“ π
ż
M8
dC3
2π
v4 mod 2πZ , (A.2)
where v4 “ w
4
1 ` w
2
2 ` w1w3 ` w4 is the fourth Wu class. For spin manifolds w1 “ w2 “ 0
and w3 “ Sq
1pw2q ` w1w2 “ 0, so that we have v4 “ w4. To have a well-defined theory we
introduce a background “Wuc structure” X3 that satisfies
¿
dX3
2π
“
1
2
v4 “
1
2
w4 mod Z , (A.3)
and couples to the theory as
1
4π
C3dC3 `
1
2π
C3dX3 . (A.4)
Then, the 7d theory is independent of M8.
We can also define C 13 “ C3 `X3. Then, the action can be written as
1
4π
C 13dC
1
3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (A.5)
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where ¨ ¨ ¨ are gravitational corrections independent of C 13. The three-form C
1
3 obeys a mod-
ified quantization condition [30]
¿
dC 13
2π
”
1
2
w4 pmod Zq . (A.6)
If the manifold has a spin structure (in particular, is orientable), then there is a natural
Wuc structure given by the gravitational Chern–Simons form. To see this, note [94,95]
p1 ” Ppw2q ´ Bockpw1w2q ´ 2 pw1Bockpw2q ` w4q pmod 4q. (A.7)
For spin manifolds we have w4 “ p1{2 mod 2, and thus
¿
dC 13
2π
“
1
4
p1 ”
1
2
v4 pmod Zq . (A.8)
Such shifted quantization condition was already discussed in [30].
In fact, we can define theories on more general spinc manifolds, which also have a natural
Wuc structure. To see this, note that for orientable manifolds [94,95]:
Ppw2q “ p1 ` 2w4 mod 4 , (A.9)
where we used the inclusion Z2 Ñ Z4 by multiplication by 2. For a spinc manifold there is
a line bundle with c1 mod 2 “ w2, and thus Ppw2q “ c21 mod 4. Then, the fourth Wu class
satisfies
v4 “ w4 ` w
2
2 “
`
p1 ` c
2
1
˘
{2 mod 2 , (A.10)
The right hand side is an integral class and gives the corresponding Wuc structure, i.e.
¿
dX3
2π
“
1
4
`
p1 ` c
2
1
˘
”
1
2
v4 pmod Zq , (A.11)
with X3 given by the combination of the corresponding gravitational and Up1q Chern–Simons
terms. Then, the shifted C 13 obeys
¿
dC 13
2π
“
1
4
`
p1 ` c
2
1
˘
”
1
2
v4 pmod Zq . (A.12)
For spin manifolds, since c1 is even, c1 “ 2c
1
1 for another line bundle with first Chern class
c11 and the formula reduces to v4 “ p1{2 mod 2. Then, the shifted quantization condition
(A.12) reduces to (A.8) obtained in [30,2].
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B Discrete theta angle from quadratic refinement
Consider a manifold M of dimension 4n` 2. There is an intersection form on H4n`2pM,Z2q
given by
H2n`1pM,Z2q ˆH2n`1pM,Z2q Ñ Z2 : pα, α1q ÞÑ
ż
M
α Y α1 mod 2 . (B.1)
It has a quadratic refinement
Q : H2n`1pM,Z2q Ñ Z2 . (B.2)
that obeys
QpB2n`1 `B
1
2n`1q “ QpB2n`1q `QpB
1
2n`1q `
ż
M
B2n`1 YB
1
2n`1 mod 2 . (B.3)
From the quadratic refinement one can define the Arf–Kervaire invariant AK as follows
[96, 72, 73, 97]: first take a symplectic basis pαI , βIq in H2n`1pM,Z2q, such that
ş
M
αIαJ “
ş
M
βIβJ “ 0,
ş
M
αIβJ “ δIJ . Then, the Arf–Kervaire invariant AK is
AK “
ÿ
I
QpαIqQpβIq . (B.4)
The AK invariant is independent of the choice of the symplectic basis [96]. It is also given
by a Gaussian sum of the quadratic function
πAK “ Arg
ÿ
b2n`1PH2n`1pM,Z2q
p´1qQpb2n`1q . (B.5)
From the quadratic function Q we can define a p2n ` 1q-form Z2 gauge theory with the
following topological action: denote the gauge field by B2n`1, the action is
πpQpB2n`1q, p “ 0, 1 . (B.6)
Symmetry extension
A property of the above Z2 p2n`1q-form gauge theory is the following. Suppose b2n`1 obeys
the twisted cocycle condition
δb2n`1 “ µ2n`2 , (B.7)
which happens if B2n`1 participates in a non-trivial group extension. Denote the background
of the dual 2n-form Z2 symmetry by pB2n`1, then its coupling to b2n`1 together with the
discrete theta angle combines into πQpb2n`1 ` pB2n`1q, where
δ pB2n`1 “ µ2n`2 (B.8)
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and thus δpb2n`1 ` pB2n`1q “ 0 and the quadratic function Qpb2n`1 ` pB2n`1q is well-defined.
This implies that the dual 2n-form symmetry participates in a group extension, The discus-
sion generalizes the 2d stories found in [44].
C Discrete theta angles in 5d gauge theories
Continuous notation
Consider the ZN two-form gauge theory
k
4π
b2db2 `
N
2π
b2da2 . (C.1)
The first term does not contribute to the equations of motion since locally it can be written
as a total derivative. The equations of motion imply
eiN
ű
a2 “ 1, eiN
ű
b2 “ 1 . (C.2)
If we consider pZNqr two-form gauge theory with mixed discrete theta term
ÿ
I
N
2π
bI2da
I
2 `
ÿ
IăJ
qIJ
2π
bI2db
J
2 , (C.3)
where qIJ “ ´qJI , and I, J “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ r. The equations of motion imply
eiqIJ
ű
bJ2`iN
ű
aJ2 “ 1, eNi
ű
bI2 “ 1 . (C.4)
We can couple the two-form gauge theory to 5d gauge theory with gauge group G and
π1pGq “ ZN by identifying ei
ű
bI2 with the generator of the magnetic two-form symmetry
π1pGq [44]. Then the magnetic string is attached to e
i
ű
aI2 , and thus from (C.4) it carries
electric charge qIJ{N for the electric one-form gauge symmetry corresponding to b
J
2 analogous
to the fractional quantum Hall effect.
We remark that since the magnetic string is not topological for continuous G, the two-
form symmetry generated by ei
ű
aI2 is explicitly broken by coupling to the G gauge theory,
and it is left with the π1pGq two-form symmetry generated by e
i
ű
bI2 .
We can also reduce the 5d discrete theta angle to 4d by decomposing b2 “ b
1
2 ` b
1
1
dϕ
2π
,
where ϕ is the coordinate on the compactified S1, b12, b
1
1 are fields in 4d. Then the 5d discrete
theta angle pqIJ{2πq
ş
bI2db
J
2 becomes
qIJ
2π
ż
ˆ
b1I2 ` b
1I
1
dϕ
2π
˙ˆ
db1J2 ` db
1J
1
dϕ
2π
˙
“
qIJ
2π
ż
4d
`
b1I2 db
1J
1 ´ pI Ø Jq
˘
. (C.5)
Thus, the 4d mixed discrete theta angle, to be discussed in [8], can be obtained from reduction
of the 5d mixed discrete theta angle.
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Discrete notation
Odd N The discrete theta angle for ZN with odd N is trivial:
2πk
N
ż
B2
δB2
N
“
2πkp1`Nq{2
N
ż
2B2
δB2
N
“
2πkp1`Nq{2
N
ż
δPpB2q
N
” 0 pmod 2πZq .
(C.6)
Thus we will focus on even N .
Even N For even N , PpB2q “ B2B2´δB2Y1B2 and we have the formula between cochains:
δPpB2q “ 2δB2B2 ` δB2 Y1 δB2 . (C.7)
Thus
B2
δB2
N
“
1
2N
δPpB2q ´
N
2
ˆ
δB2
N
˙
Y1
ˆ
δB2
N
˙
, (C.8)
where we note each term is expressed using Bockstein which can be lifted to an integral class
(note PpB2q is a Z2N -valued cocycle), and it is well-defined mod N .54 Thus
2π
N
ż
B2
δB2
N
“ π
ż
ˆ
δB2
N
˙
Y1
ˆ
δB2
N
˙
“ π
ż
w2
ˆ
δB2
N
˙
, (C.11)
where we used π
ş
x3Y1 x3 “ π
ş
Sq2px3q “ π
ş
w2x3 on an orientable manifold for Z2 cocycle
x3 “ δB2{N mod 2. We can rewrite it as
2π
N
ż
δw2
2
B2 “
2π
N
ż
W3B2 , (C.12)
where W3 “ δw2{2 “ Bockpw2q is the third integral Stiefel–Whitney class on an orientable
manifold. The case of N “ 2 is also obtained in [98]. This means that the discrete theta
angle does not affect the spectrum of operators, and what it does is attaching to the magnetic
string that carries unit flux of
ş
B2 with
2π
N
ż
W3 . (C.13)
When N “ 2, this is interpreted as the magnetic string being “fermionic” in the sense that
it depends on the framing specified by a trivialization of w3 “ W3 mod 2 [99].
54However, due to the Y1 product, the last term cannot be lifted to an integral cocycle:
N
2
δ
ˆˆ
δB2
N
˙
Y1
ˆ
δB2
N
˙˙
“ ´N
ˆ
δB2
N
˙ˆ
δB2
N
˙
. (C.9)
Note that one cannot write the action πN2
ş
B2δB2 since it depends on the lift of B2: changing B2 Ñ B2`Ny2
for some integral 2-cochain y changes the action by
π
ż
y2δy2 `
π
N
ż
pyδB2 ´ δB2yq “ π
ˆ
ż
y2δy2 ´
ˆ
δB2
N
˙
Y1 δy2
˙
. (C.10)
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General case Let us consider the discrete theta angle for A “
ś
I ZNI
ÿ
IăJ
2πqIJ
NI
ż
bI2
δbJ2
NJ
, (C.14)
where qIJ “ ´qJI “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ gcdpNI , NJq´1. Note qIJ “ gcdpNI , NJq is equivalent to qIJ “ 0
since there exits integers m,n such that gcdpNI , NJq “ nNI `mNJ .
In the following we will compute how symmetry and its ’t Hooft anomaly depend on the
discrete theta angle (C.14). Consider turning on a ZNI background Y I3 such that
δbI2 “ Y
I
3 . (C.15)
The discrete theta angle action needs modification to ensure that it is independent of the
lift of BI2 . Changing the lift b2 Ñ b
I
2 `NIu
I
2 for integer cochain u
I
2 changes the action by
2π
ÿ
IăJ
qIJ
ż
ˆ
uI2Y
J
3
NJ
´
Y J3 u
I
2
NI
˙
. (C.16)
Thus we add the following term
´ 2π
ÿ
IăJ
qIJ
NINJ
ż
`
bI2Y
J
3 ´ Y
I
3 b
J
2
˘
. (C.17)
The discrete theta angle in the presence of background Y I3 is the sum of (C.14),(C.17). In
addition, we can add the following coupling to the ZNI background BI3 for the two-form
symmetry generated by
ű
BI2 ,
ÿ
I
2π
NI
ż
bI2B
I
3 . (C.18)
Next, we exam the gauge invariance for the background gauge field. We extend the fields
to a 6d bulk and demand that the dynamical field bI2 to be independent of the bulk
ÿ
IăJ
2πqIJ
NINJ
ż
6d
`
δbI2 ´ Y
I
3
˘ `
δbJ2 ´ Y
J
3
˘
`
ÿ
IăJ
2πqIJ
NINJ
ż
6d
`
bJ2 δY
I
3 ´ b
I
2δY
J
3
˘
´
ÿ
IăJ
2πqIJ
NINJ
ż
6d
`
Y I3 Y
J
3 ´ δY
I
3 Y1 Y
J
3
˘
`
ÿ
I
2π
NI
ż
6d
`
bI2δB
I
3 ` Y
I
3 B
I
3
˘
. (C.19)
The first is trivial since δbI2 “ Y
I
3 mod NI , and we will drop it from the bulk action. The
terms involving bI2 need to cancel, and thus leading to extension of symmetries with modified
background fields
δBI3 “
ÿ
J
qIJBockpY
J
3 q , (C.20)
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where qIJ “ ´qJI and Bock is the Bockstein homomorphism for 1 Ñ ZNJ Ñ ZN2J Ñ ZNJ Ñ
1. The remaining terms represent an ’t Hooft anomaly for the two-form symmetry
´
ÿ
IăJ
2πqIJ
NINJ
ż
6d
`
Y I3 Y
J
3 ´ δY
I
3 Y1 Y
J
3
˘
`
ÿ
I
2π
NI
ż
6d
Y I3 B
I
3 , (C.21)
where the first term comes from the discrete theta angle qIJ , while the second term comes
from the coupling
ş
bI2B
I
3 and it is universal for all discrete theta angles. The equations
(C.20) and (C.21) are the main results of this appendix.
5d gauge theory with discrete theta angle can be obtained from the theory without
discrete theta angle by coupling to the two-form gauge theory (C.14) as in [44]. If the zero
discrete theta angle theory has symmetry extension with modified δBI3 ‰ 0, which means
there is gauge-global anomaly for bI2, then a nonzero discrete theta angle gives extra gauge-
global anomaly that modifies the symmetry extension by additional term in δBI3 given by
the right-hand side of (C.20). The discrete theta angle contributes to an additional ’t Hooft
anomaly given by (C.21).
For instance, consider SOp6qˆSOp6q1 gauge theory (with a prime to distinguish the two
SOp6q) in 5d with the mixed discrete theta angle π
ş
w2pSOp6qqYBockpw2pSOp6q
1qq. Denote
the background gauge fields for the residual electric one-form symmetry by B,B1 and the
background gauge fields for the charge conjugation 0-form symmetry by B1, B
1
1. Then this
corresponds to Y 1 “ BockpBq ` BB1 and Y
2 “ BockpB1q ` B1B11. When B1 “ B
1
1 “ 0
the mixed discrete theta angle q12 “ 1 does not modify the symmetry or ’t Hooft anomaly
(on an orientable manifold i.e. without time-reversal symmetry) since BockpBockpBqq “ 0
and
ş
Y 1Y 2 “
ş
BockpBBockpB1qq “ 0. For B1, B
1
1 non-trivial there is modification in the
symmetry and anomaly as in (C.20) and (C.21).
D A mixed discrete theta angle
Consider the discrete theta angle for a ZN n-form gauge field xn and pd´nq-form gauge field
yd´n
2πp
N
ż
xnyd´n, p “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨N ´ 1 . (D.1)
Suppose we are given theory 1 with non-anomalous pn´ 1q-form ZN symmetry, and theory
2 with non-anomalous pd´ n´ 1q-form ZN symmetry, then we can gauge these symmetries
and there are different ways of gauging the symmetries correspond to adding (D.1).
ÿ
x,y
Z1rxsZ2ryse
2πip{N
ş
xy
“
ÿ
x
Z1rxsZ
1
2rpxs, Z
1
2rpxs “
ÿ
y
Z2ryse
2πip{N
ş
xy. (D.2)
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This can be expressed as
ÿ
x,u,v
Z1rxsZ2ruse
2πi
N
ş
vpu´pxq . (D.3)
With the partition function of T1{ZN and T2 being respectively
ř
x Z1rxs and Z2r0s, we will
denote the resulting theory as
pT1{ZNq ˆ T2
ZN
(D.4)
where the quotient denotes gauging the diagonal ZN symmetry that acts on T2 as the ZN
pd´ n´ 1q-form symmetry and on T2{ZN as the ZL Ă ZN dual pd´ n´ 1q-form symmetry
with L “ gcdpp,Nq.
Here it worth emphasizing that in the context of discrete theta angles that arise from
polarizations, the above mixed discrete theta angle (D.1) actually often comes from a pure
polarization.
To give an example of such theta angles, one can take two copies of p1` 1q-dimensional
Ising model (denoted by Ising2) has Z2ˆZ2 symmetry. Gauging the symmetries with mixed
discrete theta angle given by the non-trivial element in H2pZ2 ˆ Z2, Up1qq “ Z2 produces
Ising2{Z2 ˆ Ising2
Z2
Ø
Ising2 ˆ Ising2
Z2
Ø Up1q4 , (D.5)
where the first duality used the property Ising2{Z2 Ø Ising2, and the second duality used
the property that the gauging the Z2 symmetry in the compact boson theory Up1q4 produces
Ising2 ˆ Ising2 [100], and thus gauging the dual Z2 symmetry in Ising2 ˆ Ising2 (which is
the diagonal Z2 symmetry, since Ising2{Z2 Ø Ising2) gives back Up1q4. This reproduces the
result in Appendix D of [44].
E Linking forms
For a pair of closed, oriented, disjoint manifolds Mn, Mm Ă Rm`n`1, the linking number
LkpMn,Mmq is defined as the degree of the map
f : Mn ˆMm Ñ S
m`n
px, yq ÞÑ x´y
|x´y|
.
(E.1)
It is easy to see that, for any m and n, there are examples of submanifolds with non-zero
linking number, e.g. a pair of spheres Sn Ă Rn`1 and Sm Ă Rn`1 in Sm`n`1 (= sphere in
Rn`1 ˆ Rm`1 “ Rm`n`2).
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In d dimensions we can define linking form for torsion cycles of degrees ` and d ´ ` ´ 1
as follows. Denote two such cycles by α`, α
1
d´`´1. Then there exists an integer K,
Kα` “ Bγ``1 . (E.2)
Then the linking form is defined using the intersection number between γ``1 and α
1
d´`´1,
Linkpα`, α
1
d´`´1q :“ K
´1#pγ``1, α
1
d´`´1q. (E.3)
can be expressed as follows. Denote
K
2π
Bd´`´1 “ PDpγ``1q,
dB1`
2π
“ PDpα1d´`´1q , (E.4)
then the linking form is
1
2π
ż
Bd´`´1dB` “ p´1q
pd´`qp``1q 1
2π
ż
B`dBd´`´1 , (E.5)
where the second expression used integration by parts. Thus the linking form on torsion
cycles has the symmetry property
Linkpα`, αd´`´1q “ p´1q
dp``1qLinkpαd´`´1, α`q . (E.6)
If in the definition of linking form we take the intersection with γ1d´` with Bγ
1
d´` “ K
1αd´`´1,
then the sign is replaced with p´1qd`´1 from the additional contribution p´1qpd´`q`´pd´`´1qp``1q.
For instance, the linking between torsion one-cycles in three spacetime dimension d “ 3
is symmetric, while the linking between torsion 2-cycles in d “ 5 is antisymmetric.
F Dualities for 7d three-form Chern–Simons theory
Just as in the usual Chern–Simons theory, the three-form Chern–Simons theory for AN´1
enjoys a similar version of level-rank duality [68]: it is dual to the theory similar to Up1q´N
i.e. the level ´N Chern–Simons theory with a single three-form gauge field, up to an
invertible TQFT. To see this, we can write the theory as
2
4π
C1dC1 `
N´1
ÿ
I“2
ˆ
´
1
2π
CI´1dCI `
2
4π
CIdCI
˙
. (F.1)
The first term can be rewritten using
2
4π
C1dC1 ´
1
4π
C0dC0 ÐÑ
1
4π
C1dC1 ´
1
2π
C1dx´
1
4π
xdx , (F.2)
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where x,C0 are three-forms related by x “ C0 ´ C1 and ´ 1
4π
C0dC0 is an invertible TQFT.
Using this duality we can rewrite (F.1) as a level-one Chern–Simons theory and
´
1
4π
xdx`
1
4π
C1dC1 ´
1
2π
C1dpC2 ` xq `
N´1
ÿ
I“3
ˆ
´
1
2π
CI´1dCI `
2
4π
CIdCI
˙
. (F.3)
Redefining C1 Ñ C1 ` C2 ` x gives
´
2
4π
xdx`
1
4π
C1dC1 `
1
4π
C2dC2 ´
1
2π
C2dpC3 ` xq `
N´1
ÿ
I“4
ˆ
´
1
2π
CI´1dCI `
2
4π
CIdCI
˙
.
(F.4)
Repeating the steps for C2, ¨ ¨ ¨CN´1 we find
´
N
4π
xdx`
N
ÿ
I“0
1
4π
CIdCI , (F.5)
where the later
řN
I“0
1
4π
CIdCI is an invertible TQFT. The duality is discussed in [25]. This
is consistent with the effective action from supergravity [3].
Similarly, the DN theory is dual to
´
N
4π
xdx`
2
2π
xdy (F.6)
for three-forms x, y, up to an invertible TQFT. This is an analogue of the ordinary Chern–
Simons duality discussed in [32, 101]. Another duality is between the EN theory and the
time-reversal image of A8´N tensored with the E8 theory, which is the counterpart of the
duality in the usual Chern–Simons theory discovered in [33].
Another class of dualites comes from the analogue of fractionalization map discussed
in [64]. There the operators are lines, and their spin can be changed by 1
2
if one turns on a
background B2 “ w2 (which is v2 on orientable manifolds) for the Z2 one-form symmetry that
acts on the lines; here the operators are three-dimensional, and their spins can be changed
by 1
2
by turning on a background B4 “ v4 for the Z2 three-form symmetry that acts on the
three-dimensional operators. This amounts to inserting the generator of the Z2 subgroup
three-form symmetry (which is a combination of
ű
C) at the Poincaré dual of v4.
For instance, the theory associated with g “ sop8q can be expressed as a Z2 three-form
gauge theory coupled to B4 “ v4 for the one-form symmetry generated by em. Concretely,
if we write the Z2 gauge theory as 22πCdC
1 with three-form Up1q gauge fields C,C 1, then the
theory for g “ sop8q is obtained by turning on the background B4 “ v4 for the one-form
symmetry generated by the fermion
ű
pC ` C 1q. This changes the spin of the e operator
ű
C
and m operator
ű
C 1 from boson to fermion. It is the analogue of the “efmf” theory in 2+1
dimensions.
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G Factorization of fermionic Abelian Chern–Simons
theory
In this appendix we show that a fermionic Abelian Chern–Simons theory in 7d or 3d (with
three-form or one-form gauge field, respectively) always factorizes into the product of a
bosonic Abelian TQFT and an invertible fermionic TQFT that consists of two objects: the
identity and the transparent fermionic object f .
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose the contrary, i.e. the Z2 generated by f partici-
pates in a non-trivial extension of the operator algebra. Then, there exists another object x
that obeys Z4 fusion rule such that
x2 “ f, x3 “ x´1 “ fx . (G.1)
Let us compare the spin of fx with the spin of x´1; they should agree according to the above
equation. In an Abelian TQFT, the spin of fx can be obtained from the spin of f and the
spin of x and their braiding, i.e. the spin is a quadratic refinement of the braiding. The spin
of the fermionic object f is 1{2. The object f , being transparent, does not have braiding
with x, so the spin of fx is the sum of the spins of f and x, i.e. 1{2`(spin of x). On the
other hand, the spin of x´1 “ fx is the same as the spin of x, being its inverse. Then we
have a contradiction
spin of x “ 1{2` spin of x . (G.2)
Namely, no such x exists. In other words, an arbitrary Abelian fermionic Chern–Simons
theory in 3d or 7d factorizes into the product of a bosonic Abelian TQFT and an invertible
fermionic TQFT.
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